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ABSTRACT 

Hierarchies are pert'asive. They are used to organi:e and describe many 
artificial and natural phenomena. In general, humans are very good at 
understanding them. It therefore seems reasonable to give computers the 
same ability if they are to be "inteUigent". 

The integration of representation and generalization is necessary in order 
to understand hierarchically structured objects. In this thesis we address 
the issues involved and present a scheme, NfERCE, designed to be· used in 
computer systems that understand and automatically classify instances of 
hierarchies in a given domain. 

The ,HERCE scheme uses a form of dynamic generalization-based memory 
In order to achieve this integration. Representations of individual 
hierarchies are stored in terms of how they vary from previously created 
generalized concepts. ;Hemory is continually reorganized as new data 
becomes available to a AfERCE-based system so that it accurately reflects 
the known information. The overall effect of this scheme is that 
representations of individual hierarchies are enhanced by the use of 
information in the knowledge base. These representations are in turn 
used to enhance the knowledge base by permitting more and better 
generalizations to be made. 

We have developed two l'vfERCE-based computer systems that intelligently 
understand hierarchies. CORPORATE-RESEARCHER is a program that 
learns about upper-level corporate management hierarchies when it is fed 
representations of corporate charts. RESEARCHER is a larger, natural 
language processing program that reads and understands patent abstracts 
about physical objects. Both programs serve as intelligent information 
systems that automatically classify representations of instance hierarchies. 
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The AJERGE scheme of hierarchy understanding is a form of 
generalization-based memory thai integrates representations of individual 
instances with generalization8 created from them. The result i8 an 
enhancement of both representation and generalization over schemes that 
treat each proceS8 8eparately. The need to use MERGE to understand 
hierarchie8 comes about because hierarchical systems are often too 
complex for people to grasp in detail and because there are domains tm·th 
large numbers of instances that must be understood (generalized). A 
.HERGE-based system can automatically classify large numbers of 
ht"erarchies in an incremental fashion while learning about all 8ub
hierarchies within the whole. An example of MERGE is shown by 
giving a brief demon8tration of CORPORATE-RESEARCHER, a program 
that understands corporate hierarchies. The originality of this research 
is clearly indicated, and a preview of the thesis is !J1·ven. 

1. Introduction 

1 

Representation and generalIzation have long been treated as separate problems in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI). It IS our contention that representation and 
generalizatIOn must be unified in order to build intelligent information systems (as 
In [LebOWitz 83a]) In particular, we will show that a dynamic generalization-based 
memory (GBM) scheme can be used to understand hierarchically structured objects. 

Our scheme IS an IntegratIOn of a representation formalism with generalization 
techniques for use In understanding hierarchically structured objects (tangible or 
Intangible). When objects are stored in terms of their simIlarities to, or differences 
from, other objects or generalizations In memory, a dynamiC memory system (in the 
sense that It changes With the knowledge It stores, see [Schank 821) can be realized. 
Such a dynamiC system uses generalizatIon as a method to enhance representation, 
chiefly by creating and changing a clasSificatIOn hierarchy as new data becomes 
avaIlable. Furthermore, this clasSificatIOn hierarchy wIll dictate the way in which 
objects analyzed by the system are represented. The overall effect IS a UnificatIOn 
of representatIOn and generalization into a GB~1 structure that we call Afutually 
Enhanced Representation and GEneralization (MERGE). 

1.1 Overview 

The intent in developing the MERGE scheme is to use it as the heart of 
intelligent InformatIOn systems that understand hierarchically struc.tured objects. 
Much of what we perceive in the world a.round us is hierarchical. Physical objects, 
river and road systems, library systems, fa.mily relations, and all kinds of taxonomies 
are examples of common hierarchical phenomena. Humans seem adept at 
understanding informatIOn presented as hierarchies. People even create abstract 
hierarchically structured systems when entertaining themselves; most western music 
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fits this form. It seems logical that a.rtificial intelligence programs should have a 
sImIlar capacity to comprehend hierarchies. 

An intelligent information system that understands hierarchically structured objects 
would be useful for two reasons. First, some hierarchies are extremely complex. 
For example, an automobile can be viewed as a hierarchy of parts that range from 
the entlre car down to the screws that secure a gasket in the water pump of the 
engIne. Being able to simultaneously make comparisons of cars through all these 
levels of detail IS a difficult task for humans. An automated system would be ideal 
for such a task. 

The second reason to use an intelligent information system to understand 
hIerarchIes is to categorize instances in domains with many instances For example, 
a biologIcal taxonomy classihes ammals based upon each animal's structure (i.e., a 
hIerarchy of body parts). A system that can automatically create a classification of 
ammals, based on thelr structure, could be a help to biological taxonomists. The 
~vfERGE scheme offers a way to automatically create such a classification. (An 
ImplementatlOn of .MERGE for zoological taxonomy would somehow have to capture 
established classificatlOns, Instead of creating its own classes, if it were to be really 
useful.) 

BUlldlng an automated system that understands hierarchies is a difficult task. 
The difficulties arlse from haVing to represent arbitrarily complex hierarchical 
systems that mayor may not be described in a canonical fashion. Furthermore, for 
the understanding system to be useful for many real-world tasks it has to learn 
Incrementally. That IS, It must process data as it becomes available to the system. 
It can not have the luxury of having all instance hierarchies available for analysis 
at one time. On top of these difficulties, an automated, intelligent understander of 
hierarchies must be able to successfully represent individ ual and generalized 
hlerarc hies 

It is our contentlOn that representation and generalization must be integrated in 
order to achieve a true understanding system. The main reason (in this thesis) for 
analYZing Issues In representation and generalization in isolation is that the 
complexity of the ~1ERGE scheme makes It difficult to comprehend all at once. 
Breaking it down into two parts makes a discussion of the scheme's elements more 
tractable. In addition, this separation facilitates referencing past research, 
emphasizing where our work departs from it, and showing why an integration of 
representation and generalization is needed for an understanding system. 

After looking at generalization and representation, the details of the .MERGE 
scheme itself will be given. Two computer systems that employ MERGE as the 
basis of their operation are discussed. CORPORATE-RESEARCHER is a program 
that understands the Information supplied by corporate charts (i.e., it learns about 
upper-level corporate management structures, as demonstrated later in this chapter). 
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It is used mostly as a means to demonstrate the features of MERGE. 
RESEARCHER [Lebowitz 83b] is an intelligent informatlOn system that reads, 
understands, and answers questions about patent abstracts. It learns about complex 
physical objects, disc drIves in particular. Both corporate charts and disc drives are 
examples of hierarchically structured objects, which is what MERGE is designed to 
understand. 

1.1.1 Definitions 

The word understand has been used to describe the actions of intelligent systems 
without stating exactly what IS meant by this term. When diSCUSSing hierarchies, 
we wtll limit the meaning of the word "understand" to the recogmtion of how 
objects differ from (or are Similar to) other objects or generalizatlOns in the same 
domain and the creation of new generalizations that em body these observatlOns. 
SpeCifically, this means structurIng memory USIng generalizations of instance objects 
and creating further generalizatlOns upon these. In fact, a hierarchy of 
generalizations (in essence a clasSification hierarchy) is what the understanding 
process creates. Each generalIzation is a comparison made between at least two 
Instance objects (or other generalizations). The result of this comparison is a new 
memory element that represents the InfOrmatlOn the objects have in common. 

\Ve use the term instance to refer to an object that is a specific example of 
something in the real world. \Vhen two or more instance objects are compared and 
a generalizatlOn of them is created it is called a generalized object. Generalized 
objects have Instance objects and/or other generalized objects as variants. That IS, 
an Instance object is Included in the class defined by the generalized object of 
WhiCh It IS a vanant. Similarly, generalized objects may be included in a class 
defined by another generalized object by making them variants of this "higher
level" concept 

A hierarchy descnbes a system in which each member of the system eXists III 

some partially ordered state relative to the other members. Usually a hierarchy 
appears as a strict tree structure, with each member (node) of the hierarchy being 
subserVient to exactly one other node. This is the definitlOn that will be used 
throughout this thesis. However, a broader definition of a hierarchy wIll 
occaslOnally be referred to. A tangled hierarchy or almost-hierarchy [Sussman and 
Steele 80] is one in which each node may be subserVient to more than one other 
node. 

Knowledge representation in Al is concerned with formal representation schemes 
and the processing of knowledge within these schemes. Our work can be considered 
to fall Within the confines of this area. The MERGE scheme is a formal 
representation scheme as well as a method for processing this informatlOn. 
However, we wIll use the term representation specifically to refer to formal systems 
with which knowledge IS encoded, not how it is used. 
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~1ERGE uses a fixed knowledge representatIOn formalism (defined in Chapters 3 
and 4) that is particularly well suited to hierarchy representation. It uses this 
language to encode individual instance hierarchies and new generalizations in terms 
of previously created generalizations. It dynamically modifies the data needed for 
representation - it does not modify its knowledge representation language. 

Generalization IS the type of learning that MERGE carries out. Specifically, 
!\1ERGE is designed to learn lncrementally by modifying a knowledge base to 
contInually reflect the known sta.te of the world. This is opposed to all-at-once 
learmng where Information IS amassed before It is analyzed. Unless stated 
otherwise, learning will refer to the incremental generalization process. 

1.2 The need for hierarchy understanding systems 

Hierarchies are pervasive. They are encountered in everyday situations as well as 
In sCientific pursuits SInce a goal of AI is to understand the same realm of 
InformatIOn as humans do, considerable attention must be paid to the 
comprehensIOn of hierarchies The practical motivations for developing automated 
hierarchy understandIng systems have been mentioned above. The details of real
world hierarchies are often difficult for people to grasp all at one time because of 
their complexity. They may be able to understand a few levels in a hierarchy or a 
few lIneages, but entire hierarchical systems are often overwhelmingly complex. 
Additionally, some domains have large numbers of instance hierarchies, too many 
for anyone person to understand. 

\Ve first look at several examples of hierarchical domains. Following this, the 
usefulness of an automated understanding system for hierarchies will be discussed 
further 

1.2.1 Hierarchical domains 

Figure 1-1 shows several examples of hierarchies In various domains. Two major 
types of hierarchical systems are included (as distinguished by [Simon 81]): natural 
hierarchies, those that nature has formed and that humans perceive as being 
hierarchical; and artificial hierarchies, those that are purely human inventions. 
There are a few hierarchies that are not clearly natural or artificial. For example, 
atomic structure is actually a model of what people believe to be a hierarchy in 
nature. (The model is an artificial hierarchy, but It purports to represent a natural 
hierarchy) A domaIn can have examples of hierarchies from eIther or both of 
these classes. Physical objects can be man-made (artificial) as are automobiles, disc 
drives, and so on. Or they can be natural hierarchies, as is the case with trees 
(e.g., Maple, Oak, etc.) [Rosch et al. 76; Hemenway and Tversky 84]. 

Some hierarchies are obvious. Governments, military 
corporatIOns make charts describing their tree-like structures. 

establishments, and 
Biological taxonomies 



Hierarchical Domain 

Human Organizational Systems 

Physical Objects 

Human Symbolic Systems 

Taxonomies 

Genealogy 

Road/River Systems 

Examples 

governments( a), corporations( a), 
clubs(a), religious institutlOns(a) 

plant and animal physiology(n), 
atomic and cosmic structure, 
automoblles( a), buildings( a) 

writ1Og(a), music(a), 
library organizatlOnal systems( a) 

biological taxonomies, sub-atomic 
particle classification, chemical 
classification 

family trees(n) 

highway location planning( a), nvers 
and their tributaries(n) 

Several examples of tyreS of hierarchies 10 each domain are shown. 
Both natural and artlhcl-a (man-made) hlerarchll"s are given as exam,Ples 
under some domainS Arttiiclal hierarchies are indicated by an "a' in 
pa~~ntheses after each example. Natural hierarchIes are shown with an 
'n follOWing them The examples that have an unIdentlhed type are 

descnbed In the text 
Figure 1-1: Hierarchical domainS. 

and famIly trees are expliCitly made to be hierarchical In form. Most forms of 
wnt10g are also hierarchical and an author usually trIes to keep thIS in mind whIle 
WrIt10g long documents (e g., this thesIs IS a hierarchy of words, sentences, 
paragraphs, sectlOns, and chapters). 

Other hierarchies are not so obvious. Musicologists deSCrIbe compositions as being 
hierarchies of notes, measures, phrases, themes, and higher level structures. The 
process of deciding how to plan the rout1Og of a hIghway IS structured as a 
hIerarchIcal decision task [~1anhelm 66]. Even buildings are hierarchical In 
structure; they have rooms, suites of rooms, floors, and clusters of floors (in some 
large office bUildings). 

Figure 1-2 shows several examples of hierarchies that computer scientists use. The 
nght hand column shows an organizational concept for each type of hierarchy. 
Hierarchical doma1Os can ha.ve several ways to organize information. Thus, it is 
necessary to specIfy which of these organizational concepts is being studied. We 
wIll focus on this POlOt when the fundamental relation (F-rel) of a. hierarchy is 
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discussed in Chapter 3 Simply put, the F-rel is a formal characterization of a 
hierarchy's organizational concept 

~ or Hierarchy Organizational Concept 

grammatlcal parse trees part of a phrase 

structured programmlOg one module calls another 

communIcations protocols passes data up/down through levels 

dlsc file management increaslOg/ decreasing units of size 

hardware organizatlOn in same subsystem as 

CirCUit layout functionally part of 

Some of the many examples of hierarchies found just in the 
SClence domaln are hsted. The organizational concept indicates 
basiS for each hlerarchy lS. 

Figure 1-2: Hlerarchies within computer SClence. 

1.2.2 Automatic classification 

computer 
what the 

The wide variety of hlerarchies in the real world makes the need for an 
understandlng of them Important. Although humans are able to recognIze and 
construct hierarchies, they are not particularly good at SImultaneously understanding 
all the levels of detail that a single, complex hIerarchy can represent. 

A. hierarchy can be seen as a recursive structure That is, a hierarchy IS 
composed of a root node and other sub-hlerarchies. Each sub-hierarchy being 
another hierarchy wlth one less level of detail than its predecessor. Representlng 
thiS recursive structure can be eastly done on a computer. Since computers have 
accurate memOries they can "remember" a lot of detail. Thus, a properly designed 
program can represent hlerarchies of arbitrary depth (level of detail). 

Having such a representation scheme is only a prerequisite to understanding 
hIerarchies, not the method. Understanding has been defined to include 
generalization in this theSIS. Consequently, instance hierarchies can only be 
understood 10 relatlOn to other hierarchIEs; they can not be understood in isolation. 
Some generalization-type processing must be done on representations of hierarchIes 
10 order to understand them. 

Throughout this thesls two kinds of hierarchies are discussed. Hierarchies that 
represent a specific instance of a system or a generalization of a system are called 
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F-trees. For example, a representation of John's 1984 Toyota, Mary's corporation, 
or a generalized modular computer program is an F-tree. (The origin of the term, 
F-tree, is described in Chapter 3.) The other type of hierarchy that will be 
discussed is called a Generalization tree, or G-tree. A G-tree is composed of 
generalized concepts and specific instances. Each node (concept) in a G-tree is an 
F-tree. Thus, a G-tree is a hierarchy of generalizations of F-trees. The leaves of a 
G-tree usually are specific F-trees (instance hierarchies). Higher levels in a G-tree 
are generalIzed F-trees, with the most general F-tree situated at the root of the G
tree. 

Understanding involves creating and maintaining G-trees. For example, an 
understanding of household furniture would necessitate the creation of concepts of 
varIOUS classes, types, and kinds of furniture. There might be bedroom furniture 
and living-room classes. Types of living-room furniture would be chairs, couches, 
and tables. The kind of chair would be the next classification level (e.g., with or 
without arms). At the lowest level of this hierarchy would be specific pieces of 
furniture from a specific manufacturer. 

\Vhen a domain such as household furniture has a large number of instances, an 
intelligent understanding system also serves as a way to automatically classify 
obJects' That IS, the understanding process creates a hierarchy of generalized 
concepts. These concepts are analogous to the classes, types, and kinds that are 
needed to classify furniture. In general, a hierarchical categorizatIOn of objects can 
have arbitrarily many levels 

~fERGE-based systems are particularly useful for automatic classificatIOn of objects 
In domaInS with many Instances It seems to use that people are often unable to 
generalIze about large numbers of similar objects and stIll recall the details of a 
particular object To compensate for thiS problem they resort to external means 
(e g, database- systems) to asSist them In storing knowledge about such domaInS. 
However, humans must make the generalizations (i.e., we are assuming that 
databases, heretofore, cannot make generalizatIOns). Thus, representations of objects 
are separated from the generalizations about them. Although thiS separation may 
allow a human to perform better at clasSifying objects, It is Inflexible in that an 
additIOn to the database may reqUIre human interventIOn to reclassIfy the 
Information. Our scheme allows large numbers of objects to be both represented 
and generalized about within the same enVironment, eventually ;:;ading to an 
mtegrated, automated, intelligent informatIOn system. 

A ~fERGE-based system can automatically classify several objects simultaneously. 
Since the objects being clasSIfied by MERGE are hIerarchical in structure, several 
categorizatIOn hierarchies can be created during the understanding process -- one 
categorization hierarchy for each unique sub-part of an object. The MERGE 
scheme enables the understanding of parts of objects during the process of 
understanding the whole object. People commonly learn about objects within the 
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context of other objects. For example, they might learn about random access 
memory (R.AJ.\1) and external memory (e.g., disc dnves) while trying to understand 
personal computers. We believe that intelligent information systems should 
duplicate this type of learning if they are to be robust in their ability to process 
vaned input data. 

1.3 MERGE-based systems 
The MERGE scheme can be applied to the task of understanding in any domam 

comprIsed of hierarchIcally structured objects. However, it is limited to use in one 
area at a time (e.g., computer disc drives within the physIcal object domain). An 
Implementation of ~fERGE must be focused on a specific area of a domaIn. 

\Ve have built two related programs that employ MERGE as the basis for 
organlZlng memory to understand hierarchies. CORPORATE-RESEARCHER is 
designed to learn about upper-level corporate management hierarchies. As such, the 
objects It understands are corporate officers, divisions, or departments. 
RESEARCHER IS a system that reads patent abstracts about disc drives, thereby 
learnIng about how they are structured. It understands hierarchies that describe 
complex physIcal objects 

Aside from the fundamentally different objects that these programs represent and 
generalIze about, they have other differences. RESEARCHER is a large natural 
language proceSSIng system that obtains its data by parsing English language text 
Into t-.1ERGE's representational formalism. CORPORA TE-RESE • ..utCHER gets its 
Input from hand encodmg5 of corporate charts. 

Both systems use InfOrmatIOn (relatIOns) to supplement the basIC hierarchIcal 
representatIOns Although RESEARCHER and CORPORATE-RESEARCHER both 
make use of relatIOns they do so to different degrees. RESEARCHER has a 
SOphIsticated method for representing physical relations among parts of an object 
hierarchy For example, a disc dnve may have a read/WrIte head ON-TOP-OF a 
diSC (With both being parts of the disc drive). The relations that CORPORATE
RESEARCHER uses have to do with special interactions among various branches of 
a corporation. For example, an acquisitions committee ADVISES the chairman of 
the board. Relations are of importance In augmenting a single tree-hke 
representatlOn of a hierarchy so that It more closely captures reality. 

The fact that CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER understand 
SIgnificantly different domams with different input sources and relational InfOrmatIOn 
IS Important. If MERGE can successfully be used in these two programs then it 
can likely be applied to a WIde range of hierarchical domains. We will examine the 
details of these programs in more depth In Chapter 6, but will look at a simple 
example of how ~1ERGE works here. 
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1.3.1 CORPORATE-RESEARCHER 

We choose to bnefly demonstrate MERGE with an example from CORPORATE
RESEARCHER. (We wIll not show actual program output, but this example has 
been processed by CORPORATE-RESEARCHER.) The hierarchies that this 
program understands are very straightforward in that corporate management 
structures are generally tr€e-like in form, as corporate charts show. In addition, the 
ranklllgs of members of a corporatlOn are known to most people (e g., a chairman IS 
above a preSident, a preSident is above a vice-president, etc.). These qualities make 
for easy-to-understand examples. 

Three hypothetical corporate charts (representations) are shown 10 Figure 1-3 
The nodes 10 each F -tree represent officers of the corporation. The links 
connectlllg the nodes are the fundamental relations (F-rels) that specify the structure 
of the hierarchy These representations are fed directly to CORPORATE
RESEARCHER, one at a time, so that the program can incrementally incorporate 
them IOto Its knowledge base. 

CRAIRllU 

I 
PRESIDEIT 
/ I \ / \ 

VICE-PRES VICE-PRES SECRETARY 

Corporation-! 

CRAIRllU 

I 
PRESIDEIT 

/ \ 
/ \ 

VICE-PRES TREASURER 

Corporation-B 

CRAIRlUI 
/ \ 

/ \ 
EIEC-VP PRESIDEIT 

/ \ 
/ \ 

VICE-PRES SECRETARY 

Corporation-C 

The cor'porate hierarchies for three hypothetical corporations are shown . 
. -\11 thr€e l"-trees show the fundamental relatlOn that blllds the members of 
the hierarchy together. 

Figure 1-3: Three corporate charts 

Initially, Corporatlon-A's F-tree IS all that IS available to the program. Since a 
\fERGE- based system learns only from IOformatlon that it has gathered from 
multIple Instance F-trees, th€re are no pOSSIble generalizations that can be made 
given a slllgie lllstance. Thus, the initial knowledge base IS Just CorporatlOn-A's F
tree 

Cpon receivmg as Input Corporation-B's F-tree, CORPORATE-RESEARCHER 
b€glns the process of generallZlng, modifying representations, and lllcorporating the 
new instance into Its knowledge structures. CorporatlOn-A and Corporatlon-B have 
a chairman, president, and vice-preSident (vlCE-PRES) 10 common. Therefore, 
generalizlllg them together wIll create a. concept of a corporatIOn that has these 
mem bers III the same ordered hierarchy. The original lllstances, Corporation-A and 
Corporation-B, become variants of thiS generalized concept. Figure 1-4 shows this. 
Each box contallls an F-tree. The top box IS a generalized F-tree, while the 
bottom boxes are IOstance F -trees. The boxes themselves are nodes In the G-tree 
that descnbes corporations. 
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/ 
I 

+-------------+ 
CHAIRllAI 

I 
PRESIDEIT 

I 
VICE-PRES 

.. -------------+ 
\ 

\ 
+-------------------------------+ +---------------------+ 

(CHAIRllAI ) 
I 

yRESfDElT~ 
(VICE-PRES) VICE-PRES SECRETARY 

Corporatiol1-i 
+-------------------------------+ 

(CHAIRlUI) 
I 

(PRESIDElT) 
I \ 

(VICE-PRES) TREASURER 
Corporatiol1-B 

+---------------------+ 

The generalized concept of a corporation (the top box) contains the 
common elements of Corporation-A and Corporation-B. The original 
Instances (lower boxes) are indexed as vanants of the generalized concept. 
Corporate mem bers that have been tnhented from the generalized concept 
of a corporatlOn are shown tn parentheses. 

Figure 1-4: The two corporation knowledge base. 

There is no need to re-represent parts of a hierarchy that are in common between 
a variant node and its parent. In thIs example, the chairman, president, and vice
presIdent have been inherited from the generalized concept of a corporation. (The 
Inhented data is shown tn parentheses:) Inheritance of this information is used to 
ehmtnate the repetItion of common elements -- only differences need be stored. 
"-fERGE makes heavy use of this operation and augments it with other operations 
that allow for modificatlOn of tnherited parts. They are too detailed to go into 
here, but WIll be elaborated upon In Cha.pters 3 and s. 

We can see the use of a MERGE-based system as an automatic means for 
clasSIfYing hIerarchIes when the representation of CorporatlOn-C is incorporated into 
the knowledge base. The structure of CorporatlOn-C most closely matches that of 
CorporatlOn-A in that they both have a secretary and a vice-presIdent below the 
level of the president. CORPORATE-RESEARCHER recognizes this (i.e., it finds 
the closest matchIng Instance or generalized concept to Corporation-C according to 
a metnc for matchIng trees that appears in Appendix A) and bUIlds another 
generalized concept (F -tree) of a corporation that is more specific than the first one 
It created. It then Indexes both CorporatIon-A and Corporation-C as vanants of 
thIS new concept. The new concept is in turn indexed as a variant of the first 
generalized concept. This creates a G-tree that serves as a classification hierarchy 
for the tnstances fed into the system. The resulttng G-tree is shown in Figure 1-5. 

Concurrent with the process of creating a generalization hierarchy that classifies 
entIre corporatlOns, CORPORATE-RESEARCHER also builds generalization 
hierarchies that classify each sub-hierarchy that comprises a corporate structure. 
This process is not an additional task, but rather a consequence of the way 
tvIERGE works. Figure 1-6 shows the president G-tree that was created for the 
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+---------------------------------. 
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(CHAIRlW) 
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(PRESIDElT) 
/ \ 

(VICE-PRES) TREASURER 
Corporation-B 

+---------------------+ 

+-----------------------+ 
(CHAIRlUI) 
/ \ 

EIEC-VP (PRESIDElT) 

(VICE-PRES~ (S~ETARY) 
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+-----------------------+ 

All three illstance corporations are classified in this generalization 
hll?rarchy A new generahzed concept has been created (middle left box) 
which IS a representatIOn of a corpo. ratIOn that has the common elements 
of CorporatIOn-A and CorporatlOn-C 

Figure 1-5: The three corporation knowledge base. 
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same three Instance corporatIOns It has one less node than the generahzation 
hierarchy shown In Figure 1-':> because there is no difference between the president 
ill CorporatlOn-C and Its generalized concept. However, the chairman of 
CorporatlOn-C has an executive vice-president (EXEC-v'P) that the generalized 
concept does not have. In general, G-trees wdl have different structures depending 
on the informatIOn that they clasSify 

In FIgure 1-6 we can see that the concept of a president that has a vice-presIdent 
and a 5ecretary reporting to him has been created ThiS concept may be useful for 
disambIguatIng future Instance F-trees that are unclear as to who reports to the 
presIdent. The same can be said for the corporatIOn as a whole. The concept that 
a corporation has a chaIrman, preSIdent, and VIce-preSIdent may help In determintng 
thl? correct ordenng of corporate offIcers for some Instance F-tree that does not use 
the same names for executives that were used In these examples. 

1.4 Originality of our work 

ThiS theSIS IS both a synthesis of several recent ideas in knowledge representatIOn 
and a step forward in hIerarchy understanding. \Ve pOSit a unification of formal 
representatIOn methods With generalization techniques In a generalizatIOn-based 
memory scheme designed to understand hierarchically structured objects. Assertions 
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+-------------+ 

I PRESfDElT I 
VICE-PRES 

+-------------+ 
III \\\ 

+---------------------+ +---------------------+ 

I (PRESIDElT) I 
(YICE-PRfs) ~ECRETART I (PRESIDElT) I 

(YlCE-P'ES) \ TREASURER 
+---------------------+ +---------------------+ 

+---------------------------------+ 

I (PRESIDElT) I 
(YICE-PRES~ YICE~PRES ~SECRETARY) 

+---------------------------------+ 

This G-tree was created durin~ the same. process of incorporating 
Instances Into memory as was the G-tree shown 10 Figure 1-5. It classIfies 
presidents In the same way the entire corporation is classified. A G-tree 
IS created for each Unique member of the instance hierarchIes that have 
chIldren below them In their F-tree (i.e., non-leaf nodes) 

Figure 1-6: The president generalization hierarchy. 

about the onglnality of this work fall into three areas: knowledge representation, 
generalizatIOn, and hierarchy theory (i.e., the study of the nature and behavior of 
hlerarchlcai systems) 

The assertions to be made about knowledge representation and generalization are 
the most significant In this theSIS. The :NfERGE scheme and Its implementation in 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER support these assertions. Our 
assertIOns about the nature of hierarchies are _ more speculative In the following 
two sectIOns we Will enumerate these points In theIr order of Importance as they 
relate to thiS theSIS 

1.4.1 Knowledge representation and generalization 

1 \Vhen representatIOns of Individual Instance hierarchies are properly 
Integrated With generalizations of these Instances, a mutual enhancement 
of both representatIOn and generalization can occur. The proper 
integration IS obtained by using a type of GBM scheme that we call 
:\fERGE. In MERGE, representations of Instance hierarchies are encoded 
In terms of preVIOusly generalized instances allowing for the inference of 
missing data, and disambiguation of contradictory information. These 
Instances, in turn, Improve the quality of the generalizatIOns. This 
feedback between representation and generalization is the essence of the 
~fERGE scheme. 

\Ve wlll show exactly how this can be achieved by structuring memory 



as multiple hierarchies of generalizations (G-trees) based upon 
representatlOns of 10stance hierarchies. It will be argued that this 
approach to organizing memory is cognitively accurate and results in an 
improved method for understanding, compared to conventional methods 
in which representation and generalization are treated as separate 
processes. 

ClasSically, a researcher might set out to build an understanding system 
by first chooslOg a representation formalism to capture the data at hand. 
\Vhile worklOg on generalization problems he may then find that his 
lllilial chOIce of representation formalism is not completely satisfactory for 
mak10g generalizations The next step would be to refine the 
representation scheme and try the generalization process again. This 
test-refine-test strategy is an example of methodolog1'cal feedback. 

Methodological feedback is useful for determining a good formalism to 
use. However, once a formalism is deCided upon the processes of 
representation and generalization must functlOn on their own. The 
results of a good generalizatIOn do not help in the representation of a 
new 10stance 

The feedback cycle 10 ~1ERGE is different. A representatIOnal formalism 
IS predetermined for a speCific domaln (actually, it is basically the same 
for all hierarchical domallls, only relations are domain dependent). 
However, memory IS structured such that 10stances and generalizatIOns 
are represented 10 terms of prevIOusly created generalizatIOns. The 
feedback cycle consists of generahzatlons affect10g the representations of 
objects and representatIOns used to create new generalizatIOns. This is 
an example of internal feedback -- not methodological feedback. A 
\1ERGE-based system dynamically changes Its overall representation of 
knowledge Without human interventIOn However, the representation 
language IS kept constant 

The \1ERGE scheme offers an effective way to create generalizations 
about hierarchIcally structured objects Researchers have used hierarchies 
of generalizatIOns as knowledge structures for many tasks. However, the 
data that their systems generalize about has generally been 
non-structured (I e, it IS a data set -- not a complex structured 
hierarchy). 

\Ve wIll present a scheme for creat10g generalizatIOn hierarchIes based 
upon structured data. SpeCifically, the data is hierarchically structured 
-- which we believe to be one of the most common forms of structured 
data found in both natural and artifiCial systems. Thus, our scheme can 
be used III Al systems that heretofore have been limited in the kinds of 
inform atlon they can process. 
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3. Our approach to understanding objects is well-adapted to real-world 
situations. Information usually presents itself over a period of time, not 
all at once. Hence, an intelligent system must be able to learn 
incrementally by continually reorganizing its memory. A ~RGE-based 
system is designed to make generalizations incrementally as new instance 
hierarchies are brought into it. Because it is continually creating new 
generalizatlOns and modifying old ones, its memory scheme must be 
dynamic. It can not (and need not) be known a priori how the 
resultant generalization hierarchies will appear. The structure of 
MERGE's knowledge base is solely dependent on the data it is fed and 
the order in which it is presented. 

Several other recent systems also make use of a dynamic memory that 
works by creating generalizatlOns incrementally. Of note are IPP 
[Lebowitz 801. CYRUS [Kolodner 80], and UNIMEM [Lebowitz 83c]. All 

of these programs make generalizations of the data they receive as input. 
MERGE-based systems are unique in that they dynamically reorganize 
memory while lncrementally learning about complex, hierarchically 
structured objects. These other systems deal with less structured (in the 
case of CYRUS) or non-structured informatlOn. 

4. An automatic hierarchical classification of complex objects is achieved 
by USlng the ~fERGE scheme. Ea.ch instance hierarchy that is input to 
a MERGE-based system is encoded according to the fundamental relation 
links JOlning its elements together, along with other information. These 
representations of complex objects are then lncorporated into a knowledge 
base In which they become the leaves of generalizatlOn hierarchies (G
trees). A generalization hierarchy eXists for each unique object sub
hierarchy In the lnstances. Thus, ~fERGE creates multiple classification 
hierarchies (G-trees) depending on what objects are in the context of the 
domaln under study. This categorizatlOn is based on the fundamental 
relatlOn and other mformatlOn that augments the descnptions of the 
lnstance objects. 

Although clasSification hierarchies are commonly used in many areas of 
AI, they are almost always created by humans. The remalning ones do 
not classify complex, hierarchically structured objects. Our scheme will 
automatically (without human lntervention) buIld classlficatlOn hierarchies 
of arbitrarily complex objects. Furthermore, these classlficatlOns are not 
based on numencal data (as some automatic taxonomy systems use) but 
rather on the structure of the objects (along wlth supplemental data), 
which we believe is more cognitively accurate. The classification 
hierarchies created can also be used In conjunctlOn with other 
understanding tasks (e.g., language understanding or problem solving). 



1.4.2 Hierarchy theory 

1. USlOg hierarchies of generalizations IS a powerful method for 
understanding hierarchically structured objects. The major advantage to 
using a. hierarchy of generalizations as opposed to some other means of 
comparing instance objects is that knowledge IS grouped into small 
"chunks" [Miller .56; Rosenbloom and Newell 831. Because each chunk of 
knowledge IS organized under a node in a. hierarchy, this node represents 
a generalized concept of the Information it classifies. Comparisons of 
new objects can be made against this generalized concept instead of 
against all of the Instances under it. This effectively minimizes the time 
needed to learn new InformatIOn. 

ChunklOg of knowledge is a relatiyely old idea. However, the use of 
mUltiple generalizatIOn hierarchies to chunk information encoded 10 

hierarchically structured objects is new. 

1.5 Thesis preview 

ThiS section proVides the reader With a map of the rest of this theSIS. 
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Chapter '2 gives a synopsis of research related to our own. We show where this 
work fits Into the disciplines of AI, systems engineering, and cognitiye psychology. 
The three subject areas that the ~1ERGE scheme bears on are knowledge 
representatIOn, generalizatIOn (learning), and hierarchy theory. 

Chapter ;3 serves as a technical introduction to the theSIS. The basiC concepts 
behind YfERGE's representatIOnal formalism and generahzation technIques are 
deSCribed. Integrating representatIOn With generahzation IS Introduced by showing 
how inheritance and other operations are used to achieve a GB~l A compact 
notational scheme IS presented that Will be used In bter chapters to exemphfy the 
detatls of \1ERGE and In discussing various Issues In representation and 
generaltzatlOn 

Before grvlng a complete deSCriptIOn of ~fERGE and demonstrating how It works, 
several Issues 10 both representation and generalization are explored. Issues haVing 
to do with representing IndiVidual hierarchies are investigated 10 Chapter 4, 
Including more about fundamental relations, non-fundamental relations, and other 
data RESEARCHER's non-fundamental relation representation scheme IS 

demonstrated as an example of a sophisticated means of augmenting a hierarchy's 
representatIOn. 

Generaltzatlon Issues are described In Chapter S. Different types of generalizations 
are discussed, as IS the usefulness of and problems With inheritance. ~fuch of the 
chapter IS spent conSidering aspects of when to create generalizations and how to 
use them. All of this is, of course, In the context of hierarchical object 
understanding. 
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The contents of Chapters 3, 4, and 5 come together in Chapter 6. The qualities 
of an ideal MERGE-based system are described. Both the CORPORA TE
RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER programs are demonstrated with sample runs. 
The chapter concludes with a critique of how well these implementations perform 
relative to an ideal system. 

In Chapter 7 we summanze the mam points of the thesis and discuss directIons 
for future research. 



Although this research is properly classified in the area of knowledge 
representation within Al, it is related to work in other disciplines and 
subject areas. The fields of cognitive psychology and systems 
engtneenng, as well as Al, have made contributions to hierarchy 
understanding. The areas of knowledge representation, generalization 
(learning), and hierarchy theory all bear on our work. Semantic nets 
and frames are the two fundamental knowledge representation 
formalisms that are appropriate to hierarchy understanding. We have 
developed a high-level frame-based scheme similar to lvfOPs. Research in 
generalization can be grouped into three overlapping classes: numerical, 
inductive, and conceptual. The AfERGE form of generalization falls 
mostly into this latter class. As such it allows for generalizations to be 
made that appear to be "cognitively accurate" in human terms. The 
major contribution from hierarchy theory to this thesis is the idea of 
near-decomposability. This concept states that the components of a 
hierarchical system interact less strongly than the members within any 
one component. 

2. Related Work 

2.1 Introduction 
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Our research IS related to previous work spanning three disciplines and three 
subject areas As mentioned previously, we are seeking to integrate knowledge 
representatIOn and generalization into a unified approach to understanding 
hierarchically structured objects. The three subject areas that are relevant to us 
are knowledge representation, generalization (learning), and hierarchy theory. Three 
diSCiplines that have made Significant contributIOns in these subject areas are 
artIficial intellIgence, systems engineenng, and cognItive psychology. 

ThiS chapter is diVided into three major sections In these sections we present a 
brief account of related work from each of the three subject areas. Within each of 
these areas the contributions from the appropnate diSCiplInes are dIscussed. Before 
proceeding, we give an overview of where this theSIS fits In among the related work 
that will be surveyed. 

The issue of how to best represent knowledge has always been of paramount 
importance in AI, and consequently there IS a. large body of research that one can 
refer to Learning has also been widely studied by many AI workers. The type of 
learning that we address, generalizatIOn, has been given much attention recently, 
and so there exist some reratively new papers and programs related to our work 
Although several AI systems make use of hierarchies to represent knowledge, none 
of them have focused on the question of understandIng hierarchies per se. SlDce 
thiS IS exactly what we are Investigatlllg, there IS little research to cite that IS 
sImtlar to ours, but there is some related work. 
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Figure 2-1 summarizes the quantity of available research in each of the nine 
categories shown. Our work spans all three subject areas within artificial 
intelligence. Therefore, in the following mini-surveys, special consideration is given 
t.o this endeavor. Somewhat less coverage is allotted to systems engineering, and 
cursory attention is paid to cognitive psychology. 

Subject 
Area 

Knowledge 
Representation 

Generalization 
(Learning) 

Hierarchy 
Theory 

Artincial 
Intelligence 

much 

some 

little 

Discipline 

Systems 
Engineering 

nla 

some 

little 

Psychology 

some 

much 

little 

ThiS table gives a qualitative indication of where research relevant to 
that presented in this thesis has been done. Our work encompasses all 
three areas within AI, but we consider it to be primarily in the area of 
knowledge representatlOn. 

Figure 2-1: Related research summary. 

Although our work IS in .AI, we recognize that other fields within cogmtlve science 
(much of AI bemg part of cognitive science) often contribute useful concepts that 
an A1 program can embody. The fields of hierarchy theory and cognitive 
psychology are of particular relevance to this thesis. Ideas developed in the former 
field can assist m the overall structuring of a hierarchy understanding system. 
\Vhlle the later field can prOVide insights into how humans understand hierarchies, 
which can be incorporated into a program, hopefully improving Its performance. 

HIerarchy theory is properly conSidered a branch of systems engmeering. It is the 
study of the underlymg pnnciples of hierarchies. The goals of this diSCipline are to 
develop theories that can explain and predict how hierarchical systems behave -- not 
Simply to enumerate or use hierarchies for representing systems. Even though it 
has been around for a generation or more, most of the research to date consists of 
speculative papers about the nature of hierarchies. Nevertheless, there are some 
Important and useful concepts that have been posited. Systems engineering has also 
harbored the technique of numerical taxonomy or clustering, a way of automatically 
categoflzing data sets, which is a form of generalization. 
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Human learmng is one domain of study of cognitive psychologIsts. Researchers in 
A1 often pomt to theones in cognitive psychology for justification of their methods, 
and several key ideas In knowledge representation have come from psychologIsts 
(Miller's "chunking" theory [Miller 561, for example). However, this school's 
contributions are somewhat peripheral to the issues addressed here and therefore 
wIll mostly be referenced in support of other concepts described. 

2.2 Knowledge representation 

Knowledge representation comprises a wide range of ideas, theories and methods 
for encoding informatIOn about objects and events. The focus of this investigatIOn 
will be on those schemes that have importance to representing hierarchically 
structured objects. Our approach Will be to first examme formal representation 
systems, then specific systems that are geared toward representing objects in a 
hIerarchical form. The MERGE scheme is both a formal representation system and 
one that deals with hierarchical object representations. 

2.2.1 Formal representation schemes and systems 

Two major formal representation schemes that lend themselves to representations 
of structured objects are semantic networks [Quillian 68] and frames [Minsky 75]. 
Variations of these general schemes abound and the distinction between them is 
often blurred. Nevertheless, one can usually identIfy the roots of any of these 
schemes and clasSify a given representatIOn system as frame-based or semantic 
network-based. Although our scheme is frame-based, there is much to be learned 
from a study of semantic networks, as well as frames. 

SemantIc networks (or nets) were the first of these two representation formalisms 
to be used in computer programs. An early, integrated natural language processing 
(~LP) program, SHRDLU [Winograd 72]. used semantic nets .to encode declarative 
knowledge about a blocks-world. (We wIll come back to this program later, as It 
was a landmark program for representation techniques.) Semantic nets are 
arbltranly complex networks In which nodes represent actions, Ideas or, in the case 
of SHRDLU, phYSical objects. Arcs connecting nodes represent relations among 
them. For example, if there is a pyramid on top of a block, where the pyramid IS 
represented by a Single node and so IS the block, then an arc connecting them 
would represent the relation SlJPPORTED-BY 

IS-A links (arcs) are used to represent the concept that one node IS an instance of 
another. For example, a dog IS-A mammal. All of the properties that a mammal 
has can be inherited by the concept dog (unless overridden) Thus, if the network 
had the fact that a mammal breaths air encoded in it, then it would be assumed 
that a dog also breaths air. The word type refers to a concept used in a semantic 
net (e g., mammal) whIle the term token 15 identified WIth an instance of a type 
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(e.g., dog, If mammal IS the type). Inheritance, modified by other operations, IS a 
crucial part of the MERGE scheme. Early semantic net-based systems made only 
simple use of inheritance (Le., a token would inherit all of the informatIon in its 
type). Recent schemes like KL/ONE [Brachman 79801 (descnbed later in this 
section) and MERGE do a great deal more with inheritance, as will be seen in 
Chapters 3 and 5. 

Any chosen relatIOn can be represented by arcs in semantIc nets. Aside from 
static phYSical relatIOns, like SUPPORTED-BY, and classification relations, like IS-A, 
more complex relatIOns, like MUST-BE-SUPPORTED-BY and CAN-NOT-BE-A, are 
possible. Thus, a mammal CAN-NOT-BE-A reptile. The deductive reasonmg 
procedures in SHRDLU make use of these relations. Such relations are similar to 
the ones used to augment a hierarchy's meaning in ~1ERGE. 

Much has been wntten about semantic nets (see (Woods 75; Barr and Feigenbaum 
81]' for example). They have been and perhaps still are the dominant knowledge 
representatIOn system used in AI. SHRDLU exemplified the best points about 
semantic networks, in addition to being an NLP demonstration program. The 
Simple node-arc formalism provides for easy representation of associations. They are 
useful for encoding static factual knowledge and are versatile in that they permit a 
Wide range of data to be encrypted. Because of the limited domain of knowledge 
needed to understand the blocks-world, few of the difficulties and limitations of this 
scheme surfaced [Wilks 74], which is one of the reasons why SHRDLU was so 
successful. Among the shortcommgs of classical semantic nets are: no universally 
accepted semantic definitions for links; difficulty in representing time dependent 
knowledge, little distinctIOn of more important data (links) from lower-level 
knowledge (I.e, all hnks have equal priority). 

One way to overcome the inability of most semantic net representatIOn systems to 
deal effectively With large networks of data, IS to chunk information into regIOns 
wlthm the network and treat these chunks as If they were mdivldual nodes Thus, 
a large semantic net with 10,000 nodes could logically be reduced to a network of, 
say, 200 chunks m which each of the 200 chunks would contain sub-networks of a 
small size. This partitioning of a semantic network was proposed in [Hendrix 791. 

The idea that humans chunk knowledge was first introduced in [Miller 561. He 
suggested that knowledge is organized as a hierarchy of chunks, each chunk serving 
to Index several other chunks, untt! some base-level IS reached. More recent work 
goes further than this, contending that most human learning not just knowledge 
representation occurs via this chunking process [Rosenbloom and Newell 831. We 
believe a representation scheme mtended for use in computer systems to be more 
"cognitlvely accurate" if it organizes its knowledge in terms of chunks. Partitioned 
semantic nets are an example of such a scheme, as are frames. 

Several advantages over Simple semantic nets are apparent m Hendrix's scheme 
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By separatmg low-level knowledge from high-level knowledge, the encoding process 
can represent more varied information. For example, the color, shape, and size of 
an object could be linked together wIthin a partition and the partition itself could 
have links to other nodes or partitions (e g., indicating higher level facts about the 
object's purpose). This hierarchical partitioning results in smaller numbers of 
objects at anyone level that need to be manipulated. In addition, such a scheme 
comes closer to being cognitively accurate, in human terms. 

Frames are another way of solving many of the same problems as partitioned 
semantIc nets. Frames are conceptual objects that are used to group pieces of 
knowledge mto logIcally consIstent blocks. They are most easily thought of as an 
extension of semantIC networks where each node is a comparatively large structure 
that contams enough Information to a.dequately describe an item at some level of 
detail While a node in a semantic net usually is simply the name of an item, a 
frame can possess information about how to classify an Item, how to use it, what 
attrIbutes it has, and virtually anything else that might be useful to know about an 
event or object. Furthermore, the knowledge encoded in a frame need not be statIc 
(declaratIve). It may be dynamic (procedural), or it can be a combination of these 

[Winograd 751 In either case, a frame should be viewed as "a specialist in a 
small domain" [Kuipers i51 

If an aIrhne reservatlOn system (see [Bobrow et al. 771 for a descriptIon of such a 
system) used a frame to represent each date on which a plane reservation was 
made, it mIght have s/otsl In the frame as follows: 

YEAR: 
WalTH: 
DAY-OF-WOITH: 
DAY-OF-IEEI: 

The YEAR, \10NTH and DAY-OF-MONTH slots might be. filled with static data 
(probably Single numbers). The DAY-OF-\VEEK slot might contain procedural 
knowledge as follows: 

(If YEAR Lnd WalTH Lnd DAY-OF-WOITH are filled 
then (FIGURE-IEElDAY» 

Semantic nets, and particularly partItioned semantic nets, offer a possible 
formalIsm for a hIerarchy understanding system. However, we have chosen the 
frame formalism for use in ~fERGE. In our View, it proVIdes a cleaner and more 
easily understood approach for building large scale memory organizational systems 

IThe term slots refers to the "important elements" in a frame f\Vinograd 751 
Slot fillers can be thought of as. references to other frames, which is what ~insky 
OrIgInally proposed. In any partIcular applicatlOn of a frame system, a considerable 
amount of thought must be gIven to how many slots should be used and what they 
should contam 
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than does partiboned semantic nets. The reasons for using frames are explored 
more fully in Chapter 4. 

One very important aspect of the use of frames as a knowledge representabon 
scheme is the default filling of slot values of token frames from type frames. 
Default values for frame slots can be easily set up by placing them in a type (or 
stereotype) frame and programming a system so that if no value for a parbcular 
slot is speCified, then it is inferred from the generic frame. For example, if the 
YEAR was not explicitly given in the date frame (shown above) then it would be 
reasonable to assume that the value of the slot should be the current year (as most 
airline reservatIOns are not booked too far in advance). (In this case, the stereotype 
date frame would have to have its YEAR slot filled.) However, if the DAY-OF
~fONTH was not gIven, It would obviously be a mistake to assume some value 
from a stereotype (assumIng that only a few reservations are made on any gIven 
day and that there IS no good reason for choosing a particular default date). 

In order to effectively use frames as a representation system, several other 
operations, aside from default processing, are essential. These include: matching one 
frame agaInst another, allowing for inheritance of properties from higher level 
frames, type checking the values that can fill a slot in order to ensure that only 
valid ones are accepted, and general abilibes to manipulate a connected network of 
frames. KRL [Bobrow and Winograd 77a], a language that was developed 
specifically to allow for knowledge representation in the form of frames, includes 
faCIlities for these functIOns among others. Many of these functions, parbcularly 
matchIng and Inhentance, are of importance for use In systems that perform some 
sort of generalization about their knowledge. 

KL/ONE [Brachman ,gal and FRL [Roberts and Goldstein 77] are two systems 
that are Similar In purpose to KRL. But they go beyond It by Imposing certain 
structunng rules that make it easier for researchers to develop systems. In 
partIcular, both KL/ONE and FRL embody the idea of inheritance hierarchies as 
their very nature Inheritance hierarchies are eqUivalent to our G-trees. Object 
hierarchies and generalization hierarchies can be represented in these systems. 
Although we do not use eIther of these formalisms (because of our need to Integrate 
representation and generalization via feedback) they are worth taking note of here 

KL/ONE is both a language (embedded in LISP) and a methodology for 
organizing partitioned semantic networks. Objects represented in KL/ONE are 
structured much like they are in a frame-based scheme. However, KL/ONE's 
structural formalism also prOVIdes a way of establishing Inhentance hierarchIes. A 
distinctIOn IS made between stereotypical objects and instantiated ones Thus, the 
properties of an object can be attached either to a stereotype for that object or to 
the object Itself. Because of the hierarchical nature of KL/ONE, complex but well
organized inheritance dependencies can be established. By using a limited set of 
pOSSible links, the semantics of the network are clearly defined. 
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FRL IS much like KL/ONE, but instead of Imposing restrictions on the semantics 
of links, it forces the network of frames to be hierarchically connected. All frames 
must be joined together using INSTANCE and A-KIND-OF links. Therefore, the 
representation tree (actually a tree-like network) has as its root the most general 
frame and its leaves are the lowest level instances of whatever the network is 
representing. For example, if one were representing car models, the root frame 
might be all automobiles; below that, frames encoding General Motors, Ford, and 
Toyota cars; at the bottom of the tree there would be Skylarks, Mustangs, Celicas, 
and so forth. The A-KIN'D-OF links point backward, so that Buicks are A-KIND
OF General ~fotors car. Unless otherwise specified, Buicks would IOherit all the 
properties that are 10 the General Motors frame. This type of representation IS 
very helpful in formlOg and storing generalizations made about objects or events. 

Frames or partitioned semantic nets linked together into hierarchical structures are 
representatIOnal formalisms that lend themselves to generalization proceSSIng. 
INSTANCE and IS-A (although we will call them VARIANT and VARIANT-OF 
when used in G-trees) links correspond to specialization and generalization, 
respectIvely. Many representation/generalization schemes use this basic formalism in 
constructing complex network descriptions of physical objects. Our work departs 
from these schemes 10 that representatIOn doesn't "lend itself to generalization" 
-- the representation that tvfERGE uses IOtegrates generalization into the way 
objects are encoded. In lvfERGE, after an object's representation is incorporated 
IOto memory the resulting generalization is used to modify other existing and future 
representations. 

The NETL scheme [Fahlman 791 deserves mention here. NETL is a formal 
representation system that has a wide range of applications. Of particular interest 
to us is its recogmtlOn of the importance of the interaction between representation 
and generahzatlOn. Unfortunately, Fahlman's work does not descnbe how to 
Integrate these two processes, but he does present an example that is similar to 
what we are working on using PART-OF and IS-A hierarchies to represent objects. 

2.2.2 Hierarchical systems 

In this section, we look at some specific systems that either make use of 
hierarchies to represent data. or are suitable for use in a system that does. 

KL/ONE, FRL, and KRL have been used to implement various systems that use 
hierarchical knowledge structures. Among them are GUS [Bobrow et al. 77], a 
program deSigned to provide information on airline flight schedules which served as 
a testbed for the development of KRL. Lehnert's COIL [Bobrow and Winograd 
77b; Lehnert i71 was another program written 10 KRL. It concerned itself With 
drawlOg IOferences about physical objects. PhYSical object representation IS 
particularly relevant to this theSIS because RESEARCHER understands physical 
objects by uSlOg the ~fERGE scheme. 
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Another program, OPUS [Lehnert and Burstein 79] also deals with physical object 
representation. It employs a scheme called Object Primitives [Lehnert 78] to encode 
the functional aspects of an object. Although it is not in itself a hIerarchical 
system, it was designed to be an extension of Conceptual Dependency (CD) theory 

[Schank 72]. CD is primarily a way to represent actions. However, the 
methodology behind the theory is common to many advanced representation 
systems. (RESEARCHER's scheme for representing physical relations among objects 
IS functIOnally simIlar to CD, and is described at the end of Chapter 4.) CD has 
been used as the basis for truly hierarchical representation systems, in the form of 
~'10Ps, as we wIll discuss. 

CD works on the theory that actions (verbs) can be reduced in meaning to 
canonIcal combinations of a small group of primitive ACTs. For each ACT, there 
are a fixed number of arguments that accompany it. That is, an actor, recipient, 
object, and other possible case slots must be filled for each ACT. For example, 
"John gave Mary a gift" would have the representation: 

(ATRAIS 
ACTOR: John 
OBJECT: ~1ft. 
fROli: Jolin 
TO: li&1"Y) 

ATR~'\IS, one of the primitive ACTs, is used to represent the meaning of the 
verb "gave" and indicates Abstract TRANSfer (of possession) of an object. 

CD IS capable of representIng a wide range of actions and situations. In addition 
to the basic ACTs, both mental and physIcal states of a being or an object can be 
encoded. The fact that an event may enable, disable, or cause a state, is also 
representable WithIn CD. Using these connectives, it is possible to represent the 
meanIng of a senes of sentences that comprise a story with one complex CD 
structure. 

The major contribution of CD that is relevant to this thesis is the way it 
Integrates two very useful concepts case grammars [FIllmore 68] and semantic 
primitives. Case grammars were an outgrowth of both classIcal linguistics and 
Chomsky's transformatIOnal grammar [Chomsky 65]. They reflect classical linguistics 
In the sense that they IdentIfy the various parts of a sentence such as the main 
verb phrase and noun phrases. However, it is not the surface structure of the 
sentence that is captured, but rather the verb's meaning Thus, regardless of the 
formal structure of the sentence the "case frame" extracted by using case grammars 
will ·be the same for sentences employing the same main verb. Structurally, the 
case frame looks very much like what was presented in the CD example (above) 
WIth actor (or agent), object, instrument and a few other slots available. Case 
grammars classify verbs by the slots (cases) that must accompany a particular verb. 
For example, if the verbs open and throw require the same slots (OBJECT, 
AGENT, and INSTRUMENT) for their case frames then they would be grouped 
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together. CD goes beyond case frames by defining a system of primitives and rules 
to manipulate them that captures the meaning of a sentence, rather than having a 
case frame for every verb. 

The second building block of CD comes from both linguistic and psychological 
research. Semantic primitives are generally defined to be the lowest level of 
symbolism in a representation system. In practice, an understanding/representation 
system use: semantic primitives as a way of classifying a set of concepts, such as 
actions or phYSical objects. For example, RESEARCHER's relation representation 
scheme rWasserman and Lebowitz 831 uses a set of semantic primitives that are 
deSigned to decompose phYSical relations. Five primitives, used in combination, 
attempt to achieve for physical object relations what CD attempts to do for actions. 

CD demonstrated the effectiveness of using a primitive-based representation scheme 
In conjunction With frames. Many programs have been written that employ CD. 
These tnclude: }.1ARGIE [Schank 75], the earliest CD-based program; SA-,\1 

[Culhngford 78]' which demonstrated the use of scripts in story understandmg; and 
P A.:.\'l [Wilensky 78]' which made use of plans and goals. 

We are Interested at looking at higher levels of knowledge representatlOn because 
that IS what t-.fERGE offers. Scripts, plans, goals, and Memory Organizational 
Packets (~fOPs) [Schank 80; Schank 821 are succeSSively more sophisticated 
representatIonal concepts. ~fERGE functions at the level of MOPs (it might even 
be thought of as using MOPs), In that It dynamically reorganizes memory (whIch is 
explained below). 

Scnpts are a way of organlZlng sequences of events (CD-forms) In memory. They 
are static structures that are intended to mirror how humans carry out simple 
actiVities. Plans offer a higher level of representation Their purpose is to organize 
memory such that previously unencountered situations can be understood in terms 
of known events (i.e, scripts). Thus, a representation hierarchy With CD-forms as 
the leaves of this hierarchy can be developed. The next step in thiS representation 
formalIsm are MOPs 

\10Ps are very high level representatIOnal structures that organize scenes, scripts, 
and supplemental data tnto a coherent pIcture of an event. In this sense, ~OPs 
work much like plans, but are more powerful and allow for dynamic SCrIpt bUilding. 
That is, MOPs, scenes, and scripts can be collected into a memory/processIng 
structure that fits a particular situation. They can be used in both predictive and 
understanding modes. \Vhen used in a predictive mode, expectations can be made 
about future events. If an expectation fads the memory structure can be 
reorganized to account for It by modifying, deleting, or adding a scene, scnpt, or 
~10P 

To get a better idea of what MOPs can represent, consider the MOP skeleton 
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shown in Figure 2-2. Here we see that the M-AIRPLANE MOP is composed of 
several scenes, which In turn contain scripts, which are complex CD descriptions of 
a s1mple activity. (These scripts d1ffer from those that SAM uses in that they are 
Instant1ations of a scene -- they are not necessarily a rote memory structure.) That 
is, scenes are at a higher level of representation than are scripts, and MOPs are at 
a still higher level. This diagram shows only what the DRIVE-TO-AIRPORT scene 
expands to. All of the other scenes have a script representation as well. Although 
MOPs are a form of frame, they are far removed from something as simple as the 
date frame shown earlier 

!!!!! of repre.entatioD 

IlOP 
.cene 
.cen. 
.cen. 
.cene 
.cene 

.cript 

.cript 

.cript 
CD-fonl 

content of repre.entation 

[M-AIRPLAIE 

j
PUI TRIP) 
GET IlOIEY) 
CALL URLIIE) 
GET nClETS) 
DRIVE TO AIRPORT) 

{FIJD lETS} 
{PUI ROUTE} 
{LOAD LUGGAGE} 

<PTRAlS 
ACTOR: John 
OBJECT: nitca .. 
FROM: clo .. t 
TO: car) 

This figure (adapted from [Schank 82]) shows a representation hierarchy 
runmng from CD-forms to ~10Ps. 

Figure 2-2: MOP skeleton. 

\Vhat has not been shown in Figure 2-2 is the dynamic nature of MOPs. MOPs 
not only serve to orgamze static episodes in memory but also to allow memory to 
be dynamically reorganized to better reflect the state of the world. For example, 
the ~f-A.IRPLA..l\ffi MOP can be modified to account for the possibility of shuttle 
flights. This might take place by reorganizing the scenes so that CALL AIRLINE 
and GET TICKETS scenes do not have to take place. 

There are many programs that make use of hierarchies, in some form or another, 
to represent objects or events Usually the knowledge structures embedded in these 
programs are built by a human expert (in whatever domain 1S being studIed) and 
used by the system to eIther solve a problem or store additional informatIOn 
according to previously established classification categories. They illustrate the need 
for programs capable of crea:ting hierarchical structures WIthout human Intervention. 
:\fERGE-based systems, like CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER, 
offer this capability. 

~OAH [Sacerdoti 75J stored its knowledge about assembling physical objects in a 
hierarchy of plans. SCHOLAR [Carbonell 70J used a semantic net-based hierarchy 
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of geographic mformation on South America. TEXT [McKeown 82] served as a 
natural language query system to a database about ships. It used two hierarchIes 
one to store generalized knowledge about physical objects (e.g., ships, submarines, 
etc.), and another to encode attributes of ships according to topics (e.g., speed
indices). A program m [Hayes 77] employed a categorIzation hierarchy that 
classified animal body-part hierarchies. It used a generalization (IS-A) hierarchy and 
P ART-OF hierarchIes that were built by a human expert in order to implement the 
knowledge structures It needed. 

2.2.3 Summary 

Two fundamental approaches to knowledge representation, semantic nets and 
frames, have been described. Frames are a more recent development and for our 
purposes appear more capable of representing a large amount of information III a 
hierarchical structure 'We have chosen to use frames in ~vfERGE; however, 
partitIOned semantIC nets offer equivalent power. 

CD theory is a widely used example of a scheme based on semantic primitives III 

conjunction with a framed-based memory encoding. This particular combination 
forms the foundation upon which more elaborate schemes can be built. It also 
demonstrates how a useful semantic primitive scheme can be developed. ~10Ps, an 
advanced form of knowledge representation, are constructed from a hierarchy of 
sub-structures (scenes, scripts, CD-forms) and are readily reorganized so that MOP
based memory IS dynamic in nature. 

2.3 Generalization 

GeneralizatIon is usually thought of as a partIcular type of learning. It is the 
process of recognizlllg commonalities within a set of input examples and building a 
new concept (or concepts) containing thIS mformation. Several possible approaches 
to carrymg out this task are possible. ~umerical taxonomy, mductive inference, 
version space, and conceptual clustering are the names of some of the more formal 
methods. Many other schemes are used by particular .-'\1 systems. In addition, 
cogllltive psychologIsts have suggested methods that humans use to make 
generalizations. 

This sectIOn discusses some of these generalizatIOn methods that have applicatIOn 
to hierarchy com prehenSIon. \Ve begin wIth an overview of a few abstract 
generalization systems. Next, some AI programs that have been successful in their 
use of generalIzatIOn are. dIscussed. Finally, a few comments about some 
particularly Important and relevant work III psychology are made. 
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2.3.1 Abstraet systems 

Abstract generalization systems are those that are not particularly intended for use 
in any specific application. They can be divided into three major, non-mutually 
exclusive classes: numencal, inductive, and conceptual. Numerical taxonomy 
(clustering, generalization, etc.) involves structuring instance examples into a 
hierarchy based upon some numerical measure of similarity, sometimes called a 
distance measure [Ben-Bassat and Zaidenberg 841. Schemes within the inductive 
class use rules of inductive inference in a formal way to build conjunctive and/or 
diSjunctive hierarchies of sets. The conceptual class of systems Includes any method 
of generalizatlOn where the primary motivation is to develop a categorization system 
that In some way mirrors human cognitive processes. Our work lies within this 
class. We use generalization as a means to learn about hierarchically structured 
objects according to their structure 

In numencal clustering systems (see [Michalski and Stepp 83al. for example), some 
a prion· value IS assigned to each property that an instance example has. These 
values are used by a comparison algorithm to determine which examples are closest 
together (i.e.; evaluate to be nearly numerically equivalent). Near neighbors become 
van ants of a common ancestor node in a classification hierarchy. Higher nodes in 
the hierarchy group either instances or other generalized nodes according to how 
SImIlar their values are. 

Usually this process is accomplished en masse. That is, all instances must be 
present at once and the generalization algorithm buIlds the classification hierarchy 
by performing many comparisons among the input examples. Real-world situations, 
however, often provide data incrementally. That is, instances become available to 
a learning system over a period of time. Therefore, an incremental learning system 
must contInuously reorganIze its knowledge base if it is to provide an ongoing 
representation of the known data. (See [Lebowitz 83al for a discussion of the needs 
of real-world Intelligent Information systems). 

Despite thiS shortcoming, numerical taxonomy is an effective way of categorizing a 
large number of objects. The MERGE scheme is designed to be used in systems 
that also operate in domaInS with many Instances. Thus, a numerical taxonomy 
can serve as a benchmark by which to measure the performance of new cognItively
based generalization schemes, MERGE in particular. 

Inductive inference technIques are a way of organizing data according to a strict 
set of rules. 1 There has been a significant volume of research into inductive 
processes and much of the mathematical machinery developed can be used to ease 

IThere has been a great deal of work on inductive learning and a survey of it is 
beyond the scope of thiS paper. Therefore, the reader is referred to several 
excellent surveys including: [Angluin and Smith 82; Dietterich and Michalski 81: 
~fIchalski 83; ~lit.chell 821. ' 
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the programming burden as well as speed up the processing of instance examples 
Thus, lllductive Inference has become a popular base on whIch to build 
generalization systems. However, these techniques suffer from many of the same 
problems that numerical taxonomy does. In particular, they do not necessanly 
mirror the results of human cognitive processes. 

Conceptual generalization methods are usually intended to model some aspect of a 
theory of cognitIon. As such, they coinclde better than other methods wlth the 
types of generalizations that people make, but tend to be difficult to implement (as 
compared to Inductlve Inference). In general, conceptual generalizatlOn systems 
work by uSing some means for comparing instances that are descrIbed in terms of 
some basic propertles The basic properties should have some correlatlOn to human 
perceptive levels. Generalized concepts are then created using combinations of basic 
propertIes that have been found to be common to one or more Instances. 

To compare such a system with one using numerical taxonomy, consider the 
problem of categorizing animals. A cognitive-type scheme might place whales and 
dogs far away from each other in the generalizatlOn hierarchy because they don't 
seem very slmllar. That is, their basic properties (as humans percelve them) are 
sufficiently different, so that they have lIttle In common (e.g., whales are very large, 
live in water, and are usually not kept as pets; whIle dogs are small, land-based, 
and man's best friend). But a numerical approach might decide that they are 
SimIlar in that both whales and dogs are mammals with tails and large mouths 
(relative to thelr body slze). Of course weighting factors for these features would 
have to be high for a numerical-based system to get these results. 

2.3.2 Specific systems 

}.fost generahzation schemes are actually a combinatlOn of these three baslc classes. 
Here we examine a handful of such systems. 

Conceptual clustering [Michalski and Stepp 83b] uses numerical taxonomy 
combined wlth global optimIzation based on conceptual quality measures. The 
result is a system that provides more meaningful generalizatlOns (clusters) than 
would be arnved at by numerical clustering alone. An example from the 
CLLJSTER/2 program In [Michalski and Stepp 83a] demonstrates how conceptual 
clustenng offers advantages over standard numencal taxonomy In classifying brands 
of personal computers (i.e., they use numerical taxonomy as a benchmark). The 
CICSTER/2 program produced various hierarchies in which the highest level 
branching Criteria was microprocessor type, the lower level branches distingUIshed 
other factors such as display type, keyboards, and memory configuratlOns. The 
comparison i'-.u1v1TAX program, which tried 18 different numerical methods, 
developed less meaningful classIfications for the same input data. (Memory 
conhguratlOn or keyboards took priority over mIcroprocessor type.) 
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ARCH [Winston 72] was an early generalization program based on conceptual 
techniques. Using semantIc nets to represent the physical objects in a blocks-world, 
learning about simple object structures (arches in particular) was carned out. An 
arch may be represented by a simple semantic net. After presenting the ARCH 
program with a correct example of an arch, subsequent nets were given to the 
program along wIth external Input declaring each example to be eIther correct or a 
near-mISS From this data, the program updated the semantIc net representatIon 
for an arch. SpecIfically, the program compared the training examples it was given 
and extracted the Information common to the correct examples that did not 
contradict what had been learned from the incorrect examples. The incorrect 
examples that ARCH was fed were picked to be "near-misses" so that its learning 
was carefully focused. 

The type of learning that we are interested in is different from that which ARCH 
performed. The generalizations that ARCH made were carefully guided by a set of 
training Instances It was easy to predict what ARCH would learn in advance. 
MERGE-based systems also form concepts from the data that is fed to them. 
However, they need not have "training instances"; they will create generalized 
concepts from whatever information is input. (Of course, they may not always be 
the "correct" concepts) In essence, MERGE, not the human systems builder, 
decides what concepts should be created. 

The objects generalIzed by ARCH were fairly simple compared to those in later 
programs, such as IPP [Lebowitz 80; LebOWItz 83d]. IPP uses MOPs as long term 
memory representations of stones It reads about terrorism. It scans stories from 
wire serVIces and newspapers and understands them In terms of what infOrmatIOn It 
has gathered from previous stories. The use of MOPs residing in memory for 
understanding the current Input text is one of the important features of thIS 
program IPP recognizes similarities and differences between events stored with 
~fOPs It has in memory and then uses this observatIonal data to build other MOPs. 
ThiS particular arrangement is called genera/ization-ba8ed memory (GBM) [Lebowitz 
80; Lebowitz 83c, Lebowitz 83d]. MERGE also uses a form of GBM to store its 
knowledge. Furthermore, MERGE is similar to IPP In that they both create 
concepts without human intervention. 

To exemplify this type of generalization, consider the following (taken from 
[Lebowitz 80]): 

CPI, 4 April 1980, Northern Ireland 
"Terrorists believed to be rrom the Irish Republican Army 

murdered a part-time policeman " 

UPI, 7 June 1980, Northern Ireland 
"The outlawed Irish Republican Army shot dead a part-time 

soldier in rront or his II-year-old son in a village store Sunday." 



From these stones, IPP made a generalizatIOn we can paraphrase as: 

"Terrorist killings in Northern Ireland are carried out by 
members or the Irish Republican Army." 
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This generalization is made possible by a comparison of MOP slot fillers. The 
stereotypical MOP for a terrorist killing event has slots for place and actor, among 
others such as VIctim, method, etc. The program assumes that all facts It knows 
about are relevant to compare After formIng this generalizatIOn, IPP WIll use It to 
make inferences while reading other stories. Thus, If a new story about a terrorist 
act In Northern Ireland came across the UPI wire, and no mention of who 
committed the act was made, then IPP would assume that the Irish Republican 
Army was responsIble. This sort of assumption is an example of default processing 
mentIOned in the context of GUS, but carried out dynamically and at a higher level 
of representation. 

LebOWItz's work is not the only recent research into using generalization processes 
in conjUnctIon with natural language understanding systems. (A survey of several 
semantic-based natural language processing systems, that make use of generalization, 
appears in [\Vasserman 85].) CYRUS (Kolodner 80]' a program developed 
concurrently WIth IPP, uses a similar generalizatIOn process in order to understand 
events concernIng the actiVIties of Individuals (Cyrus Vance was the prototype). 
They differ In the way that they make use of knowledge gained through 
generalIzatIOn and the level of detail they include (CYRUS uses much more). IPP 
uses Its inferred knowledge In order to help itself in understanding further Input 
text, while CYReS answers user questions by emplOYIng this knowledge to help It 
reconstruct epIsodes In memory. These reconstructed episodes can be thought of as 
a re-creation of the "mental state" that the understanding system had while reading 
the ongInal text. 

IPP, CYRCS, and ~fERGE-based systems (CORPOR.ATE-RESEARCHER and 
RESEARCHER) have much In common, particularly in the way that memory is 
organized. They all use some type of GBM approach in which their knowledge 
base changes dynamically depending on the data that the Instance examples provide. 
~fERGE differs from the other two in that it seeks to understand objects, not 
events. In addition, the objects it understands are highly structured (ie., are 
complex hierarchies) whde the events the IPP and CYRUS process are less 
structured. 

Other systems that have made use of generalization hierarchies as a means for 
learning lllclude: ENHANCE [McCoy 82\ and Meta-DENDRAL [Buchanan and 
~1itchell 781 

The E0.1i--\J.'\lCE program uses generalization as a way to restructure an existIng 
database. It sub-divides entity classes lD a database according to a set of world 
knowledge axioms. These sub-classes form a structured hierarchy that is tailored to 
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a particular use by the informatIon contained wIthin the axioms. The enhanced 
database IS then used by a text generation program to provide intelligent responses 
to user queries. The work done by the generation program is simplified because 
most of the inferencing it needs to perform has already been pre-computed by 
ENHANCE. However, It IS not a dynamic learning system in the sense that IPP 

and CYRUS are. 

Rule iearn£ng is the term that Mitchell applies to his notion of version 8pace 
[Mitchell iiI. VerSIon space is a representation/generalization method for finding 

the set of all pOSSIble rules that can account for the outcome of some particular 
actIOn gIven the results of thIS actIOn. The representation it builds is a hierarchy 
of rules extending from the most specific to the most general. They are used in a 
program called ~feta-DE~'DRAL which learns rules for use in the production system 
that DEi'IDRAL [LIndsay et al. 801 uses. Meta-DENDRAL uses a dual form of 
generalIzation based on the version space method. It can produce production rules 
that are as general as possible, but still fully account for the observed data, or it 
can produce very speCIfic rules, or both. Although the !vfERGE scheme always 
produces the most specific generalizations that it can, version space suggests 
interestIng ways to expand upon MERGE in applications which may need 
alternative generalizatIOns. 

2.3.3 Cognitive processes 

There has been much work done in psychology in human cogmtive modeling (see 
[KIntsch 771 for an overVIew), As a consequence of this work, many different 

ways of thinking about generalization have emerged. Some researchers believe that 
all learnIng IS In some way generalization, while others reserve the term 
"generalIzatIOn" for a specific cogmtive process, such as building stereotypes from a 
limited number of examples, This is essentially the definition that we have 
adopted, 

[Rosch et aL 761 have Investigated the existence of fundamental classes of basic 
objects, They present eVidence which shows that there exist natural categones of 
objects that people use while perceiving physical objects In the real world, Basic 
objects are but one level in a hierarchy of perceptual levels, This level is the one 
at which humans form cogmtive pictures of the real world. For example, a car IS 
considered to be at a basic level in the hierarchy that has the following order: 
vehicle - car - 4 door sedan. 

In subsequent research, [Hemenway and Tversky 841 claim that part configuration 
of objects (F-trees in our work) is the underlying reason for classifying an object as 
basic or otherwise. They demonstrate that the basic object level is the one that 
people descnbe In terms of components, For example, cars tend to be described by 
their constituent parts (e.g., body, chassis, engine) more readily than a vehIcle or a 
4 door sedan IS, From their studies, they conclude that part information is "more 
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salient In the minds of people when they think about entities at the basIC level." 
Thus, this work seems to support our use of part decompositions as the 
fundamental means to understand hierarchIes. Of course, this assumes that ~1ERGE 
wIll be used to understand objects at a basic level. 

The idea that semantic primitives or basic objects lie at the root of human 
understanding IS also brought out in the chunking theory of learning [11iller 56; 
Rosenbloom and ~ewell 831. Each chunk IS composed of other chunks untIl some 
base level (i.e .. semantic primitive) is reached. Miller pointed out that there is a 
SIze limit (seven, plus or mInUS 2) to the number of sub-chunks anyone chunk in 
human memory can contain. Thus, the Issue of a limited 8pan in human memory 
hierarchIes IS raised. ~RGE-based systems tend to have small span G-trees (see 
the examples in Chapter 6) because new generalizations are created each time F
trees are compared and found to have some elements In common. The idea of 
span In a hierarchy IS descnbed in the next section. 

\Ve have mentIOned the concept of chunking earlier in this chapter (when 
partItIOned semantic nets were described). A hierarchy can be thought of as a 
manifestation of the chunking process, carned out repeatedly. Each node in a 
hierarchy acts as a means to collect all the children of that mode into a chunk. 
Each chIld In turn acts as a chunking device for its children, and so on. Since 
~fERGE employs both object hIerarchies and generalization hierarchies this concept 
is Important to our work. Many of the benefits of chunking information are 
explOIted in ~vfERGE, as IS descnbed in later chapters. ''''-Ie believe that the abIlity 
of \fERGE-based systems to readIly chunk data IS akin to human cognitive 
proceSSIng of hIerarchies. 

2.3.4 Summary 

GeneralizatIOn is a kInd of learning tha.t allows instance examples to be compared 
and have their common information extracted. Three classes of generahzatlOn 
schemes eXIst, with most real systems being combinations of these. Numerical 
taxonomy IS a way of orgalllzing data. according to assigned numencal values, 
usually IDto a hierarchical categorization Induction is a formal mathematical means 
of structuring input examples In conjunctive and/or diSjunctIve hierarchies. 
Conceptual generahzation strives to capture elements of human cognitive processes. 
Our scheme is an example of thIS later class. 

Several important properties of generalization systems are: whether they work 
incrementally or all-at-once; how they integrate with representation schemes (e.g., 
semantic nets, MOPs, etc.), and whether they produce cognitively plausible 
generalizations (in human terms) or not. The concepts of semantic pnmitlves and 
basic objects imply the existence of base levels of understanding from whIch humans 
(or machines) construct generalization hierarchies. 
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2.4 Hierarchy theory 
in an attempt to Identify what a hierarchIcal 

Over the past couple of decades, a handful of 
thought as to why both natural and artIficial 

\Ve turn to hierarchy theory 
knowledge structure IS all about. 
researchers have gIven considerable 
systems are hierarchically organized. 

Although an integratIOn of generalization with representation IS a powerful 
hIerarchy understanding method (as we wlll show), it is useful for a systems 
designer to have a thorough comprehension of the domain of application. First, a 
bnef look at some fundamental concepts of hierarchy theory, is taken. The 
concepts that we mentIOn come from AI but most of the researchers cited would 
probably describe themselves as cognitIve scientists. Next, the field of general 
systems theory is dIscussed. This discipline has existed within systems engineering 
for some time and has made a serious attempt at quantifying how complex systems, 
IncludIng hIerarchies, function 

2.4.1 Fundamental concepts 

A well-known work on hierarchy theory within the disciplines compnSIng cognitive 
SCIence IS a paper wntten by Simon called The Architecture of Complexity [Simon 
81]. In this document and others ( [Simon 73]' for example) he posits that complex 
systems are usually hierarchical In nature and that they share certain common 
properties. The fundamental goal of hierarchy theory is to discover and elaborate 
upon these propertIes 

Simon Identifies one major property of hierarchies, that of near-decomposability. 
A nearly-decomposable system IS one In which the interaction among the 
components that make up the system is weaker than the interactions that keep any 
one component Intact. The contention is that systems can evolve in complexity by 
makIng use of thIS property and that a hierarchy is the' natural form that a 
complex system usually develops into. 

'What we call the fundamental relation (F-rel) of a hierarchy relates to the Idea 
of near-decomposabIlity. F-rel links JOIn the nodes of a hierarchy together 
accordIng to the order of subservience of nodes (more about this in Chapters 3 and 
4). There are more F-rel links within anyone sub-assembly than there are links 
jOining this sub-hierarchy to the entire hierarchy. Thus, each sub-hierarchy is a 
more tightly bound unit than the whole. Hence, the hierarchy is nearly
decomposable - It would be completely-decomposable if no links existed joining sub
hierarchies together. Other, non-fundamental relations also contribute to makIng a 
hIerarchy less decom posable. 

To clarify this concept, consider how large corporate structures may develop 
Initially, a company might start out WIth a preSident and a handful of employees 
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reportIng directly to him As the business grows, It is found that too many people 
need to talk with the president so that his productivity falls. Intermedlanes (vlce
presidents) are interposed between the workers and the president thereby redUCIng 
the presidents' 8pan-of-control by partitlOnIng the corporate structure. The 
company can be said to be nearly-decomposable in the sense that InteractlOn withIn 
a sIngle department (created by this partItIoning) is greater than the InteractlOns 
among different departments. 

The notlOn of span-of-control, or simply span, is common to all hierarchies. It 
refers to the branching factor out of a node in the hierarchy. Some hierarchies are 
flat 10 that they have a broad span (many branches) and little depth, while others 
are more deep than wide (e g, famIly trees). As mentioned previously, the G-trees 
the MERGE creates have a small span This is due to the fact that when F-trees 
are compared they usually have something in common causing a new generalization 
to be bUilt. The constant budding of generalizations is analogous to Interposing 
Intermedianes in a corporate structure. The result is a deeper, rather than Wider, 
hierarchy. This seems to correlate well with models of human cognition (e.g., 
chunklng). It is an important consideratlOn and will be discussed further in later 
chapters. 

}.fost researchers who have written about hierarchy theory acknowledge this 
concept of near-decomposabilIty. An extension of this property of hierarchies has 
been Identified by several workers [Sussman and Steele 80; Fahlman 79; Shlichta 
69] Vanously termed almost-hierarchies and tangled hierarchies, the idea is that 
some complex systems are not stnct hierarchIes (i.e, trees). They are actually a 
supenmposltlon of several trees in which a node can appear in more than one tree 
(e.g., directed acyclic graphs). For example, a cylinder of a car's engine might be 
conSidered a part 10 the automobile's structural hierarchy (ie., part of the englne
block which IS part of the motor, etc.), while at the same tIme being a component 
In the functlOnal hierarchy descnblOg how a car converts chemical energy into 
motlOn. The near-decomposablltty of both the structural and the functlOnal 
hierarchies remains intact. That is, the cylinder's parts (e g, the piston nngs and 
cylinder-head) IOteract more strongly than the cylinder does With, say, the 
windshield wiper. 

\Ve recognize the existence of tangled hierarchies 10 complex systems. However, 
for many applications of ~IERGE deSCribing a hierarchy WIth a slllgie F-rel is 
sufficient. InformatlOn that would otherwise be carned by tangled hierarchies can 
be embodied III the single hierarchy by using non-fundamental relatlOns among 
arbi'trary nodes in the SIngle F -rei representation. 
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2.4.2 General systems theory 

Several am bitlOus attempts at developing a rigorous theory of hierarchies come 
from general systems theory, a branch of systems engineering. As its name 
indicates, this discipline seeks to arrive at a theory that provides a basis for 
budding more specific theories. These specific theories might apply to unrelated 
fields, however the general theory would embody deep principles common to all 
systems Hierarchies, being a frequent form that complex systems take on, could be 
understood by such a general systems theory. 

Several approaches to obtain a general system theory have been tried. [Mesarovic 
641 gIves a mathematIcal definItion based on set-theoretic principles to which any 
general systems theory must adhere. Although the details are not immediately 
relevant to our goals here, the idea that a mathematical basis to a theory of 
hierarchies exists IS certainly intriguing. Perhaps more useful is an axiomatic 
formulation of a general systems theory [Churchman 64]. 

Briefly, Churchman's "axlOms" are: (1) systems are designed and developed; (2) 
systems are composed of components; (3) these components can be systems in and 
of themselves: (4) systems evolve in a direction of increasing stability (this is also a 
POInt that Simon makes); (5) a general system is the ultimate in stability. The 
remaining axioms are somewhat esoteric and less useful: (6) there eXIsts only one 
general system; (7) the (general) system is optimal; (8) general systems theory is the 
search for this SIngle, optimal theory; (9) the search gets increasingly more difficult 
wlth time, and It never ends. 

The motlvatlOn, in MERGE, for maintaining generalization hierarchies, for each 
unique object in the Instance hierarchies, is stated in axioms 2 and 3. In other 
words, If a hierarchy of generalizations can be used to understand a particular type 
of object, then generalization hierarchIes can also be used to understand the parts 
of an object. 

Churchman's last axiom not withstanding, most researchers feel that there are 
pnnclples common to all complex systems systems and that they can be discovered 
and formalized. Unfortunately, no one has yet been successful in coming up with a 
theory of hierarchies much less a general systems theory. \Ve hope our research 
wlll contribute to developing a theory of hierarchies, and therefore help in 
developing a general systems theory 

2.4.3 Summary 

The nature of hierarchies IS only beginning to be understood. It is believed that 
complex systems often take the form of hierarchies and that all such systems share 
certaIn common properties. The most clearly identified property is that of near
decomposabIlity Other concepts, such as span-of-control, are important 
considerations in describing and understanding hierarchies. 
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Some researchers state that hierarchies are not necessarIly limited to being simple 
trees; they suggest that tangled hierarchies are the natural way to capture thiS 
concept. We recognize that hierarchies are not Simple trees, but belIeve that 
relations among arbitrary members of a hierarchy IS a reasonable way to 
approXimately capture partial decompositions of a system Thus, we WIll represent 
a. hierarchical system by a smgle tree-like structure based on one F-rel With other 
relatIOns superImposed on It 

2.5 Summary 

In the above surveys of representatIOn, generalization, and hierarchy theory we 
have discussed several schemes and methods that have contributed to cognitive 
sCience's repertoire of intellIgent understanding tools. Most of the work done to 
date has concentrated on one partIcular aspect of the task we have before us. 
TYPIcally, a researcher deVIses a representation scheme or a generalization technique 
to solve some partIcular problem. ThIS IS often used as the backbone of an AI 
program to explore one or more, usually narrow, domains. 

A few scholars have gone as far as Implementing integrated generalization and 
representatIOn schemes, but they are not completely suitable for hierarchy 
understandmg for anum ber of reasons. A hierarchy understanding system that IS 
to be used for real-world knowledge acqUIsition should have the abIlity to 
automatIcally bUIld representatIOns without human intervention, incrementally 
construct generalizatIOns, dynamIcally reorganize memory to better reflect learned 
knowledge, make use of the near-decomposabIlIty of hIerarchIes to store informatIOn 
m a compact form, recognIze and explOIt the mter-relationship of the representation 
language WIth the generaitzation method. Some of the systems 1ll existence have 
one of more of these characterIstics, but none of them meet all the requirements . 

. 
\Ve have set the stage for descrt bmg the .\fERGE scheme and related issues m 

representation and generalizatIOn. MERGE borrows Ideas from many of the works 
that have been dIscussed m thIS chapter Most promment among these are' IFP 
- for the concept of a GBM, CD - for the basis of RESEARCHER's relatIOn 
representation scheme, and frames - for the overall knowledge encoding scheme of 
rviERGE. Other research has had a less tangIble mfluence on our work. In 
partIcular, the ideas of memory chunkmg and near-decomposability have been 
Important to us. 



A. hierarchy is defined by one or more partial orderings of nodes 
connected by fundamental relation (F-ret) links. The F-ret is a formal 
characterization of the organizational concept behind a hierarchical 
system. The representation of a hierarchy by using F-re! links is called 
an F-tree. AfERGE uses a single F-tree augmented by relations as a 
pragmatic means for representing hierarchical systems. Non
fundamental relations are superimposed on an F-tree allowing a more 
complete description of a hierarchy to be captured. A. generalization tree 
(G-tree) is used to organize instance F-trees by creating a hierarchy of 
generalized F-trees (concepts). Several G-trees exist in memory, each one 
serving to classify a unique sub-tree (object) within the instance F-trees. 
The entire combination of F-trees and G-trees is called a unified 
memory structure. It is the heart of the AfERGE scheme. A compact 
notational formalism is introduced in order to easily encode unified 
memory structures for the purposes of analyzing and demonstrating the 
details of AfERGE. 

3. Principles of Hierarchy Understanding 

3.1 Introduction 
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UnderstandIng of hierarchies is a difficult task for an automated system Such a 
system m list be able to both represent a SIngle instance of a hierarchy and to 
generalize many representatIOns lnto a knowledge base. In additIOn, we hope ln 

some way to model human learning of hierarchical phenomena. Humans do not 
appear to delineate representation from generalization -- they are part of an 
Integrated process. A5 such, one of our primary goals is to unify representatIOns of 
hierarchies With generahzatlOns of the same. In this theSIS, we address these 
matters and present a form of generalIzation-based memory scheme designed 
speCifically for hierarchy understanding, MERGE 

.\fERGE ('\lutually Enhanced Representation and GEneralization) is a scheme for 
organlZlng memory to be used as the knowledge base in an intelligent information 
system. As its name Indicates, ~fERGE Unifies representations of single instances of 
hlerarchies with generahzations of them. There is a mutually beneficial interactIOn 
between the way in whlch Single Instances are encoded and the way generalizations 
are captured. Before descnbing this Interaction, and how It is used to understand 
hierarchies, several major issues must be discussed. 

The first of these issues is the ldentification of the concepts needed to understand 
hierarchies, and the formalism necessary to present the MERGE scheme. There are 
many issues involved in representing single hierarchies that can be discussed outside 
of the MERGE scheme. Similarly, generalization issues that have to do wlth 
understandIng hierarchically structured objects can be described in isolation. 
Chapters 4 anci S discuss issues in representation and generalization, respectively 
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ThIs chapter deals wIth the basic princIples of hIerarchy understanding and presents 
the requisite formalism and defillltions needed to descnbe representatIon Issues, 
generalization issues, and the r-.ffiRGE scheme 

In order to develop a hierarchy understanding system one must first Identify 
exactly what we mean by a hierarchy. One dictIonary defillltion of a hierarchy is: 
"a group of persons or things arranged in order of rank, grade, class, etc." 1 

There must be a relatIon between members of a hierarchy that determines this 
orderIng. We call this the fundamental relation, or F-rel, of a hierarchy. We 
take the F-rel to be a partIal ordenng, allowing multiple members of a hierarchy to 
be subservient to the same member. The F-rel of a hierarchy a.llows nodes to be 
bUIlt Into a tree-lIke structure. 

3.2 Fundamental relations and trees 

A hierarchical system can be charactenzed by more than one F-rel. Such a 
system is called a tangled hierarchy. Because of this possibility, it is necessary to 
specIfy what orgalllzational concept is beIng captured by a particular F-rel. Figure 
3-1 shows some sample domaIns/organizatlOnal concepts and their corresponding F
rels. An organizational concept in a hierarchical domain is a generalized notion of 
how mem bers of a hierarchy relate to one another 

Although we do not dispute the existence (or validity) of tangled hierarchies, 
throughout the remainder of this thesis we will usually view a hierarchy as having 
one predomInant decomposItion based on a single F-rel. Aside from pragmatic 
aspects (e g., single F -reI hierarchical systems are easier to discuss, and write 
programs to understand), applicatlOns of MERGE (e.g., RESEARCHER and 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER) need only use single F-rel decompositions to achieve 
theIr goal of understanding hierarchies. A MERGE-based system is designed to 
understand a specific domaIn. Furthermore, there is likely to be one preferential 
\'·;ay of VIewing this domain (although, not always). ThiS view, or organizatIonal 
concept, is the one of most interest and would be the F-rel used by the program. 
\Ve wIll show how Information captured by multiple F-rel decompositions can be 
Included in a single F-rel representation. (This is done later in this section.) 

A hierarchy is built by Joining nodes (members of a system) with F-rel links. For 
example, the IS-A link (see Chapter 2 for a more complete description of IS-A links 
in semantic nets) serves to Indicate that one node is an instance of another node, 
and hence is subservient to it. \Ve would say that General. Afotors IS-A 
manufacturer, IndicatIng that manufacturer is higher in the (corporation) IS-A 
hierarchy than General Motors. Both General Motors and manufacturer are nodes 
In this hierarchy, the IS-A link connecting them is an instantiation (partIcular 

IFrom Webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary, second edition. 



Domain 

human organizatIOnal 
systems 
(e g, government, 

corporations) 

Organi zational 
Concept 

chaln-of-command 

physical objects sub-assemblies 
(/? g, cars, disc dnves) 

genealogy birth 
(e g, family trees) 

road/nver systems tnbutanes 
(e g, Interstate highways) 

human symbolic Units of meaning 
systems 
(e g, mUSIC, books) 

taxonomies classification 
(e g., biological taxonomies, 

subatomIC partIcle 
classIfIcation) 

REPORTS-TO 

PART-OF 

CHll.-D-OF 

FEEDS-INTO 

PART-OF 

IS-A 

These examples show that a hierarchical domain has a particular F-rel 
(fundamental relation) that forms the backbone of its structure 

Figure 3-1: F -rels of hierarchical domains. 
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Instance) of an F-rel. PART-OF is another commonly used F-rel. (See [Winograd 
721 for examples of this F-rel In the blocks world.) Here the relatIOn denotes that 
one object IS phYSIcally included within another. A third example, from the 
business community, IS the REPORTS-TO F-rel. This relation is used by 
corporations to build an organizational hierarchy. 

A few additional definitions are needed before continuing. All F-rel always 
describes the relation between two nodes in a specific order. That is, if node X is 
subservient to node Y then the relation reads "X F-rel Y" (e.g., X is PART-OF Y, 
X REPORTS-TO Y, etc.). The term F-child (Fundamental relation child) refers to 
a specific Instance that has an F-rel link to its F-parent. We would say that "X is 
an F-child of Y", or "Y is the F-parent of X". 

An F-tree (Fundamental relation tree) IS simply the hierarchy formed by 
connectmg nodes using F-rel links. These hierarchies are tree-like in appearance 
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and hence the term F-tree Such a tree descnbes a single instance of a hierarchy. 
FIgure 3-2 shows a partIal F-tree for this thesis USing the PART-OF F-reL 
Although other relations may exist within an F-tree (whIch we then call an 
augmented F-tree) it must use only one F-rel to form its basic structure. 

THESIS 
I 

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+ 
I I I I I I I 

chap-l chap-~ chap-3 chap-4 chap-6 chap-e chap-7 

I 
+--------+--------+---------+-------------+-----------. 
I I I I I I 

intra. F-tree. relation. G-tree. «enerali%ation notation 

I I f--------j 
tan«led hierarchie. parallel G-tree. purpo.e creation 

ThIS IS a 'partial picture of the F-tree of this thesis 
example IS PART-OF The levels of this F-tree are: 
chapter, sectIOn, sub-section. 

Figure 3-2: Partial thesis F-tree 

The F -rei for this 
document (thesis), 

Although the F-rel constitutes the main connecting link among nodes in the 
structure, other relations among arbitrary nodes also eXist in any real-world 
hierarchy For the purposes of this thesis, a hierarchy will be defined by a single 
F-rel ImpOSIng a partial ordenng on the nodes that comprise It along with other 
relations that augment this structure. For example, channels of communicatIon 
between members of a corporation other than REPORTS-TO exist, but are 
conSidered non-fundamental relations The F-rel is of pnmary importance as It 
determines the structure of the hierarchy. 

3.2.1 Tangled hierarchies 

The reason why we discuss tangled hierarchies is to show how the informatIOn 
contaIned In alternate decompositions of a system can be captured by non
fundamental relations. To see how a tangled hierarchy might look, conSider the 
two F-trees shown in Figure 3-3. The F-tree based on the PART-OF F-rel (Figure 
.3-3(a)) gives a partial decomposition of a car according to its phYSical construction. 
The same four leaf node components (i.e., the radio, the engine, the drive-wheels, 
and the transmission) also have a decomposition based on their function. The F
reI for the F-tree shown In Figure 3-3(b) is FUNCTIONS-AS-PART-OF. For 
SimpliCity, we have not drawn these two F-trees as a single tangled hierarchy. 
However, they could easIly be drawn as such by allowing both F-trees to share the 
same four leaf nodes. 

The functIOnal F -tree contains information that could be partially captured by 
overlaYIng relations among vanous nodes in the PART-OF F-tree. We demonstrate 



CAR 
/ \ 

/ \ 
body chan is / / I \ / / \ 

/ / \ 
radio trans. en«ine drive-wheels 

(a) 

CAR 
/ \ 

/ \ 
loco.otion pleasure 

/ \ I 
/ \ radio 

power power-feed 1/\ en«1ne / 
/ \ 

drive-wheels tran.a1ssion 

(b) 

DI~ram (a) shows the component decomposition of a CAR uSing the 
P.-illT-OF F-rel The transmIssion (trans) eTYJine and drit',e.wheefs are 
P.-illT-OF the chassis; while the radio IS P.~T-OF the body The F -rei 
ImpliCIt In dIagram (b) IS FUNCTIONS-AS-PART-OF That IS, the engine 
IS . a functIonal part of the locomotion process, the transmission and 
dnve-wheels are a functIonal part of the power-feed system and the radio 
IS used for pleasure. 

Figure 3-3: Two automobIle F-trees. 
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thIS In the next sectIOn. However, this would be counterproductive if It were 
neces.:ary to descrIbe a hIerarchy according to how it works as opposed to how It IS 
structured Thus, If an Intelligent informatIOn system were designed to understand 
both the compOSItion and function of automobIles, It would need to be able to 
represent and generahze about these two types of F-trees simultaneously. As we 
will present It, a Single ~1ERGE-based system is designed to work with a SIngle F
reI One must choose which F-rel to use for a particular application. However, 
one could Simply use two separate MERGE-based systems if It were deSirable to 
understand hIerarchies according to both function and part decompositIOns, for 
example 

3.3 Other relations 

RelatIOns other than the fundamental one are important In forming a complete 
representation of a hierarchy. They are used In !v1ERGE to capture what other 
researchers would try to do with tangled hierarchies The degree to which non
fundamental relations affect a representation depends on the domaIn of study In 
some domains (corporate hierarchies, for example) most of the hierarchy's meaning 
IS carned by the basiC F-tree (based on the REPORTS-TO F-rel). To be sure, 
there are many other relatIOns In a corporate structure, but when companIes 
"chart" themselves they usually don't Include too many of these, indicating that 
they are of secondary Importance. In other domains, non-fundamental relations can 
be very important. For example, modular programming stresses that subroutmes 
should be hierarchically organized as far as flow-of-control goes, but they often pass 
data back and forth through more complex pathways. These relations between 
subroutInes are crucial to a program's, working and must be included in any 
representation of its structure. 
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How can information that mIght come from these non-fundamental relatIOns be 
Incorporated Into an object's representation? In particular, our goal is to capture 
the relational data that would otherWise be encoded by other F-trees or by 
arbitrary relations among nodes in a single F-tree. For example, the functIOnal F
rei Information encoded In Figure 3-3(b) can be overlayed in the PARTS-OF F-tree 
(Figure 3-3(a)) by uSing additIOnal relations. Figure 3-4 demonstrates how relations 
can be used to supplement the basic component F-tree of Figure 3-3(a). Here, most 
of the data from the functIOnal F-tree nas been incorporated into the component F
tree, forming an augmented F-tree. 

PLEASURE LOCOWOTIOI 
+------------------>CAR<----------------+ 

/ \ I I \ 
body chaalil<-------+ 
I I \ 

I I \ 
I I \ 

I I \ 
I I \ 

+----)radio 8nKine tranl. driYe-wheell 

The simple PART-OF F-tree from Figure 3-3 (a) has been augmented 
by relations that appeared as F-rel links In the F-tree in Figure 3-3{b). 

Figure 3-4: F -tree with relations. 

Some relatIOns derived from the F-rel links in the functional F-tree have been 
used in Figure ,3-4. \Ve have represented them as havmg meanings more specific 
than FU~CTIONS-AS-PART-OF, each relation expressing the exact nature of each 
components function (e.g., the radio IS used for PLEASURE). Relations are used III 

.\fERGE to afford such speCificity for representing complex objects. Although the 
chassis does not expliCItly appear In Figure 3-3(b), the LOCOMOTION functIOn 
umquely Involves all the components of the chassis and therefore we have placed 
the LOCO~IOTION function between the car and the chassis. As shown, non
fundamental relations can occur among arbitrary nodes In an F-tree -- the nodes 
Involved In a relation need not be at the same level in the F-tree. 

Figure 3-5 illustrates some of the pOSSible relations that can be used to augment 
F-trees in various domains. Both classes of relations and specific examples are 
shown. 

Each domain/area has a particular set of relations. In general, it is much harder 
to upcover all possible relations than it is to determine F-rels for a domain. It is 
qUlte clear that human organizationa.l systems (governments, corporations, etc) 
devise their hIerarchical structure based upon cham-of-command (i.e., the 
REPORTS-TO F-rel). However, the intricacies of other relations existing within a 
bureaucracy are virtually impossible to spell out. Even if one could formulate a 
closed set of pOSSible relations that exist among members of such a hierarchy (e.g., 
adVises, asSiSts, is-located-near, doesn't-speak-to, etc.), it would be astonishing If 



Domain 
(F -reI) 

physIcal objects 
(P.-illT-OF) 

corporate hierarchIes 
(REPORTS-TO) 

road systems 
(FEEDS- INTO) 

structured programmIng 
(CALLED-FRO~v1) 

Relation Classes 

posItional 
purposes 

personnel 
physIcal 

routIngs 

IdIosyncrasies 
data flow 

Examples 

left, above 
supports 

advises, Is-friends-with 
In-same-reglOn 

short-cut, intersects 

goto statement 
common areas, 
sIde effects 

Shown are some sample relations for varIOUS hierarchical domaInS that 
can be used to augment an F-tree In a partIcular domam. 

Figure 3-5: Other relatlOns of hierarchIcal domaInS. 
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every instance of these relatlOns could be IdentIfied. If every instance could be 
captured, we claIm one would have a complete representation of the hIerarchy, but 
pragmatIcs dIctates that thIS IS unlikely for real-world hIerarchies RelatIons other 
than the F-rel act as a refinement to the hIerarchy's representatIon, but usually 
cannot completely capture all the InformatlOn the hIerarchy embodies, because they 
cannot all be IdentIfied. 

The "usually" qualIfier in the above sentence was put m so that some artifiCIal 
hIerarchIes would not be excluded -- hierarchies hat are created in the abstract so 
that they may be completely understood in terms of a fixed number of relatIons 
For example, bIOlogical taxonomIes classify all speCIfies of animals according to a 
seven level F-tree. Each level is named and the sequence is' kingdom, phylum, 
class, order, family, genus, and speCIes. There exists a set of rules (periodically 
updated) that biologIsts follow in order to make clasSIfications. Therefore, relatIons 
between nodes in this particular F-tree should be enumerable according to this set 
of rules. This is a narrow example of a. domain (only one full F-tree IS used) but 
other artIficial domains WIth many F-trees have similar properties. 

'Writings of varIOUS types are hierarchical in form. There also exist other relations 
among pIeces of text. For example, this sentence (which can be viewed as a node 
In the PART-OF F-tree of thls thesis) refers to Section 3.2 where a partial F-tree 
for this theSIS is presented. It is possible to enumerate all such relations among 
pIeces of text m a document because they have been put there intentionally (e.g., 
the previous sentence is an intentional reference to Section 3.2). Thus, wrIting IS a 
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domam in which artificial hierarchies have an identifiable set of non-fundamental 
relatIOns (excludmg nebulous relations such as motifs, style, etc.). 

The number of relations employed in augmenting an F-tree varies greatly from 
domain to domain and from instance to instance. In general, the more evolution a 
hierarchy undergoes, the more supplemental relations it will acquire For example, 
governmental structures often start liie In the form prescnbed by a constitution. 
As legislatIOn IS wntten that creates new checks and balances, as well as new 
departments, the hierarchy becomes more complex. Although the F-rel remains the 
same (REPORTS-TO), more relatIOns are added, hence creatIng a bureaucracy. 
SimIlarly, large computer programs are usually bulit in a clean, modular form. But 
as new features are added, it is common practice to end up with the need for 
arbitrary modules to pass data back and forth. Each code patch of this form adds 
another relatIOn to the F-tree At some point, the number of added non
fundamental relations can get out oi control. This may be a signal that the 
hierarchy has to be restructured. (Programmers are quite familiar With this 
phenomena when working on large systems.) 

Although relations are secondary in importance to F-rel links, they still play a 
major role In a MERGE-based system. Aside from augmenting an instance 
hIerarchy's meanIng, they are also used in generalization. RelatIons, in addition to 
F-chlldren, are used to determine which nodes should correspond when matching F
trees against one another. They are an Integral part of the generalization process. 
This means that they must be compared and their commonalities and/or differences 
recognIzed. Because relations are usually more complex than F-rels, they need 
speCial representation schemes in order to encode them and generalize about them. 
ThiS issue will be explored further in Chapters 4 and 5. 

3.4 Generalization principles 

IndiVidual instances of hierarchies can be represented by augmented F-trees. 
However, our goal of building a hierarchy understanding system requires that 
Instances be generalized and Indexed into a UnIfied knowledge base in order to 
capture the similarities among examples. That IS, a generalization-based memory 
(GBM) of the sort used In earlier work [Lebowitz 80; Lebowitz 83c] is needed. A 
MERGE-based system uses two types of hierarchies, F-trees and generalizatlOn 
hierarchies. A generalization hierarchy ties together individual F-trees of whatever 
domaIn is under investigation into a hierarchy of generalized concepts. In doing so, 
the instance F -trees are modified to emphasize how they vary from the generalized 
F-trees created Within the system. The generalizations created, of course, depend 
on what data the instance F-trees contain. Thus, F-trees become inexorably linked 
With the generalization hierarchy. 

\Ve call a generalization hierarchy a G-tree (Generalization tree). The name given 
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to It is indicative of the structural similarity it has to an F-tree In fact, it IS an 
F-tree with the special F-rel, VARLAu"lT-OF. The term variant-of has essentially 
the same meaning as is-a but IS used by us specifically to refer to links in G-trees. 

In this section we will motivate the reasons for generalizing and explain roughly 
how the process IS carned out. The details of generalization in ~RGE are 
discussed In the next sectIOn and In Chapters 5 and 6. 

3.4.1 The purpose of generalizing 

Humans learn In many ways \Vhen they are presented with a large number of 
examples of a phenomena, probably the most useful form of learning IS 
generalization We distinguish three purposes behind generalizing (for both humans 
and Intelligent informatIOn systems). GeneralizatIOns are used. 1- to categorize 
Instances mto logIcally organrzed groups, 2- to emphasize similanties and differences 
among Instances, 3- to help In understanding future Input through the use of 
prototypes 

OrganlZlng Instances Into categorIes IS an obvIous applicatIOn for generalizatIon 
P;:>ople constantly do this when confronted With a domain that has many Instances. 
For example, household furniture can be grouped according to what room It belongs 
In. what functIOn It serves, how much It costs, etc. We create concepts such as: 
"low-cost table and chair sets", and "expenSIve antique desks". \Vithout such 
concepts it would be difficult to Imagine how we could walk through a furniture 
sho\ ... room and not be totally confused. 

These concepts can be built Into a tree-lIke structure that acts as a discriminatIOn 
network If chaIrs are one category of furniture then it may be sub-categorIzed 
Into expensive chairs and InexpenSive chairs. The expenSIve chairs category may be 
further subdn::ided Into those with arms and those without arms. This branchIng 
continues untIl IndIVidual instances of chairs are reached at the leaf nodes of this 
generalization tree. 

The second purpose for generalizing is to show how similar or different instances 
(or generalized concepts) might be from one another. The use of inhen'tance In a 
generalization hierarchy makes clear both what instances have in common and what 
they don't. Inheritance is the process of acquinng data that is absent (from the 
physical representatIOn) in an instance but present In the generalized concept of 
whIch the instance is a variant. The lowest common ancestor of nodes in a 
generalization tree contaInS the information common to all its variants (instances). 
The differences between two instances are found by juxtaposing these two leaves of 
the G-tree. Since inherItance will factor out any similar data only the differences 
remain stored in these nodes 

Finally, generalized concepts serve as prototypes. A prototype IS siro ply an old 
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Instance or, more likely, a generalized concept that is used as a comparison 
standard for new instances Prototypes are useful as a model with which previously 
unencountered instances can be compared. If new Instances are incomplete or 
ambiguous, the prevIOusly established concepts can be used to fill in missing data or 
establish a norm for ambiguous data.. Thus, generalization can be helpful in 
understanding future input. Once a new instance is Incorporated Into memory, 
InherItance IS used to factor out commonalities and allow the differences to stand 
out 

3.4.2 Creating generalizations 

In the real world, learning takes place incrementally over time. Humans are 
exposed to Instances of phenomena In pieces -- not all at once. A generalization 
scheme must be able to work in an incremental mode If it hopes to understand 
hierarchies m a real-time Situation. Incremental generalization IS necessary in order 
to prOVide an ongoing representation of what the system knows. The alternative 
would be to walt untIl all (or several) Instances were known before generalizing 
about them. This may not. be acceptable performance in a real-time intelligent 
information system. 

The basiC Idea of Incremental generalization is that a single instance IS 
mcorporated Into an eXistIng knowledge base by making minor updates In 
\fERGE, thiS means that each F-tree is incorporated into one or more G-trees by 
making It a varIant of some eXistIng generalizatIOn or creating a new one. 
Addition, subtraction, and substitution operatIOns are used to augment the standard 
mhentance process, when necessary 

Csually a new F-tree IS incorporated into the existing knowledge base when its 
representatIOn IS complete However, depending on the domain in which MERGE IS 
applIed, It IS pOSSible to start incorporatmg an instance Into G-trees before its 
representation IS completely formed. When a partial F-tree is created, from either 
a bottom-up or top-down descriptIOn, it can be mcorporated mto a G-tree Each 
G-tree categorIzes a different type of F-tree. Thus, the entire F-tree need not be 
deSCrIbed before a generalization can be made. For example, when reading a 
patent abstract about a disc drive (as RESEARCHER does), If the drive motor 
assembly is described first, Its F-tree can be Incorporated Into the G-tree that 
categorIzes motors before the entIre patent abstract is read. In thiS way, a system 
can avoid having to process too much at once whIle locating where in its knowledge 
structures the description of the current instance fits in. Knowing this location 
early on dUrIng the knowledge acquisition process is useful because the information 
stored in the concepts around thiS point may help in disambiguating the rest of the 
deSCrIption. 

In addition to dis am biguation, information missing in new instance representations 
can be filled in '1ll accordance with the prototypes in the knowledge base. \Vhen a 
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new Instance hIerarchy IS found to closely match some generalized concept, data 
that IS absent In thIs Instance, but present in the generalizatIOn, can be assumed. 
The CIrcumstances governing when this should take place are discussl?d In Chapter 
) 

3.5 Generalization trees 

\Ve have described the prinCiples behind generalIzation but not the details G-
trees are the second major data type in ~1ERGE, F-trees being the other. In thiS 
sectIOn we Introduce the concepts needed to create and manipulate G-trees. The 
prevIOUS sectIOn only mentIOned these concepts which include Inhentance, additIOn, 
subtractIOn, substitutIOn, and the use of multiple G-trees. Here we clarify them and 
exemplify how \fERGE represents and processes G-trees. 

3.S.1 Inheritance and modincations to it 

F-tree representatIOns are Incorporated into a G-tree structure mainly through the 
inheritance operatIOn and variatIOns of it. Members of one instance F-tree that are 
the same as members of a different F-tree are factored out and stored In 
generalIzed F -trees (I e, generalized concepts). These common elements are then 
removed from the representatIOns of the Instance F-trees so that they do not 
expliCitly appear there Instead, they are inherited from the generalized F-tree, thus 
accentuating what the Instances have In common and what their differences are 

ConSider the Simple corporate F-trees shown In Figure .3-6 The F-rel of these 
trees IS REPORTS-TO If they were the only two Instances of a preSidentIal 
structure they would generalize to be the F-tree In Figure 3-i. This type of 
generalizatIOn, where only common elements are recognized, IS called a conjunctive 
generali:ation. By inspectIOn of thiS generalized concept of a president 
(president-#), It IS Immediately clear what ItS vanants (president-a and president-b) 
have In common. If one looks at what remaInS (I.e., IS not inherited) In the 
varIants of thIS generalized concept, then the differences between president-a and 
president-b are apparent 

The complete G-tree, uSing this generalizatlon, is shown in Figure 3-8. Here, 
Inheritance has been used so that president-a and president-b wdl get copies of both 
the finance department and the sales department representations. InherItance 
occurs along the VARL\i'IT-OF links In the G-tree (indicated by the v's). 

Closer inspectIOn of this mimature knowledge structure reveals that what has been 
represented is a concept of a preSIdent (president-#) who has control of a finance 
department and a sales department. There are also two variations of this 
stereotYPical preSIdent: one (president-a) adds a manufacturing department to its 
span-of-control (see Section 2.4), while the 'other adds a planning department. 
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PRESIDElT-l PRESIDElT-B 

/ I \ I \ 
/ I \ I \ 

finance lales aanufacturinK 
depart.ent. 

finance .ales planninK 
departaenta 

(a) (b) 

Two simple corporate F-trees, based on the REPORTS-TO F-rel, are 
shown. Note that both president-a and president-b control finance and 
sales departments and that they differ In that president-a also has a 
manufacturing department wlille president-b oversees a planning 
department. 

Figure 3-6: Simple corporate F-trees 

PRESIDEIT-' 
I \ 

I \ 
fin&nce nl81 

depart.ent. 

This F -tree represents the result of generalizing president-a and 
president-b shown In Figure 3-6. 

Figure 3-7: SI:nple generalized presIdent 

finance 
If 

I 
PRESIDEIT-'--< 
1\\ 
I \ \f 

Iv v\ .ales 
I \ 

+f I \ +f 
a&nufacturinK-----PRESIDElT-l PRESIDElT-B-----plannin« 

The F-trees from Figure 3-6 are indexed as V ARIAl"iTS-OF president-#. 
The f svmbols r~resent F-rel links while the v's indicate the G-tree 
pOInters -(I e. VARIANT-OF links) A G-tree is an F-tree that has 
VARL\ .. 'iT-OF as ItS F-rel President-a and president-b inhent the 
representatIOn of both the sales department and finance department from 
the generalIzed concept of 3. j)resldent (presiden[-#) The "+" symbols 
Indicate that this IS an added F-rel link. 

Figure 3-8: G-tree uSing added-Inhentance 

The concept of added-inheritance is used to distinguIsh specialIzations of a 
generalized object It correlates to the phrase "X is Just like Y only it also has a 
Z". The converse sItuatIOn, "Y is Just lIke X only It's mIssing Z", 'is also possIble 
uSing the subtraction operation. If, for example, the generalIzation that a presIdent 
has a finance department, a sales department, a planning department, and a 
manufacturing department had been made (which IS not a conjunctive 
generalization) then subtraction could be used to modify inheritance so that certain 
F -children are deleted after the inhentance. We call this deletion of Inherited F-
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chlldren deleted-inhen'tance. Figure 3-9 shows how deleted-inheritance is used to 
represent the· same informatIOn as Figure 3-8 does for added-inheritance. 

!inLUce 
If 

I f aanufacturins 
PRESIDElT-'--<---< 

I \ \ f plLnniDS 
I \ \f 

Iv v\ lalel 
I \ 

-f I \-f 
plLnDinS-----PRESIDElT-A PRESIDElT-B-----aanufacturing 

Assuming that the generalizatIOn mentioned in the text is adopted then 
the G-tree will appear as shown In this diagram Notice that the 
subtraction operation (-) IS needed to permit deleted-inheritance 

Figure 3-0: G-tree uSing deleted-inheritance. 

In Figure 3-9 we have assumed that the generalized concept of a. president 
(president-#) IS one that has four F-chlldren. It has been formed by the union of 
the F-chlldren from president-a and president-b, as opposed to the intersection of 
the same data, which appears In Figure 3-8. 

Although the representations (Ie, the G-tree and F-trees) shown In Figure 3-8 and 
Figure :3-9 are different In form, they encode exa.ctly the same information. The 
chOice of one representatIOn over another IS dependent on the current state of the 
knowledge base and what new Instances are to be Incorporated Into It Generally 
spl'.'aklng, one (a ~fERGE-based system) would choose the representation that 
minimizes the total size of the representation, while maintaining cognitive accuracy 
For example, if a knowledge base contains many instances of tables With four legs 
and a new Instance of a table With three legs IS presented, the best generalization 
would Include four legs In Its encoding. Deleted-Inheritance (i.e., the subtraction 
opera.tlon) would be used to capture the fact that the new Instance has one less leg. 
The questIOn of which generahzatlon to make 15 taken up further in Chapter 5 

A third operation, substitution, combines both subtraction and addition to allow 
for the replacement of one member In a generahzed F·tree by another, more 
specific, element from an Instance F-tree. It IS used in representing concepts such 
as "X is just like Y but It has P instead of Q" Using the corporate president 
examples in Figure ,3-6, one could represent president-b as a V ARLA..NT-OF 
prest'dent-a with the Substitution of the planning department for the manufacturing 
department. 

The Substitution operation must be used sparingly. The purpose of uSing the 
substitution operation is to emphasize that ItS two arguments (old node and new 
node) are Similar In structure and should be thought of as variants of the sa.me 
concept. Limiting ItS usage helps prevent unreasonable knowledge representations 
such as "a tele'phone is just like a calculator, only you subtract everything but the 
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key-pad and add a handset, cord, bell, etc." from being created. A guideline for 
restnct1ng 1ts usage might be to only allow a small percentage of a concept's F
chlldren to be substituted for m anyone vanant of that concept. Thus, if a 
generalized F-tree had four F-children (and we arbitranly take this percentage to be 
25%) then only one F-child would be permitted to have a substitution, otherw1se a 
new generalizatlOn would have to be built. 

It 1S also possIble to make a disjunctive generalization about president-a and 
president-b and produce an F-tree that has the structure shown in Figure 3-10 
Actually, this generalizatIOn IS a combinatIOn of conjunction and disjunction. The 
two Instance examples (president-a and president-b) support the fact that a 
generalIzed president has both a finance department and a sales department. It 
also has either a manufacturing department or a planning department, but not 
both. DIsjunctive generalizatIOn, alone, is simply the generalization formed by 
taking the logical diSjunctIOns of the F-children In the variant nodes of a concept. 
(The president-# F-tree shown m Figure 3-9 is an example of a purely diSjunctive 
generalIzation.) Although the use of conjUnctIve and disjunctive generalizations 
Simultaneously IS a powerful technique, we will contmue to only use the former type 
for our purposes However, In Chapter 5 we Will discuss disjunctive generalization 
further, and why we should or should not use it 

PRESIDEIT-' 
I I \ 

I I \ 
finance • lalel 

lor\ 
I \ 

I \ 
aaDafactarlD~ planD1D~ 

If diS] 11 nctIOns are allowed, the generahzed president (president-#) can 
be represented as having control of a finance department, a sales 
department, and either a manufacturing department or a planning 
department, but not both. 

Figure 3-10: Disjunctive/conJunctive generalizatlOn tree. 

3.5.2 Parallel generalization trees 

In an intelligent system that understands hierarchIes, It is desirable to have the 
system generalize about all of the sub-hierarchies that exist WIthin the whole Each 
sub-hierarchy of an object IS Itself an object which might appear in other contexts 
(e.g., the drive-motor assembly of a disc drive) The :MERGE scheme builds many 
G-trees SimUltaneously, and consequently learns about objects that are part of the 
top-level object In the domain as well as the top-level object Itself (e.g., it would 
learn about dnve-motor assemblies as well as disc drives). Thus, the range of 
knowled;e the system can handle is broadened, which is a desirable effect in almost 
any application. 

Parallel G-trees coexist in such a manner as to organize F-tree data at different 
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levels In the F-rel hierarchies These G-trees do not have any nodes in common 
with each other; they are Independent indIces into the F-tree forest. Usually there 
are as many parallel G-trees as there are unique members in the F-trees beIng 
generalized about. Of course, not all F-trees in a given domain have the same 
num ber of unique nodes, so this should be treated as a general notion. (\Ve wIll 
discuss how F-trees wIth varying depths and numbers of nodes can be generalized 
about in Chapters 5 and 6.) 

Parallel G-trees allow MERGE to extend Its knowledge base without doing much 
additional work. In the process of comparing two hierarchical F-trees, theIr sub
hierarchies (sub-F-trees) must be compared All that needs to be done In order to 
buIld multiple G-trees IS to save the results of this comparison In the form of a 
generalized concept Thus, ,\-fERGE learns about objects In whatever domain It IS 
employed in, as well as any sub-objects (hierarchies) that eXist withIn the complete 
Instance hierarchies It processes. Each G-tree, therefore, is a knowledge structure 
that classIfIes a different kind of object. 

To see how parallel G-trees come about, consider upper level corporate 
management hIerarchies A G-tree that serves to categorIze F-trees In thiS domain 
would, of course, store generahzatlOns about corporate structures in total If all the 
sample corporations had a chaIrman of the board at the head of the company 
followed by a president, followed by an executive vice president, then the 
generalized corporatlOn would also have a chairman, president, and executive vice 
president 

There IS, however, more InformatlOn that can be extracted from a comparison of 
Instance hierarchies Specifically, one can make generalizatlOns about each level in 
the F-trees. In the upper level corporate management domain, thiS means that 
representatlOns of a generalized president, executive vice president, and other officers 
can be made Each generalizatlOn eXists In parallel with the others Figure 
.3-11 illustrates these pOints. Here, the complete F-tree for chat'rman-of-the-board-# 
IS sho','m along with three G-trees that have been created from a comparison of 
chairman-of-the-board-a and chairman-of-the-board-b The details of added
InherItance (the only operation needed for thiS representation) are not shown. ;\lote 
that generalized concepts of the chairman-of-the-board-#, president-#, and 
exec-vp-# have been created Also consider that each of the three G-trees clasSIfies 
different nodes in the Instance F-trees The details of parallel G-trees are discussed 
fully III Chapter 5. 

3.6 Notational formalism 

up to this point we have been diagramming very simple hierarchies to be used as 
examples to describe some fundamental pnnciples. Real-world instances, as well as 
more complex hypothetical examples, would be difficult to diagram in this way (I.e., 
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chairaan-of-the-board-b 
I \ 

chalraan-of-the-board-a 
I 

president-a 
I I \ 

pre.1dent-b vp-acqu111t1on. 
I \ 

vp-fiDaDce-a exec-vp-a vp-plaDnins 
I \ 

vp-product1on vp-aarket1ns-a 

vp-f1nance-b exec-vp-b 
I \ 

vp-aarketins-b vp-.ervice 

(a) (b) 

--+ 

chairaan-of-the-board-a 
vi 

+-;re'id:::~~-of-I;he-board-'~\chairaan_of_the_board_b 
a-tree \., --+ 

2 >pre.1dent-. 
Iv I \ --+ 

pre.ident-b If f\ exec-vp-a 
+-- I \ vi a-tree 

vp-finance-' eX8c-vp-'< 3 

11 V\exec_vp_~_+ 
vp-uriet1ng-' 

(c) 

G-tree 
1 

Trees (a) and (b) represent two hypothetical corporate structures (F
trees). The generalIzation of these two structures appears m (c) as 
chairman-of-the-board-#. Note that this is a somewhat different diagram 
than appears In Figure .3-8 and Figtlre 3-9 Here. the generalized F-tree is 
shown as the mam structure with -VARIANT links off Eo the sldes. Three 
G-trees (L? ,.3) are shown, they serve to classify the chairman, presldents, 
and executlve ¥lce-presldents, respectively. 

Figure 3-11: Parallel generalization trees. 

as lllverted tree structures}. In particular, multi-level F-trees embedded in multi
level G-trees are dIfficult to draw and comprehend. To alleviate thiS problem and 
prOVide a convement way to proceed with further diSCUSSIOns of the issues of 
generalization, representation, and their mteractlOn, we mtroduce a notational 
formahsm 

In order to facIlitate our presentatIOn of F-trees, G-trees, and their interrelatIOns, 
we need a concise notatIOn. The essential facts which include: given any node, 
what are its immediate descendants in the F-tree (I.e., F-chlldren), and what are its 
Immediate G-tree vanants (i.e., instances and/or other generalizations) must be 
made apparent by a good notatIOnal scheme. Furthermore, such a scheme should 
be fleXible enough to allow us to add new operators into it. 

Figure 3-12 mtroduces the basic notational scheme we have chosen to accomplish 
the goals outlined above. The name given to identifiers can be abstract single 
letter codes, abbreviations, or more descriptive names. To put the abstract 
structure descnbed in thiS figure into perspective, assume that the F-rel in this 
example is PART-OF. Then, this structure defines two objects, a computer and a. 



Encoding Meaning 

COMPUTER: disc-drive, cpu the computer has F-children 
disc-drive and cpu. 

DISC-DRIVE: disc, > floppy-disc-drive the disc-drive 
has an F-child, disc, and 
G-tree vanant, floppy-disc-drive. 

DISC. magnetic-coating the disc has an F -child, 
magnetic-coating. 

CPU: the cpu has no F-children nor 
G-tree vanants. 

FLOPPY-DISC-DRIVE +dnve-door the Jloppy-disc-drive 
has an F-child, drive-door, In 
addition to the ones It inherits 
from disc-drive. 

Each node In an F -tree or G-tree that has children is represented by Its 
name followed by a list of its descendants, a colon delineates the parent 
from the children G-tree vanants are prefixed by a ">" to dlstlI~SU\sh 
them from the F-children. A "+" sy:mbol prefixed before an r -tree 
descendant llldicates that it is an added F-child (\I~ addition to those that 
It Inhents from Its parent(s)l. The F-rel of the nlerarchy IS Implicit here 
and must be stated outside the context of the encoding. 

Figure 3-12: Notation for a unified memory structure. 

floppy-disc-drive The computer has parts disc-drive and cpu; the disc-drive In 
turn has a part, disc, while the cpu has no parts. Furthermore, the disc has a 
magnetic-coating as a part The second object, f1oppy-disc-dn've, IS actually a 
V.-\RL'\'" \':T-OF the disc-drive Thus, It lllhents all the parts (F-chlldren) that 
disc-drive contains (I e, the disc). It also has an additional part that the disc-drit'e 
does not have, namely the drive-door In total, the floppy-disc-drive has a disc 
a.nd a drit'e-door as Immediate parts 

We call thiS comblllatlOn of F-trees and G-trees a unified memory structure It 
IS a mNglng of F-trees and G-trees into a slllgie representation .-\..11 the nodes of 
Importance (i.e., that have either F-tree or G-tree descendants) In thiS structure are 
enumerated. Each node listed IS in exactly one F-tree (although copies of a node 
can be inherited), and possibly one or more G-trees (as Indicated by the ">" 
prefix) 

The subtraction operator, "_", is used In the same way as the addition operator 
( +) It specIfies that an F -child IS to be deleted from the list of Inhented F
chIldren. SubstltutlOn is similar to doing both a subtraction of the original F-child 
followed by an addition of the new F-child. Thus, the notatlOn used to symbolize 
substitution, "_+", has been chosen to make thiS property clear. 

To gam an appreciatIOn of the economy that this notation affords, conSider the 
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representation of the president G-tree described in the previous section. Figure 
3-13 shows how the unified memory structure in Figure 3-8 is encoded using our 
compact notational scheme. 

PRESIDENT-#: finance, sales, >president-a, >president-b 
PRESIDENT-A: +manufacturing 
PRESIDENT-B: +plannIng 

This is the same unified memory structure as shown in Figure 3-8 using 
our notatlOnal scheme. 

Figure 3-13: Untfied meoory structure using added-inherItance. 

The untfied memory structure using deleted-Inheritance (shown in Figure 3-9) has 
an equivalent representatlOn uSlng this formalism, and is diagrammed in Figure 3-14. 
~otlce that thls encodIng requires a few more symbols to represent compared to the 
G-tree uSlng added-lnheritance. However, this discrepancy disappears when more 
than two objects are generalized, or the objects are more complex. Consider the 
case of having mne Identical F-trees, each composed of several components, and a 
tenth object tree that lacks Just one of these parts. Using deleted-inheritance, the 
missing component can be accounted for with a single additional symbol in the 
representatlOn. Added-InherItance reqUlres that the nine identical objects all have 
the "missing" part added, and that the generalized concept (two-level F-tree) not 
have It In ItS representatlOn. Therefore, the use of subtraction can prove to be 
economical and often cognltlvely accurate 

PRESIDENT-#: finance, sales, manufacturing, planning, 
> president-a, > presldent- b 

PRESIDENT-A: -planning 
PRESIDE~T-B -manufacturIng 

Deleted-InherItance can also be represented in thiS notatlOnal formalism 
The "-" symbol Indicates the subtraction property 

Figure 3-14: Unified memory structure uSing deleted-inherItance. 

The substitution operator can be used to represent president-a as a VARL.\l'IT-OF 
president-b. Figure 3-15 shows this encoding. 

The way In which a unified memory structure is written makes It easy to idenbfy 
F-children and G-tree variants. However, F-parents and parents of nodes in the G
tree can also be seen in this structure. Thus, all four pOInter types in !vlERGE are 
encoded (in some manner). Cognitively, some links are stronger than others in the 
sense that a person can enumerate them more readily. In particular, VARL\ .. I'IT-OF 
lInks are more easdy enumerated than are VARL.\NT links (the reverse of 



PRESIDENT-A: finance, sales, manufacturing, 
> president-b 

PRESIDENT-B: manufacturing-+planning 

Presidenl-b IS shown as a VARIANT-OF president-a The substitutIon 
operator ("_+") is used to indicate that the manufacturing department IS 
dropped and the planning department IS added in itS place. 

Figure 3-15: Example of the substItution operation. 
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\lARL-\...'\,T-OF links). For example, one can tell that an object is a piece of 
furnIture faster than he can list all pieces of a certalD type of furniture. (This 
discussion IS taken up further in the next chapter.) 

RelatIOns are inc! uded in this notational system by specIfYlDg them separately 
USlDg standard functIOnal form. Thus, the Nt:AR relations in Figure 3-4 would be 
~t:AR( transmission,drive-wheels), NEAR(engine,transmission), etc. Although these 
rE'latlOns are bInary, n-ary relations are represented in a similar manner. In 
Chapter 4, representations of relatIOns are discussed further. 

3.7 Summary 

The most Important factor m hierarchy representatIOn is the F-re!. An F-tree is 
formed by USlDg F-rel links to connect lDdIvldual nodes lD a partial ordering 
Although such a structure contains most of the informatIon about a hierarchy, it 
can be supplemented through the use of addItIonal relations among arbitrary nodes 

A generalizatIOn tree (G-tree) IS an F-tree based on the V ARL-\NT-OF F-re!. It IS 
used to organize lDstance F-trees and other generahzations m memory. Through 
the operatIon of IDhentance, modified by addItIOn, subtractIOn, and substitutIOn, F
trees are Incorporated lDto G-trees. Several G-trees eXIst in parallel, each one 
servlDg to categorize concepts and instances about a unrque object ID the instance 
F -trE'es 

The G-trees depend on the F-trees for theIr structure Furthermore, the F-trees 
are modified by the existence of the G-trees ThIS lDtegratlOn forms the basiS for 
the tv1ERGE scheme of hierarchy understandlDg. That IS, there IS a mutually 
benefiCial IDteraction between these two types of knowledge structures making them 
appear as a single entity. 

The complexIty of these representations makes necessary the adoption of a concise 
notatIonal formalism. The scheme presented is extensible and permIts the 
lDvestigation of the Issues relatmg to representation, generalization, and their 
integratIOn. The representatIon of F -trees and G-trees concurrently we call a 
unrfied memory structure. 



A. single F-tree is represented using a frame-based formalism. Each 
node in a hierarchy is encoded as a memeite which stores information 
about the node's parent in the F-tree, children in the F-tree (i.e., its 
parts), parent in the G-tree, structure-independent and structure-dependent 
information. Structure-independent information is applicable only to the 
immediate memette; the properties of an object is an example of it. 
Structure-dependent information is that which references multiple nodes 
in the F-tree: it is tantamount to non-fundamental relations among 
arbitrary memettes. The use of non-fundamental relations is van'able 
from domain to domain. In complex domains, it is desirable to have a 
pr£mitive-based canonical scheme for encoding relations. The scheme 
that RESEARCHER employs is described as an example of 8uch a 
scheme. 

4. Representation Issues 

4.1 Introduction 
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The MERGE scheme of hierarchy understanding IS designed to combine 
representatIOn and generalizatIOn In an Integrated fashion. However, It is possible 
to distIngUIsh certain Issues as representatIOnal and others as relating to 
generalization. ThiS chapter discusses representation issues, specifically those that 
have relevance to the r-v1ERGE scheme. Chapter.5 does the same for Issues In 
generalization 

As a practical matter, we need an operatIOnal defInition of the term 
"representatIOn". The entire knowledge base built by the use of ~fERGE IS a 
representatIOn, In some sense. It includes representatIOns of single Instance 
hierarchies as. well as generalized hierarchies For the purposes of thiS chapter and 
the next one, we will conSIder representation to be only what IS necessary to 
capture the informatIOn contained In a SIngle Instance hierarchy (ie., encoding), and 
generalization to be whatever is involved in comparing and JOIning together 
multiple Instance hierarchies into an intelhgent knowledge structure (I e, processIng) 
RepresentatIOn deals With F-trees whIle generalization deals with G-trees. Of 
course, the ~fERGE scheme emphasizes that representatIOn and generalizatIOn must 
be IntImately linked together In order to achieve hIerarchy understanding 

There are four areas of particular Importance In representing hIerarchies: 
1- selectIng a representatIOnal formalism and determinIng what data It should 
capture, 2- deCiding how levels in an F-tree are to be structured, 3- examIning the 
nature of non-fundamental relations used to augment an F-tree, 4- USIng infOrmatIOn 
other than F-rels and non-fundamental relatIOns. 

The first of these Issues, chOOSing a representatIOnal formalism, pertains to any 
knowledge-based system. Since ~1ERGE IS deSigned to represent complex 
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hierarchies, It has particular requirements that must be met by whatever formalism 
IS picked. These requirements will be discussed in the next section. F-trees are the 
means of encoding hierarchies in MERGE. Thus, another important issue in 
representation is how the levels in an F-tree are structured (i.e., how an F-rel 
decomposes a hierarchy). A complete representation of a real-world hierarchical 
system requires both relations that augment an F -tree and miscellaneous data that 
captures properties of members of the system. Therefore, the third and fourth 
areas of lOterest in representing hierarchies are how to encode these types of 
information. 

We wIll present each of these areas in the following four sections. Problems and 
issues common to all hierarchical domams wIll be discussed. Section 4.6 describes 
the phYSical object representation scheme used in RESEARCHER. We present this 
as an exam pie of a sophisticated relation scheme that demonstrates solutions to 
m any of the problems discussed. It should be noted that in this chapter and the 
next, Issues of relevance to an ideal MERGE-based system will be discussed. We 
are not descnblng how our ImplementatIOns work, which is done in Chapter 6. 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER are somewhat less than ideal 
systems; however they em body the essential Ideas of the MERGE scheme. 

4.2 F -tree frame formalism 

As descnbed in Chapter 2, there are two basic representation formalisms that 
domlOate work lo Al Both semantic networks and frames offer enough expressive 
power to encode an F-tree structure. However, we have chosen a frame-based 
approach to represent hierarchies. 

The goals dnving our choice of a basic representational formalism are relatively 
straightforward. Hierarchies of arbitrary depth must be easIly represented. The 
capability to capture relations among nodes and property data for anyone node has 
to be present. ProviSIOns must exist for building these slOgle instance 
representatIOns lOto G-trees. Finally, it IS deSirable for the representatIOnal 
formalism to closely correspond With models of human cognitIOn (specifically, the 
"chunklng" theory of memory) 

At first glance, semantic networks seem to be a logical choice. Their node-arc 
formalism maps well Into a hierarchy's representation, Without haVIng the added 
baggage of a frame structure. F-trees could be encoded simply by using the 
hierarchy's F-rel as the links connecting each member of the ,hierarchy to Its 
superIor node Unfortunately, there are several drawbacks to using a semantic net
based representation scheme. The use of a frame-based system IS preferable for 
both cognitive and pragmatic reasons. 

The reasons for preferring frames over semantic nets have already been examined 
In Chapter 2. We summarize them here 
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Semantic nets do not easIly allow for grouping of information. Properties or 
features associated with a particular node appear no different than members of the 
hierarchy, making the programmer's Job more difficult. Frames permit the location 
of property data within the object's (node's) individual representation. Another 
problem with the use of semantic networks is their mabtlity to capture the concept 
of knowledge "chunkIng" People are able to remember larger amounts of 
mformatlOn by usmg a hierarchical memory structure in which each node is of a 
small Size any amount of data can be retained. Frames provide exactly this 
capabihty . 

• \[emettes 1 are the name that we have given to the frames m our system. The 
term IS indicative of our mtention to represent a small chunk of memory. A 
memette can represent an entire hierarchy (when it is the root of an F-tree) or it 
can stand for a smgle unitary (indiviSible) object. A memette, therefore, represents 
an object at some level of detail in the hierarchy being encoded. Being able to 
either differentiate between levels of representation or treat them the same IS an 
Important element m hierarchy understanding. This issue Will be discussed m detad 
in the next section and in Chapter 5. But it is another advantage that frame
based schemes offer over semantic network-based approaches. 

Partitioned semantic networks [Hendrix 79] might be a practical alternative to 
standard semantic nets They group data much like frames do and therefore can 
model the concept of chunkmg more accurately than un-partitioned semantic 
networks Our chOlce of frames (memettes) over partitioned semantic nets is largely 
based on our preferential answer to the following questlOn: Is memory (human or 
otherWise) best modeled by a large coliectlOn of links and nodes along with some 
grouping operatlOn or rather by a system of somewhat larger nodes of informatlOn 
with fewer ltnks between them? Obviously, this is a subtle question that can be 
debated endlessly. \Vlthout answering this, we merely state the we have opted for 
the frame solutlOn (the later one) and refer the reader to [Schank 82] for further 
JustificatIOn 

4.2.1 Memettes 

Given that MERGE represents F-trees as memette structures, we next address the 
Issue of what goes mto a memette frame. As a reference. pOInt, a memette IS 

eqUivalent to one hne In a UnIfied memory structure (i.e., our notatIOnal formahsm) 
Figure 4-1 shows a slmpltfIed memette structure and its corresponding notational 
form 

The most Important slot in a memette is the one that contains the F-rel pointers. 
In Figure 4-1 the slot is the only one shown; it has the name F-CHILDREN It is 

1Term due to ~lichael Lebowltz 
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Memette Structure 

+----------------+ 
I WEKETTE-ID: A I 

F-CHILDR£J: 00 

+-------------11-+ 
+---------------/ \ 
I I 

+---------------+ +---------------+ 
I WEKETTE-ID: B I I MIlETTE-ID: C I 

F-CHILDR£J: 0 F-CHILDR£J: 
+-------------1-+ 

+---------------+ 
I WEKtTTE-ID: D I 

F-CHILDRE.I: 
+---------------+ 

+---------------+ 

Formal Notation 

!: B,C 
B: D 
C: 
D: 

On the left sIde of this diagram a simplified memette structure is 
shown. The right side shows the equivalent. nqtation for the structure. 
Note that a memette corresponds to an IdentIfIer (e.g., A:) along wIth 
pOInters to Its F-chIldren and any other data that accompanies it. 

Figure 4-1: Correspondence of memettes and notation. 

simply a list of all the F-children of the current memette. The identifier for a 
memette is not significant. It may be a descriptive name, but the MERGE scheme 
only requires that it be UnIque. However, it is useful to have more descriptive 
names for examples, as is often used in this thesis. 

!\.·lemettes can contaIn other slots. These are divided into two classes; those that 
contaIn structure-dependent data and those that are filled with 
structure-independent data. By structure-dependent, we mean the information 
Involved refers to nodes in the F-tree. For example, relations among arbitrary 
nodes are structure-dependent; if the structure of the F-tree changes then any 
relatIOns involving the effected node(s) would also have to change. Data that is 
mdependent of the eXIstence of other nodes In the hierarchy's representatIon IS 
structure-Independent. Properties that are associated with a sIngle memette, such as 
color or meltIng pOInt, are examples of structure-Independent data. 

The distinction between structure-dependent data and structure-independent data is 
partIcularly Important In generalizing hierarchIes. Several difficult problems crop up 
when structure-dependent data is generalized within the context of F-trees. Our 
solutions to some of these problems are key elements in distingUIshing this research 
from other work In generalization. The problems and solutions are descnbed in 
Chapter' 5. 

!\1any of the slots that a memette has, other than F-CHll.,DREN, vary from 
domain to domaIn. For example, a. physical PROPERTIES slot is useful for 
rl?prl?sentIng phYSical object hierarchies, but not for corporate structures. There are, 
however, a few other slots that are common to memettes in any domain. These 
have to do wIth how memettes are Incorporated into G-trees and the reverse F-rel 
lInk (I.e., F-parent) Figure 4-2 shows the requisite minImum number of slots a 
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memette must have. A more typical memette frame, essentIally the one used m 
RESEARCHER, is diagrammed in Figure 4-3. 

slot na.me 

~fE~fETTE-ID. 

F-PARENT 
F -CHll-D REN 

VARIANT-OF: 
VARIANTS: 

description or slot Mllers 

unique memette identifier 
forward (up) F-rel link 
reverse (down) F-rel links 
forward (up) G-tree link 
reverse (down) G-tree links 

Only the required slots that any memette must have are shown here. 
The names of the F-CHILDREN and F-PARENT slots may be changed 
for any particular domain so that they 9-re more readable considering the 
F-rel of the domam. The VARIANTS slot is not a theoretical 
requirement, but may be practIcal in many implementations of ~fERGE. 

Figure 4-2: Basic memette slots. 

RESEARCHER slot 

~lE~TTE-ID: 

TYPE: 

CO~lPONENTS 

CO~lPON'ENT-OF 

VAR lAJ"ITS. 
VARIANT-OF 

REL-\ TIO NS. 

PROPERTIES 

PURPOSES 

description 

either unitary for F-tree leaf 
memettes or composite otherwise 
same as F -CHILDREN 
same as F-P ARENT 

a list of relatIon records, 
struct ure-de pe ndent 
(see Section 4 4) 
struct ure-Independent 
(see SectIOn 4 S) 
hst of purpose records 
structure-dependent 

Most of the slots used by memettes m RESEARCHER are shown here. 
Figure 4-3: Full memette frame 

RESEARCHER and CORPOR.ATE-RESEARCHER use four slots in each memette 
frame to connect It mto the knowledge base. The use of the F-CHILDREN and 
VARL.\. "iT-OF slot seem to make sense from a cogmtive perspective. It seems to 
us that people can usually list the parts of an object and also determine what an 
object IS an Instance of (vanant of) with relative ease In addition, It is often easy 
to say what an object IS an F-rel of (i e, accessing the F-PARENT slot). For 
example, a leg IS a part of a chair, and a vice-president reports to the preSident. 
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However, it is usually not easy to list F-rel links for objects that occur in many 
subparts of complex objects, like screws. It is even more difficult to list all types 
of furniture, or all corporate officers. This translates to having not so easy access 
to the VARIANTS slot filler, III a. MERGE-based system. In general, slots 
containing long lists of fillers are more difficult to access (find all fillers) than those 

with shorter lists 

If cogmtive accuracy (with respect to humans) is the only concern in a ~1ERGE
based system, these slots should vary in importance. Perhaps the V ARIAl'ITS slot 
should not exist at all within a memette frame. However, the V ARlANTS slot is 
needed for pragmatic reasons In both RESEARCHER and CORPORATE
RESEARCHER, and probably most any other implementation of MERGE. In an 
Ideal MERGE-based system, about the only use for this slot would be to allow the 
system to rapIdly access Instance representations. This would be a useful feature if 
a svstem is to act as a database. However, the VARIANTS slot is not needed in 
order to integrate representation with generalization. The primary integration 
mechanism, inhentance, along with modification operations (i.e., addition, 
subtraction, and substitutIOn), need only have the VARIANT-OF slot to work. (It 
should also be clear that inheritance does not operate along either the F-children 
link or the F-parent link) Thus, the VARIANT-OF slot, the F-CHll-DREN slot, 
and the F -PARENT slot are the only theoretical requirements for a memette in 
\1ERGE. 

4.3 F -reI decompositions 

The F-rel decomposition of a hierarchy is an important factor in the MERGE 
scheme. In thiS section, we point out the consequences and meaning of such a 
decomposition. The structure of the F-tree is explored further as well as the 
slgmficance of levels in the F-tree. 

4.3.1 F -tree structure 

The concept of near-decomposability of hierarchies [Simon 811 indicates that each 
node of a hierarchy is a more tightly bound unit than are sub-hierarchies in the 
system. This concept further implies that each subtree of a hIerarchy forms a more 
cohesive structure than do groups of subtrees. From our perspective, near
decomposability (as opposed to complete-decomposability) comes about from two 
sources, F -rei links and other relations. 

F-rel lInks act as a sort of glue that holds hierarchical systems together. They 
are the major cause of near-decomposability (i.e., they prevent complete
decomposability), but non-fundamental relations also contribute. There are usually 
more relations among members of a sub-hierarchy than there are among a group of 
sub-hIerarchies. In other words, relations reference nodes in the hierarchy that are 
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"close" to each other. This, in effect, adds more bonds to a sub-hierarchy, 
remforcing the F-rel structure. 

The idea of relative distance within a hierarchy seems fairly straightforward. 
There are two measures of a hierarchy's structure, span and depth (see Section 2.4) 
Span IS an indicatIOn of how many nodes are subservient to a sIngle parent, whIle 
depth measures how many generation (parent-child) relatIOnships exist along a smgle 
lineage. :\odes are close if they are either in the same span or in the same 
lineage, but not too many levels apart. 

There is no hmit to the complexity of structure that an F-tree can model. The 
span or depth of a representation can grow arbitrarily large. Of course, there are 
practlcal limits m the real-world. When the span of a corporate hierarchy becomes 
too WIde, Intermediaries (e.g., vIce-presidents, managers, etc.) are interposed between 
the subordInates and their supenor. Thus, the depth of the hierarchy is increased 
at the expense of the span. Similarly, if the chain-of-command is too lengthy 
corporate communications can be adversely effected. The solution is to decrease the 
path length by remOVing Intermediaries and increasIng the span-of-control. 
Corporations try to stnke a balance between the span and the depth of their 
structure [\Vebber 75]. An Ideal ?v1ERGE-based system, designed to understand 
corporate hierarchies, would capture this notion in Its generalizations. It may have 
to expliCItly generalize about span a.nd depth to do this. (CORPORATE
RESEARCHER, as yet, makes no attempt to generalize in this way. However, It 
does represent the Interplay between span and depth implicitly -- Simply by creatIng 
generalizations of entIre corporate structures.) 

\Ve are Interested m the concept of near-decomposability and the measures of 
span and depth because they indicate how an intelligent informatIOn system should 
process hIerarchical systems. Near-decomposability points out that parts of systems 
are dIffIcult to diVIde and thus should be processed as if they are autonomous UnIts 
A study of span and depth can give insight into the Important aspects of Instance 
hierarchies, m a particular domain. These insights can be taken Into a.ccount when 
companng Instances and budding generalized concepts of them. A simple way of 
domg this would be to create generalizatIOns based on the number of F-children 
that a. node has as well as the F-children themselves 

Complex hierarchically structured objects are representable using a Single F-tree 
Each subtree, of thiS F-tree, IS Itself a representation of some other hierarchy. 
According to [Churchman 641. components of systems can be systems themselves. 
ThiS feature of the F-rel structure is synonymous With the idea of near
decomposability, and can be useful for creatIng more intelligent information systems. 
Generalization can be performed on all of the sub-hierarchies WIthIn the whole 
-- not just on the entire object. An understanding system can learn about each 
unique sub-hIerarchy represented m the F-tree, thereby Increasing the range of 
knowledge a system has. 

------------- -
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4.3.2 Hierarchical levels 

As mentioned previously, the ability to distinguish levels in a hierarchy or its F
tree IS important. Here, we investigate the possible benefits of knowing what levels 
are the most important in understanding a hierarchy. Because G-trees are simply 
F-trees with the special F-rel of VARIANT-OF, it is appropriate to study the 
significance of levels in G-trees as well as F-trees. 

Although the same F-rel is used to join together any two adjacent levels m a 
hierarchy, the sigmficance of each level can vary.1 For example, levels m a 
corporate hierarchy sigmfy not Just the degree of control a member has over 
subordmates but also determines whether an employee is considered part of 
management or labor. Going back to the automobile example in the previous 
chapter, the level of detail might distinguish how parts inventories are kept. 
Subassemblies of a small size (few constituent parts) might be stored in parts bins, 
while complex objects (those comprising many parts) may not be stored at all 
-- they would be built as needed. 

Psychologists have given attention to the idea of natural or basic levels of 
perception in humans ( [Rosch et al. 761. for example). Their work demonstrates 
that there is often some preferred level in a hierarchy, at which understanding of 
that hierarchy is focused. For example, in a biological taxonomy classifying trees it 
was found that tree families were the basic level. Thus, in the hierarchical 
sequence, Tree - Maple - Silver Maple, Maple is the basic level. 

As this example indicates, basic levels (or objects) have particular significance for 
F-trees based on IS-A or VARIANT-OF F-rels (i.e., G-trees in MERGE). The 
eXIstence of a basiC level might imply that the bulk of generalizations made in a 
domain should center around this level. IncreasIngly fewer generalizations should be 
created for other levels in a hierarchy as their distance increases away from the 
basIC level. -Thus, If complex physical objects are bemg generalized, complete items 
might have little m common (i.e., few generalizations are possible) and it would be 
senseless to generalize about the nuts and bolts (i.e., extremely low-level detail) that 
virtually all complex objects have. However, at some level in the hierarchy (the 
basic level) there could likely be common subassemblies that objects share, and that 
the generalization process should focus on. The notion that basic levels are rooted 
In part-wise decompositions of objects is pOSIted in [Hemenway and Tversky 84J. 

The domain of household appliances provides an example of this phenomena. 

lSlmon's work suggests that hierarchies can have different F-rels JOlmng together 
levels In the same F-tree. We have defined a hierarchy such that It must use the 
same F-rel throughout. This disparity can be reconcIled if the meamng given to 
the F-rel is suffiCiently general so that it encompasses several more specific notions 
that may be used to Join various levels. Refinements to the F-rel's meamng can be 
accomphshed by using non-fundamental relations. 
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Toasters and refrigerators seem to be be Incomparable. .All apphances (toasters and 
refrigerators, included) have screws, nuts, and so forth connecting their major parts. 
Generalizations based on these low-level parts would be uninterestIng. (It is a little 
like saying "all physical objects are composed of matter".) However, generalizations 
at higher levels can be Interesting. Both toasters and refrigerators (along with a 
few other apphances, but not all) share a simllar electrical system; a 
thermostatically controlled sWitch is at the heart of these devices. A generalization 
system that "thInks" that electrical switches are at a basic level could focus on thIS 
fact Although electnc sWitches may not be a perceptual basic level for most 
laymen, an engIneer might Indeed think this way. GeneraliZIng about such 
subassemblies could prove useful, particularly if one wanted to cannibalize a toaster 
to fix a refngerator. 

The point to be made here is that identifying the levels of descriptlOn of an 
object can have a slgnIflcant Impact on how hierarchies are understood. .Although 
It is possible to make generalizations without a particular focus point much time 
and effort can be saved by concentrating only on the levels at which IOteresting 
generahzations are likely to occur (e.g., the level of electrical assemblies, in the 
example above). An ideal ~fERGE-based system would implement this idea. At 
present, CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER do not (because we do 
not know how to accomplish this yet), they make generalizations at all levels in the. 
F-trees In effect, they assume that all objects are equally important. (Actually, 
they do distingUIsh the top-level F-tree nodes from all the rest. This is described 
10 Chapter 6) 

4.4 Non-fundamental relations 

RelatlOns within a hIerarchy, other than the fundamental ones, can carry a great 
deal of InformatlOn. They are composed of a characten'stic along with a list of 
arguments. The characteristiC is the definition of the relation which may be 
complex The arguments are a list of nodes (memettes) 10 the F-tree that are 
lOyolved in the relation. Because relations reference memettes, they are a form of 
structure-dependent data. 

The characteristic of a relatlOn is the basiC determInant of ItS meaning. However, 
there are other factors affectlOg the use of relations. These IOclude how arguments 
should be organized, and how many arguments are needed In a single relation. We 
dlscuss these points before descnbing characteristics. 

4.4.1 Some basic observations 

Depending on the domain, the charactenstlcs of relations can be complex and 
obscure a descriptlOn of the nature of relations. Therefore, we wtll use an 
augmented F-tree that employs relations with simple characteristics to exempltfy 
these pOlnts 
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Figure 4-4 shows a corporate F-tree along with a few relations among Its 
members The F-rel of REPORTS-TO defines the F-tree and therefore the 
fundamental relations among the nine memettes, but It does not capture all the 
Information necessary to accurately represent corporation-a'8 structure. 

F-tree 
CORPORATION-A: chairman 

CHAIRMAN: president, manufacturing 
PRESIDENT: executive-vp, general-vp 

EXECUTIVE-VP: marketing, research, production 
~fA.J""'1)FACTlJRING: 

GENERAL-VP: 
~1ARKETING: 

RESEARCH: 
PRODUCTION: 

Relations 
SUBSIDIARY( corporation-a, manufacturing) 
ADVISES( executive-vp, general-vp) 
DIV1SION-GROtJP(executive-vp, marketing, production) 

A nine memette F-tree is represented here along WIth three relati9ns. 
The relations cause varIOUS memettes to be assOCIated WIth a characterIstIc 
that defines each relation. The relations used in this example are the 
same as the ones used in CORPORATE-RESEARCHER. Tlie F-rel for 
thIS example IS REPORTS-TO (the usual one for corporate hierarchies). 

Figure 4-4: Augmented corporate F-tree. 

The three sample relations demonstrate several facts about the nature of relations. 
Assume that each relatIOn's characteristic has been defined so that we need not be 
concerned with It; we can take each definition at face value. (DMSION-GROLt> 
SImply IndIcates that some members of the corporation comprIse a dIVIsion.) 

The fIrst Item to note is the numbe: and order of a relatIon's arguments. In the 
case of the StJBSIDL-\R.Y relatIOn, the first argument indicates the parent 
corporatIOn while the second argument references the subsidiary company. (In thIS 
case, the manufacturing diVIsion is set up as a SUBSIDLo\RY of corporation-a.) 
The ADVISES characteristIc also has two arguments -- the advisee is first followed 
by the advisor. DIVISION-GROUP can take any number of arguments. The first, 
however, IS UnIque and POInts to the lowest common ancestor (corporate superIor) 
that the members of the group report to. The remainder of the arguments form 
an unordered set that comprises the diviSIOn group. 

Almost all relatIOns are binary In nature. That is, either two objects are related 
or there IS a relatIOn between one object and an arbItrary group of mutually 
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eqUIvalent objects. \Ve have observed that this is essentIally true independent of 
the domalll. Even relatlOns like DMSION-GROuP are principally a juxtapositIon 
of two objects (the superior and Its subordinates). The observatlOn that most 
relations are binary is helpful in formulating canonical schemes for encoding 
characteristics, as will be described later. (A common exception to this rule IS the 
between relation, and other semantIc equivalents, that require three ordered 
arguments. ) 

4.4.2 Relation characteristics 

In any particular domaIn, non-fundamental relations are difficult or impossible to 
completely enumerate. Furthermore, no two domains have exactly the same set of 
relations, although they may have many in common. An additional concern is the 
source of relatIons. That IS, In what way are relations made available to an 
understanding system; through natural language input, hand coded by an expert, or 
via intuition? These factors make clear that deriving a system of characteristIc 
representations for relatlOns is a formidable task. We briefly discuss these factors 
In an effort to demonstrate the problems that must be solved in developIng a 
relation charactenstic representation scheme. In section 4.6 we present an example 
of such a scheme developed for RESEARCHER. 

Given that relatlOn charactenstics are both domain dependent and subject to the 
Input data form, one can only suggest general techniques for developing a scheme. 
The basIC pnnciple on which to base a useful system is semantic primitives (see 
Chapter 2). Their use often results in a canonical encoding of varied input data 
such that dIfferent descnptions of the same real-world relation have the same 
characteristic encoding 

The relations of a particular domain may be so varied that a simple semantIC 
pnm1tlve reduction (1 e., using a set of semantic primItives that have no underlying 
structure) of them IS stlll unwieldy. If the number of simple primItives required to 
charactenze relatIons in a domain is too large, then little useful functIonality IS 
obtaIned by employing that scheme. Some extension to simple semantIc primitIves 
IS needed in such domainS. 

One possible solution is to use a small set of primitives that can be combined to 
represent a charactenstic instead of the usual one to many mapping. ConsIder the 
task of developing a system to describe color If one uses a set of simple pnm1tlves 
(Le., only one primitIve can be used as the description) there would have to be 
many pnmitlves In order to get an accurate description of any color. The 
alternative would be to use just a few primitives (eg., red, blue, and yellow) in 
com bInatlOn. Each of these pnmltlve colors could be asSIgned a weight. WeIghted 
sums of these three pnmitives would be used to capture a specIfic color. (We 
know that thIS works from color theory.) Although relation characteristics are quite 
different from colors, this IS essentIally the same concept as IS used In 
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RESEARCHER's relatlOn representation scheme. It uses 5 primitives in combination 
to span all possIble physical relations among objects. Section 4.5 describes it in 
more detail. Thus, a scheme based on combinations of semantic primitives IS an 
appropriate representation system for domains that would otherwise require large 

numbers of simple primitIves. 

Characteristic descriptors can contain more than just primitives. They may have 
modifiers that affect an individual instance of a primitive or all primitives used in 
the characteristic taken as a group. In general, a characteristic representation 
scheme should use whatever is needed to provide sufficient capabilities to capture a 
relatlOn's meanmg, keeping in mind that relations are only an augmentation to a 
hierarchy's representation. That is, a relation characteristic scheme shouldn't be 
overly complex Just to capture a few pathological cases. 

In order to develop a relation characteristic representation scheme, the human 
system creator must consider the source of input data to the MERGE-based system. 
The system deSIgner must be able to Identify relations in the domain in which 
MERGE is being applied. Some sources of input data facilitate the creation of a 
relatlOn representation scheme, while others hinder it. For example, corporations 
often publish organizational charts that show some relations among departments and 
executives. If these are the only relations that need to be captured, it is a 
relatively straight forward task to reduce them to a small set of possibilities. On 
the other hand, natural language input sources can have a nearly infinite number of 
ways of describing relations. Since the system builder can not anticipate all of 
them, a canonlcal primitive-based scheme is necessitated. (This is the case in 
RESEARCHER, as will be described later.) 

After a reasonable number of relations in a domain have been identified, they 
must be scrutInIzed in order to develop a set of primitives. In some cases outside 
knowledge of what primitives to expect is helpful. The fact. that most relations are 
bInary in nature can also be an asset in charactenzing the sample relations. All in 
all, budding a complete characteristic representatlOn scheme can be hard, but a 
nearly complete scheme is often adequa.te and attamable WIth a modest effort. 

4.5 Other information 

RelatlOns are the primary means (or augmenting an F-tree representation of a 
hierarchy. There are, however, other types of data that need to be present in any 
representational form for it to be more complete. Two basic types of information, 
structure-dependent and structure-independent have been distinguished. 

\Ve have defined relations to be general enough that they encompass VIrtually any 
kmd of structure-dependent mformatlon. Purposes of an object's use and positional 
mformatlOn are examples of relations according to our formalism. That is, any 
assoclatlOn among a group of objects (memettes) and some characteristic is 
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considered to be a relation. Structure-independent data IS what will be discussed 
here. 

Figure 4-3 shows that most of the slots in a memette are used as a means to 
connect it with other memettes in both the F-tree and G-trees of which it is part. 
The PROPERTIES slot, however, is intended to hold information specific to only 
the Immediate memette. The structure-independent data that fills It is used to 
descnbe the memette in isolation, if the memette is unitary If a memette is not 
unitary (i.e, IS not a leaf node in an F-tree), the PROPERTIES slot filler applies 
to a collection of memettes The collection is defined as the sub-hierarchy below 
the memette which has its PROPERTIES slot filled. For example, instead of 
having a plain vanilla disc drive, one could specify a blue titanium disc drive by 
filling the PROPERTIES slot accordingly. In this case, both "blue" and "titanium" 
apply to the color and construction of the disc drive, respectively. 

Color, Size, material, and other properties are encoded as structure-independent 
data. ~ote that none of these needs to reference any other object in the F-tree. 
TypIcally, they can be encoded as type-token pairs (e.g., color-blue, 
matenal-titanium) In this manner, a single slot can be used to store a variety of 
data types 

An ad hoc system that creates property types and tokens as needed may be 
adequate for some purposes. More likely, it would be useful to have a fixed set of 
types that are appropnate for a given domain. It may also be possible to create a 
system of semantic pnmitives to reduce the set of tokens in some cases. Our 
prevIous example of pnmltives to descnbe color could be used, perhaps. Numerical 
data can be grouped Into ranges (as IS done for UNIMEM in [LebOWItz 83c]), and 
matenal composItion information might be expressed as a chemical formulation. 

The vanety of structure-mdependent data is large. Almost any technique can be 
used for the purpose of encoding it because It stands apart from the F-rel structure 
and IS thus unaffected by a reorgantZatIOn of the F-tree (whIch takes place during 
generalization in tvffiRGE). Generalizations based on thiS type of data are the 
norm m most Al work. The MERGE scheme offers a way for generaliZIng on the 
structure-dependent data as well. The detatls of generalizing on structure-dependent 
data are given in the next chapter. 

4.6 RESEARCHER's representation scheme 

Because of the importance of non-fundamental relations to the representation of a 
hierarchy, we present an example of a sophisticated relatIOn representation scheme 
that can serve as a paradigm for developing other such schemes. 

RESEARCHER parses patent abstracts into a memette-based F-trees, among other 
proceSSIng. QescriptIOns of physical relations encountered in the text prOVide 
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lllformation for creatlllg and augmenting the basic F -tree. The nature of these 
relattons are sufficiently complex that a robust pnmltive-based canonical scheme IS 
needed to capture them. The relatlOn encoding scheme used demonstrates much of 
what was discussed in the preceding sections. Here, we give an abbreviated account 
of the system developed. A more complete description can be found in [Wasserman 

and Lebowitz 831· 

In reading over this synopsis, the reader should bear in mllld that the physical 
objects that RESEARCHER processes are very complex. Thus, it IS our goal to 
represent them as a reasonable approximatton of reality -- we do not claim that 
this scheme is complete. In addition, the lllpUt is a somewhat unnatural natural 
language. Patent abstracts are written in legalese and hence have fewer amblgUlties 
than conversational language, but also have a more explicit means for expressing 
Simple Ideas 

In this section, we will try to convey some of the methodology that went into 
developing RESEARCHER's relation representation scheme. Since each domain of 
applicatlOn of N1ERGE requires a unique scheme for representing relations, the best 
we can hope to do IS to demonstrate a paradigm for creatlllg such schemes. By 
notlllg our methodology, another researcher should pick up some clues on how to 
proceed III a new domaill. We begin by giving an overview of the scheme and 
RESEARCHER's domain. Following this, a description of the relation characteristic 
encoding, the heart of the relation representation scheme, is described. 

4.6.1 Overview 

A study of the domam of application is the first step in creating a relation 
representation scheme. Although our goal in developing RESEARCHER's scheme 
was to capture any English language descnptlOn of relations among physical objects, 
our examples come from patent abstracts. A sample of such an abstract follows: 

Enclosed Disc Drive having Combination Filter Assembly 

"A combination filter system for an enclosed disc drive in 
which a breather filter is provided in a central position in the 
disc drive cover and a recirculating air filter is concentrically 
positIoned about the breather filter." 

Before showing how this text IS represented In RESEARCHER, we must first 
describe the abbreviated memette frame that will be used as the basis for this 
encoding. Figure 4-5 shows the frame slots that are used in the next example 
They are a subset of those shown in Figure 4-3. The N1EMETTE-ID is Simply the 
name of the physical object being descnbed, if it is known. The TYPE slot 
llldicates whether this is a single indivisible structure (unitary) or a conglomeration 
of pieces (composite). The RELATIO~S slot contains a set of relation records, If 
the memette has any relatlOns stored in it. (In this example, relations are stored In 
the lowest common ancestor memette.) 



MEMETTE-ID: < name-of-object> 
TYPE: unitary or composite 

CO~fPONENTS: a list of memettes if composite 
RELATIONS: a list of <relation records> 

Figure 4-5: Simplified memette frame. 
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The memette structure for the patent abstract shown above appears in Figure 4-6 
(An equivalent representatIOn using our compact notation IS shown In Figure 4-7.) 
Note that some of the information encoded here is not stated explicitly in the text. 
For example, the case is TYPEd as a umtary memette; stnce virtually nothing was 
said about the enclosure, thls informatIOn was assumed by the reader. Llkewlse, 
the disc-drive Itself IS considered to be composite, although this information would 
have had to be acqUlred outside the context of this example. 

The REL'\' TIONS slot stores a list of relations among individual memettes that 
make up the F-tree. Each relatIOn cooprises a relation frame (which is that name 
gIven to a relatIOn's characteristic in RESEARCHER) and a list of relation 
arguments. As was mentIOned earlier, relation characteristics (frames) can have 
modifiers associated with them. Here, relation modifiers appear in square brackets 
Immediately followtng the frame name. At present RESEARCHER has no 
consistent system for describing relation modifiers. They are simply extracted from 
the text and mapped, via a dictionary, into a smaller set of modifiers. However, a 
pnmitlve-based scheme can be of use in encoding these as well. 

The major feature that becomes apparent when looking at relations tn thiS 
domaln, is that they are binary in nature. In English, relations are usually 
descnbed by either a subject-relation-object ordering or an object-relatIOn-subject 
orderIng. RESEARCHER's parser determines which order IS correct based on 
dlctlOnary entrIes for each relatIOn word. It then creates a relation record, placing 
the subject and object in their proper places in the representation (i.e., subject 
before object). There are some exceptions to this type of processing (e.g., the 
between relation and relatlOns having multiple objects) but thiS IS prinCipally how 
the overall retatlon representation scheme works. 

Our main focus, however, IS on relation frames. They have been given descriptive 
names in this example, but there is a sophisticated primitive-based scheme behind 
them. Each relatIOn word maps into a particular relation frame defined tn 
RESEARCHER. Of course, several words that mean the same thing get mapped to 
the same frame, even If their subject-object ordering is different. We present a 
short descnption of this scheme next. 
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(MEMETTE-ID: enclosed-disc-drive 
TYPE: composite 

COMPONENTS: disc-drive, enclosure 
RELATIONS: ((INSIDE-OF dt'sc-dn've enclosure))) 

(~1ENfETTE-ID: enclosure 
TYPE: com posite 

COMPONENTS cover, case 
RELATIONS ((ON-TOP-OF cover case))) 

(~1E~1ETTE-ID' case 
TYPE: unitary) 

(~1E~1ETTE-ID' disc-drive 
TYPE: composlte) 

(:\1EMETTE-ID: cover 
TYPE: composlte 

CO~1PONENTS: breather-filter, cover, recirculating-air-filter 
RELATIONS: ((INSIDE-OF [centrally! breather-filter cover) 

(SURROUNDED-BY[centrally! breather-filter 
reci rcuiatin g-ai r- filter))) 

(~1EMETTE-ID: breather-filter 
TYPE: unknown) 

(~1E!v1ETTE- ID: recirculating-air- filter 
TYPE: unknown) 

Thls shows the encoding of the partial patent abstract that appears 
above Note that two of the relatIOn frames are effected by the centrally 
modlfler RelatIOns are stored in thelr lowest common ancestor memette. 

Figure 4-6: Sample memette encoding. 

4.6.2 Researcher's relation rrames 

The process of developmg thIS relation characteristic (frame) representatIOn scheme 
started by manually listing many dozens of relation descrIption words culled from 
sample patent abstracts. This list was then divided and subdivided until some 
"natural" categorization became apparent. These categories seemed to make sense 
according to some intuition that we had. It is difficult to say exactly why these 
categones made sense. Nonetheless, the words were categorized and the search 
began to find some underlying physical basis that distmguished these categories. 
(ThiS process IS both domain dependent and subjective. We have no systematized 
approach to categonzmg relations in an arbitrary domain.) 



rnemettes 
ENCLOSED-DISC-DRIVE. disc-dnve, enclosure 

ENCLOSlJRE: cover, case 
CASE: 

DISC-DRIVE. 

COVER: breather-filter, recirculating-air-filter 
BREATHER-FIL TER. 

RECIRCULA TING-AIR-FIL TER. 

relations 
INSIDE-OF( disc-dnve, enclosure) 
ON-TOP-OF( cover, case) 
INSIDE-OF[ centrally](breather-fllter, cover) 
SURROUNDED-BY[centrally](breather-filter, 

recirculatlng-air-filter) 

This representation encodes the same information as Figure 4-6 does. 
Note that the relations are grouped separately, however they could have 
been stored In a particular memette. 

Figure 4-7: Compact encoding. 
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One goal of a pnmltlve-based system IS that each primitive, itself, makes sense 
(I e, is a physical relation in this case). We found five pnmitives that suffice to 
provide a relation frame representation for a Wide range of physical relatlOns. 
These five primitives are outlined in Figure 4-8. They form the basis of a 
combinatorial pnmltive scheme. 

Before a description of each of these pnmltives and examples of their use are 
gIven, a few points about thIS representatlOn scheme should be noted First, not 
every relatlOn frame has all of these five primitives. In fact most frames are 
adequately descrIbed by one or two of these pnmltIves. Secondly, the fact that a 
relatlOn has a particular pnmltive IS often more Important to consider than the 
value that thIS primitive takes on. In particular, the scale values for the contact 
and distance pnmitives are rather arbitrary However, relative scale values have 
meamng. 

A system simIlar to ours IS presented In [Kuipers 771. He uses a variable size 
frame structure to describe motion in 2-dimensional space. Some of our five 
pnmitlves are analogous to the ones he uses for spatial onentatlOn and locatIOn in 
his TOUR model. His work helped in decIding which pnmitlves were needed for 
thIS scheme. 

Distance is probably the simplest of the five primitIves listed. It is used to 
Indicate that two objects are separated from each other by some length. Because 
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pnmltlve 

distance 

contact 

location 

on"entation 

enclosure 

descnptlOn 

used for relations that 
refer to disjoint objects. 
(e.g., near, remote) 

descn bes the degree 
to which objects are in 
contact with each other. 
(e g, touchmg, affixed) 

indicates in which 
direction an object is 
located relative to another. 
(e g., above, left) 

describes the relative 
onentatlon of two objects. 
(e g., parallel, perpendicular) 

used for relations which 
describe objects, where one 
IS either fully or partially 
enclosed by another. 
(e g., encircled, cornered) 

value(s) 

a single integer 
from 0 to 10. 
o - close, 10 - far 

a single integer 
from -10 to +10. 
-10 = strongly forced 
together 
+10 = touching, but 
being forced apart 

a 2D or 3D angular 
identification along 
with a reference 
frame indication. 

a 2D or 3D angular 
identification. 

full or partial 
plus a shape 
description of the 
interface between 
the enclosed and the 
enclosing objects 

The example words given above have been chosen to illustrate the role 
of each pnmitive and are not necessanly fully described by that one 
primitive alone. 

Figure 4-8: Primitives of relation frames. 

there seems to be an unlimited number of ways (in English) to describe distances, 
some method of reducing this range is needed. By forcmg all distance descnptions 
onto a limited scale, distance relations become more manageable. In some cases, 
particularly in technical prose, the actual distance with some speCific measurement 
umt (e.g., inches or meters) might be given. When this is important data, the slot 
values for the distance pnmitive can be expanded to allow for this informatIOn to 
be explicitly Inserted. 

A zero valued distance primitive would be used to indicate a relation such as 
"microscopically close to". On the other extreme, "astronomically far from" would 
certamly be a 10. A more mundane word, like "nearby", would register a 4, 
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perhaps (Again, It IS worth repeatmg that we are more Interested III relative 
values than the actual numbers) 

The contact primitIve IS much like the distance pnmitive In that they both 
describe relative degrees of closeness by using a scale It would be extremely 
unusual if a single binary relatIon required both contact and distance primitives to 
charactenze It (i.e, they are usually mutually exclusive primItIves of a 
c haractenstic) 

Contact values arbitrarIly range between -10 and +10. Positive values indicate 
that two objects are In contact but are being forced apart; the more POSitIve the 
argument the stronger the force. For example, trying to pull your fingers apart, 
after they have been glued together. would be represented by CONTACT=+9. 
0Iegative numbers are used to Indicate that the objects are In contact and are being 
forced together. The bond formed between two oppositely polarized magnets could 
possIbly be valued as CONTACT=-9, while a good quality record turntable has 
CO~TACT=-1 between the tonearm and the record (whIle it IS being played). As 
With positive numbers, the larger the magnitude of the argument (i.e., more 
negative value), the more force IS being exerted to force the objects together. 

The location primitive is used to define relations which describe objects III 

everyday settings Phrases like, "it's the buIlding on the left, when you face the 
school" and CCwnte your name on top of the paper" are good examples of the use 
of this primitive. In the first example, both the relative direction ('Cleft") and the 
reference frame ("faCing the school") are expliCitly given. The second phrase has 
impliCit In It that the student has a piece of paper with the normal orientation 
placed in front of him. 

The appropnate values for a location pnmitive are a reference frame along With 
an angle ("left" would be 180 degrees, "top" would be 90 degrees). The frame of 
reference IS Important because a perscn standing at the school's front door and 
looking out would find the building to the nght (0 degrees) Angular values, In 2-
dimenSions, can be any number from 0 to .360 degrees Thus phrases like "below 
and to the nght of" might imply an angle of 315 degrees, depending on the 
reference frame. 

In the example, "write your name on top of the paper", it was mentioned that 
normal orientation of the piece of paper was ImplIcit. The onentation pnmltlve 
refers to the rotational disposition of an object about its own axis, relatIve to 
another object. \Vhat this means is that if we are talking about .railroads and use 
the phrase, "the tracks are perpendicular to the ties", the onentation pnmitive of 
thiS relatIOn would get a value of 90 degrees. 

The orientation primitive is not used much in day-to-day language, but IS quite 
useful in speCIfying relations in technical prose. For example, a phrase such as, 
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"the barrier stnp runnlng alongside the transformer" would use an orientation value 
of 0 degrees to express the parallelism. As with the location primitive, onentatIOn 
values can be any angle between 0 degrees and 360 degrees. 3-dlmensIOnal values 
are also possible, but not common in natural language descriptions. 

The remaining primitive, enclosure, is different from the other four in that its 
value is a shape-descriptor. A shape-descnptor is used to specify the shape of the 
boundary between the enclosed and the enclosing objects. For example, if "the tire 
encircles the wheel", then a shape-descriptor of a circle would be the appropriate 
value for the enclosure primitive. The reader is referred to the full descnption of 
thiS scheme ['IN asserman and Lebowitz 831 for a discussion of shape-descriptors 
which are also used to descnbe the shape of unitary objects (memettes). Another 
piece of informatIOn provided is whether the enclosure is a full one or only a 
partial enclosure, as in the case of "a hand grasping a baseball". Although the full 
versus partial Information can be inferred from the shape-descriptor, it is handy to 
have thiS fact readily available so that the nature of the enclosure can be easily 
found. 

To help see how the primitives described here fit together into a relation frame, 
we consider several examples. 

Figure 4-6 shows the use of the relation INSIDE-OF. "Inside" can take on 
several pOSSible meanlngs, but in the context of this patent abstract the reader 
knows that the disc-drive is inside of the enclosure. Furthermore, from our 
stereotYPical knowledge of disc drives, we can conclude that the disc-drive is 
probably not In direct contact With the enclosure, but is connected to it by some 
spacing deVIce (which will be ignored here). . Figure 4-9 shows how this relation 
frame is represented uSing just two primitIves. 

(REL-NAME: inside-of 
ENCLOSURE: (full unknown) 

DISTANCE: unknown 

Relation characteristics are encoded In a frame 
RESEARCHER. Each primitive is given Its own slot. 
primitives that are needed to encode a particular relatIOn frame 

Figure 4-g: INSIDE-OF relation frame. 

(REL-NA.ME: on-top-of 
CONTACT: unknown 

LOCATION: (side-view 90 degrees) 

Figure 4-10: ON-TOP-OF relation frame. 

format in 
Only the 

are used. 

Another relation used in Figure 4-6, ON-TOP-OF, requires the use of two 
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different relatlOn frame pnmitives. The infOrmatIon embodied In the ON-TOP-OF 
relatIon frame (shown in Figure 4-10) IS a good example of implicit knowledge 
There IS no data in the sample text to help in processing what ON-TOP-OF means. 
In fact, the relation ON-TOP-OF was only implied by the use of a cover, and was 
not explicitly mentlOned. ThiS kind of processing is possible in RESEARCHER by 
having an object word (cover) automatically trigger the processmg of a relatIOn 
word (ON-TOP-OF) It seems quite natural to thmk of one object being on top of 
another when lookmg from a. Side-view. However, the frame of reference used m 
the LOCATION slot could ha.ve been from another perspectIve (e g., lylng down). 

);ote that In both of these relation frame representatlOns a value of "unknown" 
was used As stated before, the eXIstence of the pnmltlve is often of greater 
Importance than its value In each of these cases, SInce no reference to the 
measure of distance, the shape of the enclosure, or the degree of contact was made, 
"unknown" was used instead of picking an arbitrary value to quantify these 
pnmitives 

The conclUSion that we have reached from using this scheme is that it generally 
works well. The major shortcoming of this scheme is that It has no provisIOns for 
encodmg dynamiC relatlOns, only static relations can be represented. We believe 
that the additlOn of a few pnmitlves might allow simple dynamic relations to be 
represented, but have not yet determmed whIch ones are needed. 

The methodology that we have adopted in developmg this scheme has also worked 
in CORPORATE-RESEARCHER That IS, the process of listing examples, finding 
a categonzatlOn, and determinmg primItives But CORPORA. TE-RESEARCHER's 
relatIOns are very Simple and do not constitute a good test of this approach. 
~evertheless, we believe that this paradigm has application to many domains with a 
need for a complex relation representation scheme, and has undoubtedly been used 
by many Al researchers m the past. 

4.7 Summary 

The major Issues that need conSideration when chOOSing a representatlOn system 
for hierarchies we belIeve are capturing levels of detaIl In a hierarchy, encoding 
both structure-dependent and structure-lndependent data, and determmmg an 
appropnate formahsm MERGE uses a frame formalism In which memettes store 
information about each node in the F-tree as well as how It Interrelates to other F
tree and G-tree nodes. The memette formalism offers the ability to distmguish 
among levels In a hierarchy whlle capturing the concept of memory chunking. 

Relations are a form of structure-dependent data in that they refer to multiple 
memettes In the F-tree. They are defined by a characteristic based on semantic 
pnmltlves. The intent of using semantic primitives is to obtain an input 
independent canolllcal encoding of relatIOns. Structure-independent data can be 
captured by almost any scheme that lends itself to simple generalization. 
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RESEARCHER's scheme uses five pnmitives in combinations to achieve a natural 
language independent characterization of rela.tlOns among physical objects. The 
pnmitives carry a scaled value in order to refine their meaning This scheme 
provides a paradigm for developing a reiatlOn representation scheme for use in other 
~fERGE-based systems 



Generalization is the process of recogntZlng similan'ties and/or 
differences among a set of instances and creating concepts that embody 
these commonalities. It is used as the basis for organizing memory in 
A1ERGE. G-trees are used to classify entire instance F-trees and all 
sub-trees within the instances. This reflects the fact that parts of 
systems are themselves systems. G-trees must continually be 
restructured as new instances are incrementally brought into a AfERGE
based system so that they will form accurate generalizations of the data. 
Inheritance modified by the addition, subtraction, and substitution 
operations is used as a means to improve both computational efficiency 
and cognitive accuracy. However, due to computationally intractable 
problems data for one memeite can only be inherited from non
conflicting G-tree sources (usually this means just one). Because most 
descriptions of hierarchies in the real world are not standardized, the 
ability to recognize that varying levels should correspond is needed. .A 
AfERGE-based system can achieve this via level-hopping. 

5. Generalization Issues 

5.1 Introduction 
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GenerahzatlOn proVides the frame'.york for orgamZIng memory so that 
understanding of hierarchies can take place. It is essential to the tv1ERGE scheme 
Given that indiVidual hierarchies can be represented as demonstrated In Chapter 4, 
generalizatIOn IS the process used to JOin these together in an Intelligent manner 

It IS pOSSible to Single out generalizatlOn Issues In tv1ERGE as was done with 
representatlOnal Issues In the prevlOUS chapter. The main issues relate to the fact 
that the objects beIng generahzed about are hierarchically structured. Other Issues 
In genl?rahzatlOn that are Independent of the representation formahsm include the 
availability of data to be generahzed (i e, IS It spread out over time, or avallable 
all at once), and when and how data should be Inhented. 

Several interesting and difficult problems arise while studYIng how to make 
generalizations about hierarchically structured objects that do not occur In other 
gl?neralization research (see [Michalski 831 for an overview) The main causes of 
these difficulties are 1- objects are represented by a recursive method that can 
extend to arbitrary depth; 2- generalizations need to be created at each level In the 
rl?curSlve object structure, not just on the structure as a whole. Although not 
umque to hierarchy understanding, an important third source of difficulty is that 
~vfERGE generalIzes Incrementally as opposed to doing all-at-once type 
generalizations, and does this for a large number of Instance objects. 

The InformatlOn that MERGE is Intended to generalize about IS made available In 

a piecewise fashlOn. The data for individual hierarchies are acquired in an 
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arbitrary sequence (i.e., not In a training sequence) and the integrated knowledge 
structure continually changes to reflect new information. Thus, generalizatlOn in 
~fERGE must work incrementally. In some sense, incremental generalization is the 
main type of generalizatlOn that humans perform. Nature usually forces them to 
study one example at a time. (Of course, it could be argued that vision processing 
is an example of simultaneous processing of many instances) Therefore, it IS 
reasonable to focus on this process given that one of our goals is to try to 
understand hierarchies the way people do. 

This chapter covers those Issues 10 generalization that are affected by the 
peculIantles of hierarchies and Incremental knowledge acquiSition. The tOPICS 
Include the types of generalization that need to be carried out (e.g., on structure
depend~nt and structure-Independent data), the Implications that inherited data has 
on generalIzmg, the questlOn of when should generalizatlOn be performed (e.g., 
should all possible generalizations always be made?), and other issues that will not 
be explored In as great a depth. We wIll partially descnbe a few algonthms which 
are used In RESEARCHER and CORPORATE-RESEARCHER In this chapter. In 
AppendIx A, a detailed description of the basic F-tree matching algorithm used 10 

these programs IS glven. 

To put thiS chapter In perspective, consider that the previous one descnbed issues 
and answers relatIng to the F-tree of a SIngle hierarchy. This chapter describes 
problems that eXIst 10 constructIng the G-trees that connect many instance 
hierarchies together. The next chapter wIll focus on the ~1ERGE scheme that 
comes about from the Interaction of the F-trees with the G-trees. 

5.2 Types of generalization 

Before descnblng the generalization issues in more detail, it is important to 
Identify exactly the types of generalization that are used in MERGE. We 
distInguish three criteria: structure-dependent versus structure-independent, 
conjunctIve versus diSJunctive, and incremental versus all-at-once generalizations. 
The major form of generalizatIOn performed in our hierarchy understanding scheme 
is Incremental, conjunctive, and structure-dependent. 

5.2.1 Structure-dependent generalization 

Structure-dependent generalizations are those that rely on structure-dependent data 
(e.g., F-rel links and non-fundamental relations) as their basis. Structure
independent generalizations are based on structure-independent information such as 
the properties of an object. The vast majority of research in generalization has 
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been done USIng what we call structure-Independent data. 1 That IS, instance objects 
are not structured such that one member of an object (assuming that It IS 
composite) references other members -- each member is Independent of the others 
(at least in a structural sense). tvfERGE creates generahzatlOns of both structure
Independent and structure-dependent data. However, structure-Independent data IS 
not a.n essential element of the scheme (as It IS in systems like U:';ThfEM [LebOWItz 
83c]) as It IS only used on property slot values, therefore we wlll not explore it 
further Structure-dependent informatIOn IS of primary Importance In J\1ERGE -- It 
would not be pOSSible to represent hierarchies Without it. Therefore, generalizatIons 
based on It are of central Importance in hierarchy understanding. 

HIerarchIes are nearly-decomposable, not completely-decomposable (as deSCribed In 
Chapter 4) ThiS means that members of a hierarchy, to some degree, depend on 
other members -- they are structurally linked together Therefore, It IS necessary to 
use a. generalizatIOn method that accounts for the structure of the data. 
Furthermore, as was mentIOned In the previous chapter, parts of hierarchical 
systems are themselves hierarchical systems. Therefore a J\1ERGE-based 
understander should capture this fact In the generalizatIOns it creates, by using 
multiple G-trees 

There are two main complications in generalizing hierarchically structured data 
versus structure-independent data. The first is the creation of generalIzatIOns at 
each level In the hierarchy -- not Just at the root level. The second IS to maIntain 
the integrity of the hierarchical levels even though the Instances may not have 
exa.ctly corresponding levels. That IS, two Instance hierarchies that do not match 
exactly as far as the number of levels each one has may stIll correspond closely 

The first of these problems has been deSCribed before (In Chapter 3 and 4) It 
Simply means that generalizations are made about many levels in the hierarchies, 
perhaps concentratIng on the basic or natural levels. For example, If two cars are 
found to have a generalized concept that Includes an engine, body, and chassis, 
then a generalIzed concept of their common engine parts would also be created as 
would a concept of what comprises an IgnItion system (being a part of the engine) 
A !vIERGE-based system would build and maintain a G-tree for each UnIque object 
in the Instances that IS composite (ie, has an F-tree structure below it). In this 
example, there would be one G-tree that serves to classify cars, another for engInes, 
and yet another for ignItIOn systems. Of course, the body, chasSIS, and their parts 
would also have G-trees The result is that domains with complex hierarchically 
structured objects need many G-trees to organize their data. This complexity IS 

largely alleVIated by applYing whatever basic generalization method is used in a 

IThis IS an observation based upon a survey of the available generalizatIOn 
literature Several papers have been wntten which classify research In 
g~neralizatlOn [Michalski .&3; AnglUln and Smith 82; Dletteri.ch and Michalski 81]. 
:'\one of these cite work In generahzatlOn about structured objects. 
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recursIve manner to all levels In the hierarchy. Examples of this type of multl-G
tree creatIOn wIll be gIven In Chapter 6. 

The second complication arising from the hierarchical structure of the data to be 
generalized is interesting because it is not simply an extension of generalizIng 
structure-Independent data to multiple levels. The level-hopping problem is as 
follows If two hIerarchIes are to be compared and one or more levels are missIng 
from eIther Instance, then these levels must somehow be hopped In the 
generalIzatIOn process. ConSIder, for example, the F-trees for corporation-a and 
corporation-b that are shown In Figure 5-1. A generalization algorithm must 
recogmze that the three managers, the president, and the chaIrman should match 
up In both companIes The generalized concept of a corporation would have to 
represent the Idea that an executIve vice-president mayor may not be present In a 
stereotYPIcal company Of course, It may be best to assume that the executIve 
vice-preSident was missing from the encodIng of corporation-b and that it should be 
Inherited from the generalIzed concept that has it. (We wIll take this matter up In 
a later sectIOn.) 

CORPORATION-A 
CHA1RtvL~V preSIdent 
PRESIDENT: executive-vice-presldent 

EXECUTIVE-VICE-PRESIDENT: manager-I, manager-2, manager-.3 

CORPORATION-B 
CHA1RMAJ~ preSIdent 

PRESIDENT manager-I, manager-2, manager-3 

F-trees for two similar corporations are shown. They would match 
exactly If corporation-b had an execulive-vice-president Interposed between 
the president and the managers. Level-hoppIng can 'be used to allow thIs 
match to occur. 

Figure 5-1: F-trees In need of level-hoppIng to match. 

The level-hoppIng problem can be a difficult one to solve. AmbigUities sometime 
arise as to which IS the correct generalization to make when level-hopping is 
allowed. The diagrams shown in Figure 5-2 demonstrate that although level
hoppIng can lead to finding F-tree matches that would otherwise not be found, it 
can also create impOSSibly hard generalization problems. (It turns out to be 
.com binatorially explosIve.) The method for representing a pOSSible missing level in 
a generalized hierarchy IS important and will be described in Chapter 6. The basic 
algorithm for level hopping appears in Appendix A. 



CORPORA TION-C 
PRESIDENT executIve-vlce-presldent, 

general- Vlce- preslde nt 
EXECUTIVE-VICE-PRESIDENT: manager 

CORPORATION-D 
PRESIDENT: executive-vice-presldent, manager 

EXECUTf'lE-VICE-PRESIDENT general-vlce-presldent 

CORPORATION-#I 
PRESIDE~T executive-vice-presldent, 7-1 

~-I 7-2 

CORPORATION-#2 
PRESIDEi'iT 7-3, 7-4 

?-3: manager 
1..4 general-Vice- president 

The top two diagrams show corporate F-trees that are somewhat similar. 
If they are generallzed ..ylthout tne use of level-hopping the result is the 
F-tree shown as corporatlon-#i. ~v1emettes .7-1 and ,-2 repres~nt corporate 
officers that have been matched In corporallon-c and corporatlon-d but are 
not of the same type. If level-hopping IS allowed, the resultant generalized 
corporatIOn (corporatlon-#2) has a different structure than corporation-#i. 
The ?-.3 and 7-4 memettes represent corporate offIcers that mayor may 
not reallv eXist Note that level-hopping allows more data to be matchea 
ex.actly, but It IS not clear that It glyes the best result. 

Figure 5-2: Generalization with and without level-hopping. 

5.2.2 Conjunctive generalization 

8S 

The type of generalizatIOns that a ~fERGE-based system makes are of the 
conJunctlye vanety All of the vanants of a generalIzed concept must include the 
data that the generalized concept containS (modulo the subtractIOn and substitution 
operatIOns). A generalized concept IS the logical intersectIOn of its variant concepts 
and Instances. This Imposes certain constraints on the way Information IS 
represented in the G-trees (e g., there IS no way to represent an alternate choice) 
Therefore, it is Important to understand what IS possible USing conjunctive 
generalizations versus other methods. 

The obVIOUS alternative to conjunctive generalization is diSjunctive generalizatIOn. 
\Ve have defined disjunctlve generalization to be the formatIOn of a concept that 
includes all the data in the union of its variant concepts and instances. (Actually, 
"dIsJunctive generalIzatIOn" IS somewhat of a mIsnomer because a diSjunction (union) 
does not find commonalities or differences withm a set of data, while the word 
"generalizatICUl" implies exactly this.) This method, by itself, would also impose an 
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eqUlvalent number of constramts on the G-tree representations. By using both 
conjunctive and disjunctive generalizations simultaneously these constraints would be 
lifted. 

It seems self-evident that people make both conjunctive and disjunctive 
generalizations. For example, a typical generalization might be. Ita disc drive has a 
motor, a read/wnte head, and either a floppy disc or a hard disc". But now 
suppose that a new data storage media IS invented, called a semi-hard disc. 
Should the generalization become: "a disc drive has a motor, a read/wnte head, 
and either a floppy, a hard, or a semi-hard disc", or should it Simply be: CIa disc 
dnve has a motor, a read/write head, and some kind of disc"? (It is interestmg to 
note that "some kmd of diSC" requires the ability to generalize about pieces of an 
object. !-.tERGE allows thiS to be done because of ItS recursive method of 
generahzatlOn down through the levels in an F -tree.) The answer is not clear; these 
two alternatives appear equally valid in thiS context. However, as the number of 
different instances of diSC media grows, the generalizatIOn should probably become 
the simpler one But how many different pOSSible Instances must be known first? 

The problem of which generalization to make arises because of the lack of 
constraints prOVIded by combining conjunctive and disjunctive generalizatIOn. If 
only conjunctive generalizatIOn were permitted, for example, there would be no 
chOice of generalizatIOn to make. Humans appear to be able to handle this choice 
and probably pick the "best" generalizatIOn for a given application. We do not use 
both conjunctive and diSjunctive generalizatIOns in MERGE mainly because of the 
Increased compleXity of haVing to choose among alternate correct generalizations 
(ThNe IS also some motivatIOn for constraining the types of generalization permitted 
based upon pnnclples from hierarchy theory [Sussman and Steele 80; Pattee i3; 
Simon i3J RemOVing these constraints can cause hierarchical growth to be 
retarded unless there is some other, higher level, organizing structure.) 

AllOWing only conjunctive generalizations to be created can be too constraining if 
not modified slIghtly. If a large number of Instances have a particular part in 
common and only one or two Instances don't have It, then the generalIzed concept 
could not Include thiS part. By permitting deleted-Inheritance (I.e, the subtractIOn 
operation) this part can be included In the generalization and can be deleted from 
the counter example instances. Similarly, the substitutIOn operation can help In 
allowmg conjunctive generalizations to capture a Wider class of concepts. 

5.2.3 Incremental generalization 

Incremental generalization IS the mode in which MERGE functions. It IS 
Instructive to investigate the nature of this type of generalization versus the all-at
once approach because incremental generalization is a major source of difficulty and 
complexity m creatmg intelligent information systems. 
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In the all-at-once approach, all instance F-trees are compared simultaneously and a 
resultant hierarchy classifying them is created. Generalizing by incremental amounts 
IS a second possibility. Incremental generalization is the process by which each new 
Instance F-tree IS compared against the current G-trees. Each F-tree node then 
becomes a variant of some pre-existing G-tree node or it may be used to produce a 
new generalizatIOn under which it IS stored. 

The distInction between all-at-once type generalization and incremental 
generalizatIOn IS not specifIc to the problem of hierarchy understanding. The choice 
of method of generalIzation used in any Situation is usually heavJly dependent on 
the domain being investigated. The most obvious reason for choosing one or the 
other method depends on whether the instance data is avaIlable all at one time or 
IS supplIed piecemeal to the system. ObvIOusly, if a state descriptIOn (generalization 
hierarchy) of the currently known data IS needed on a contInual basis and the data 
IS tncklIng Into the system over a penod of time, then Incremental generailzatlOn 
must be used On the other hand, If a system's task is to classIfy a gIven set of 
Instances such as the vanous types of personal computers on the market at thIS 
moment, then an all-at-once type generalization process mIght be best [Michalski 
and Stepp 8,3 a] 

\fost hll?rarchlcal phenomena that humans perceive daily are realized plece-by-
piece Over a penod of time people are able to develop pictures of what a. 
hypothetical hierarchy might look like from analyzing instances of these hierarchies 
For example, a pl>rson mIght be overwhelmed by trYIng to figure out the 
InformatIOn presented by a large corporatIOn's organIzational chart, If this were hIS 
first expenence In understandIng corporate structures But after seeIng a few of 
these (or haVIng heard about a few different companIes) he would realIze that most 
of them have a very SimIlar structure ThiS IS possible because he creates a picture 
of a generaitzed corporate hierarchy. Thus, It seems natural to use incremental 
generalizatIOn for understandIng hierarchies In real-world domaInS. 

Virtually all of the examples of hierarchies mentIOned in the this paper are open
ended domaInS. That IS, they are contInually being expanded by new instances that 
a.re not yet known. Furthermore, the real world (and our own mental lImItations) 
usually allow us to view only one example of a hierarchy at a tIme It is for these 
reasons that we focus our attentIOn on Incremental generaitzatlOn rather than the 
all-at-once generalizatIOn process. There are several problems that surface by USIng 
incremental generalizatIOn as opposed to the all-at-once approach. 

The most obvIOUS of these problems IS that a system may have' to reorganIze its 
stored knowledge each time a new instance is encountered To see how this is 
possible, assume that we have a memory structure as shown in Figure 5-3. 

:'-Iext, a new description of a corporate president is introduced. Presidenl-c has 
control of a sales department and an acquisitions department. AssumIng that our 
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PRESIDENT-#I: finance, sales, manufactunng, 
> president-a, > president-b 

PRESIDENT-A: +legal 
PRESIDENT-B: +planning 

The concept president-#i has been created by generalizing. president-a 
and president-b. (All Of the F-chlldren In botli the presldent-a and 
president-b F-trees are corporate departments.) 

Figure 5-3: Incremental generalization (initial memory). 

goal IS to make the maximal number of generalizations (i.e., recognize all 
commonahtles), uSing only one VARIANT-OF link per memette, then a new concept 
must be created 

PRESIDENT-#2: sales, >presldent-#l, >president-c 
PRESIDENT-#I: +flnance, +manufactunng, > president-a, 

>president-b 
PRESIDENT-A: +legal 
PRESIDENT-B: +plannlng 
PRESIDENT-C +acquisitlons 

A new concept, president-#2, has been created to capture the fact that 
all three Instances have a sales department. Because president-#i IS a 
VARL-\.. 'iT-OF p'resident-#2 It inherits the sales department and thus ItS 
structure must be changed to reflect this. ThiS change could not have 
been anticipated untIl the eXistence of president-c was made known. 

Figure 5-4: Incremental generalization (after memory reorganization). 

Flgurej-4 shows how memory appears after the incorporation of president-c. 
:--Jote that the concept of president-#i has been modified to become a VARL\.NT
OF president-#2 thus adding an another level to the G-tree. If all three instances 
of presidents had been known to the generalizer simultaneously there would have 
been no need to restructure memory -- It would have been built correctly the hrst 
time All-at-once type generalizatlons are routinely done in numerical taxonomy 
(see [Ben-Bassat and Zaldenberg 841 for an interesting example using semi-structured 
objects). A MERGE-based system must potentially go through the process of 
memory reorganizatIOn each time a new Instance is Incorporated. 

Another problem caused by the use of Incremental generalization IS the posslblhty 
for making erroneous generalizations. It IS not hard to Imagine how a system (or 
person) can be misled into making Incorrect generalizations because of only having a 
limited selectIOn of Instances available for analysis. The result of this IS often a 
system that has built a bad classlfic~tIOn hierarchy; one that has unreasonable 
concepts in it so that it will mis-classify all subsequent incomIng data. This is an 
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area which has particular importance to a MERGE-based system that IS fed 
Instances In an arbitrary order. We do not address this problem directly because it 
IS somewhat penpheral to this thesIs and requires a great deal of study (i.e., a 
thesIs within itself) However, the reader is referred to work done by other 
researchers, most notably In [Le bowltz 821. 

The final problem stemming from the use of incremental generalization that we 
WIll mentlOn is Intimately tIed to ar.other issue in generalization. Incremental 
generalization contnbutes to the complexity of inheritance, which is the subject of 
the next sectlOn. 

5.3 Generalization and inheritance 

Once a generalization is created, the question of how to store this learned 
knowledge presents Itself. Ideally, a representatIon scheme should allow this 
knowledge to be encoded so that it need not be regenerated at a later time. 
HavIDg to perform the generahzatlOn process each time this piece of knowledge is 
required would be too time consumlDg in an intelligent system. Inhentance is a 
way of avoidIng havIDg to reproduce a generalizatlon by arranging memory so that 
the results of a generalizatlOn are apparent. It also has the addltlOnal benefit of 
bf?Ing mf?mory efficient Inhentance IS certaInly not a new Idea, It has been used 
by countlessly many Al researchers both past and present (see [Winston 72; 
Fahlman 79, Brachman 79aj for example). Nevertheless, It has major signIficance In 
IntegratIDg representatIOn and generahzatlOn. 

\Vlthout some sort of InherItance scheme, a G-tree would serve only as a deVice 
to Index F -trees Each F -tree, em bedded in the G-trees that comprise the 
knowledge base, would have to contain all the InformatlOn needed to fully descnbe 
the concl>pt or IDstance hierarchy. That IS, an F-tree would be represented exactly 
the same when It IS IDcorporated into the G-trees as it would in isolatlOn. In 
addItlOn, In order to determIDe what IS unIque about a. particular F-tree, It would 
have to be compared to all its ancestors ID the G-trees 

Glyen that we need to implement some form of inheritance scheme, the follOWIng 
questlOns surface· what Information should be generalized and inherited, where 
should It be inhented from (1 e, should there be multiple sources for IDheritance), 
and are there any speCial reqUlrements for an inheritance scheme for hierarchies? 
\Ve address these three questlons in order. 

5.3.1 Inherited inrormation 

ObvlOusly there can be no IDheritance of IDformation that has not been captured 
by a generalizatlOn first. There must be some generalized concept created so that 
InformatIon can be inherited from it. Therefore, we will examine how inheritance IS 
performed for each of the three types of generalIzed concepts that can be created In 

.\ifERGE. These are the same as described in Section 5.2. 

· I 
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In tvfERGE, F -rei lInks are the most important form of 1Oformation to generalize 
and inhent via the VARlAJ.~T-OF links of the G-tree. F-chiidren at all levels 10 
the F-tree are inherited. For example, if a concept of a disc drive cont.lInS a 
power supply, which is a complex object requiring a multi-level F-tree to represent, 
then all its variants would inherit the entire sub-structure that represents the power 
supply. It is possible (even likely) that all vanants of a disc drive would not have 
exactly the same power supply. In such cases, it is desirable to have some method 
for permIttIng minor modificatIOns to the inherited parts. The addItIOn, subtractIOn, 
and substitutIOn operatIOns serve this function. By using these operators, the range 
of pOSSIble generalizatIOns IS Increased because instances can become variants of 
generalized concepts that are not exactly the logical conjunction of the data stored 
In their vanants For example, a generalized concept of a disc drive may have a 
particular power supply Included in it because most of its variants (instances) have 
that same power supply. However, the SubstItution operator can be used to allow 
one or two Instances to have different power supplies yet stIll remain variants of 
the same generalized concept. This is discussed in more detaIl later in this section. 

RelatIOn informatIOn is the next most crucial in the representation of hierarchies. 
Inhentance of relatIons is somewhat more complicated than inhentance of F
chIldren. Both the arguments and the characteristic of the relations can be 
generalized and, therefore, inhented. GeneraliZing and inheriting relatIOn arguments· 
IS straightforward and Similar to F-children inheritance CharacteristICS can be 
generalized either by a SImple matching of their names or by companng their 
pnmltlve representations If a pnmitive comparIson IS used, then generalized 
relatIOn charactenstlcs can take on meamngs that are not exactly the same as their 
vanant charactenstlcs ThIS may be deSirable In some complex relatIOn 
representation systems (as IS the case In RESEARCHER). 

To see how relatIOns can be generalized, conSider the follOWing sample relations as 
shown \0 Figure 5-S If we have the RESEARCHER relatIons ABOVE( disc, motor) 
and O~-TOP-OF(disc, spindle) they would generalize to be R(dISC, x). In this case 
I IS a place holder varIable and R represents a relatIOn charactenstlc WIth the 
pnmltlve common to the ABOVE and ON-TOP-OF charactenstlcs, namely the 
location 90 degrees prImItive. The ABOVE relation could 10hent the location 
pnmltlve from the R relation as well as inheriting the disc argument. It would 
substitute the motor argument for the x argument and add the distance primitive 
to complete the characteristiC description. The combinatIOn of inherItance, 
substitution, and addition results In the correct encodIng of the ABOVE relatIOn. 
(Note that the ABOVE charactenstic reqUIres both the locatioJl and distance 
pnmltives to be represented.) The ON-TOP-OF relation would be encoded In a 
Similar manner uSing Inheritance modified by substitution and addition. 

In this example, It is not clear that using inheritance buys anything 10 terms of 
efficiency But one could imagine that relations in other domains contain more 
Information. In such cases, Inhentance of relations would be space efficient. 



(REL-NAJvffi: above 
LOCATION: (side-view 90 degrees) 
DISTANCE: unknown 

(REL-NMffi. on-top-of 
CONTACT unknown 

LOCATION (side-view 90 degrees) 

Two relatIOn frames are shown. They have the LOCATION pnmltlve 
In common, therefore a generalization of them would also have thIs 
pnmItIve 

Figure 6-6: Relation frames. 
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However, the usefulness of inheritance as a means of determining similarities and/or 
dIfferences remaIns, regardless of the amount of information in the relations 
themselves. 

The remaInIng basIC information type in ~ffiRGE is structure-independent data. 
In thIS case, generalization and inheritance is very easy, although not particularly 
InterestIng PropertIes of an object such as color, meltIng point, and SIze are 
SImple to generalize If only an exact match of vanants IS permItted. (ThIS is 
largely what other Al systems have done (see [\Vinston 7'2; Lebowitz 83c; r-..fichalski 
and Stepp 8.3a], for exam pie.) It IS slIghtly more difficult to generalize if 
apprOXImate matchIng IS used by means of pnmitlve classes (color might have the 
classes red, blue, and yellow, for example) or ranges of data (for meltIng point 
temperature) InherItance of thIS generalIzed data can proceed in the same way as 
relatIon characteristIcs are handled. ModificatIOns via the SubstItutIOn operator can 
specify a color shade or narrow a data range to a speCIfic value 

5.3.2 Multi-source inheritance 

.-\ basiC rule of InherItance In j\fERGE IS that memettes can InherIt data from 
multiple parents (i.e, can have multIple VARL;\.t"-rT-OF lInks) only If the data beIng 
Inherited has no chance of conflIctIng with each other vVithout this restnctlOn, It 
IS pOSSIble that ambiguIties can be created that would reqUIre a major 
reorgamzation of the memory structure to CIrcumvent. Just determining If a 
reorganIzatIOn IS needed turns out to be an Intractable problem If a large knowledge 
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base IS used. We call this the multi-source inheritance problem. l 

To look at the multi-source inheritance problem we will use an example from the 
corporate world adapted from [Wasserman 841· Four very simple (two level) 
hierarchies are used. Figure 5-6 describes the structure of these four companIes' 
vlce- presidents. 

job title 
v.p.-company-l 
v.p.-company-2 
v.p.-company-$ 
v.p.-company-~ 

director-publi c-rela tions 
di rector-adverlisin g 
director-sales 
director-markel-research 

symbolic F-tree 
VP-l: dp, cis, dm 
VP-2: da, ds, dm 
VP-3: dp, da, ds, dm 
VP-4: dp, da, dm 
OP: 
OA: 
OS: 
OM: 

Four F-trees are represented here, one for each vice-president that will 
be used in our examples. Short mnemonics are assigned to each job title 
to condense the representatiOns. Nodes vp-l, vp-2, vp'-9 and vp-4 comprise 
the Instances for tne example followed in the next 4 figures. 

Figure 5-6: Summarized data on four companies. 

\Ve start wIth the generalizatiOn structure bUilt by comparing vp-l with vp-2. 
:'\ext, vp-9 Will be added Into the generalization hierarchy. Finally, the full 
magnitude of the problem WIll surface when vp-4 IS added. 

Figure 5-7 shows how both vp-l and vp-2 can be represented as variants of a 
generalIzed object (tip-x) which has the F-chiidren ds and dm A new G-tree node 
has been created that captures the data that ItS two variant nodes have in 
common It IS helpful to thInk of the representation shown as factoring out what 
vp-J and vp-2 have In common and storIng It In node vp-x. With this In mind 
consider what happens when company-3 's F-tree IS added Into the G-tree. 

The new G-tree node, vp-9, shown In Figure S-8 demonstrates how Its data can be 
encoded by using InherItance from two sources. (These two sources are actually 

IThe problems associated wIth inheritance from multiple sources have been 
addressed to some extent before [Brachman 79bj. The solution presented by 
Brachman IS to use special modification links to connect nodes that mIght cause 
conflictIng data to be inherIted from multiple sources. We have a similar solutIOn 
via the subtractiOn and SubstItution 0rerators. However, our focus IS on the more 
theoretical problem of how to Inheri from multiple sources Without resorting to 
modificatiOns In particular we want to know If multi-source inherItance can be 
permitted when Incrementally generalizing about a large number of hierarchically 
structured objects 



VP-I 
/ \ 

/ \ 
VP-l VP-~ 

VP-I d •. da. >vp-l. >vp-~ 
VP-l +dp 
VP-~ +da 

Company-l's vice-president (vp-i) and company-2's vice-president (vp-E) 
have been generalized, creating a new G-tree node (v~-x) that containS the 
InformatlOn that up-i and vp-2 have in common. The left side of this 
diagram, and the next three that follow, shows the aslC G-tree structure 
In the unlfled memory structure. We provide this as an aid m helping 
the reader understand the multi-source inheritance problem.) 

Figure 5-7: Generalization of company-I and company-2. 
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part of the same global G-tree but can be equivalently thought of as independent 
G-trees) There IS also no ambigUity as to what node vp-S should inherit. 
ObvlOusly It should only have one F-rel link to ds and one F-rel link to dm. Since 
it inherIts these links from the same ultimate source (namely vp-x), there is no 
problem In determIning If It should have two copies of ds and dm or one copy. 
This can be done by follOWIng the VARL\.NT-OF links in the unified memory 
structure until an mtersectlOn In the G-trees IS found. Unfortunately, this thiS IS 
not always straightforward. 

VP-I 
/ \ 

/ \ 
VP-l VP-~ 

\ / 
\ / 
VP-3 

VP-I: d., da. >vp-l. >vp-~ 
VP-l: +dp. >vp-3 
VP-~: +da. >vp-3 
if-3: 

This G-tree representation now Includes companv-3's vice-president 
Since node vp-S IS Just the Union of the data In nodes vp-l and vp-2 no 
new F-chlldren have been added to vp-9's F-tree. ThiS IS an example of 
InherItance from two sources that causes no problems. 

Figure 5-8: AdditlOn of company-;3 Into the G-tree 

In Flgure)-9 we have attempted to Incorporate vp-4 into the G-tree Two new 
G-tree nodes have been created. ~p-y and vp-z represent objects that have F
chlldren dp, dm. and da, dm, respectively Node vp-4 is a VARL-\J~T-OF both vp-y 

and vp-z in that It has F-chlldren dp, da, and dm ASide from haVing the problem 
of determining If vp-4 should have dm as an F-child once or tWice, thiS memory 
reorganization has also created problems With the representations of the other three 
vice-presidents. The problem that arIses here IS what F-children do nodes vp-l. 

vp-E. vp-3, and vp-4 really contam? 

The solulion is found ~y keeping in mInd that we would like to factor out the 
common elements In G-tree nodes. To accomplish thiS we factor out the dm node 
from vp-y and vp-z the n node vp-4 will not have any am blguitles (i e, vp-4 Will 
mherit only one F-rel bnk to node dm) Recognizing that node vp-x contaInS dm 

as a factor, we also take It out by makIng vp-x a VARIAi."l\;T-OF a new node, vp-t, 

which contains only dm as an F-chlld. Next we make vp-y and vp-z variants of 
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VP-T VP-I VP-Z 
\ \ / \ / / 
\ \ / \ / / 
\ VP-l VP-2 / 
\ \ / / 
\ \ / / 
\ VP-3 / 
\ / 
\ / 
VP-4 

VP-I: d •• dar >vp-l. >vp-2 
VP-T: dp. dar >vp-l. >vp-4 
VP-Z: dar dar >vp-2. >vp-4 
VP-l: >vp-3 
VP-2: >vp-3 
VP-3: 
VP-4: 

A first attempt at incorporating vp-4 into the G-tree shown in Figure 
.5-8. It fails because of multi-source Inhentance ambiguities. For example, 
it IS unclear if vP-4 has one or two F-rel links to dm. 

Figure 5-Q: A first try at incorporating company-4 into the G-tree. 

vp-t, as well. ThiS will result in a structure that has only a single node that 
contains dm, wherein all other nodes that need this as an F-child will inherit dm 
from this ultimate source. Figure 5-10 demonstrates exactly this. 

VP-T 
/ I \ 

/ I \ 
VP-T VP-I VP-Z 
\ \ / \ / / 
\ \ / \ / / 
\ VP-l VP-2 / 
\ \ / / 
\ \ / / 
\ VP-3 / 
\ / 
\ / 
VP-4 

VP-T: dar >vp-x. >vp-y. >vp-z 
VP-I: +d •• >vp-l. >vp-2 
VP-T: +dp. >vp-l. >vp-4 
VP-Z: +da. >vp-2. >vp-4 
VP-l: >vp-3 
VP-2: >vp-3 
VP-3: 
VP-4: 

FInally all the ambigUIties have been eliminated. By factoring out dm 
from nodes vP-xI vp-y, and VP-Z, node vp-t has become the only source of 
dm for all of the nodes (vlce-Rresldents) that have dm In their F-tree 
(employ) The key concept is· all common factors must be singled out to 
form multi-source InherItance hierarchies that are ambigUIty-free. 

Figure 5-10: Final G-tree representation of all four companies 

Left to explaIn IS how we determined that dm had to be factored out from vp-x 

to fix the problem? Furthermore, how dId we even know that we had to check 
nodes vp-l, vp-f, and vp-9 for potentIal problems? The answer IS we dIdn't. \Vith 
a lIttle bit of thought one can reach the conclUSIOn that each time a new 
generalIzation is made It IS pOSSible that thiS factoring problem might cause some 
prevIOusly represented node to become mis-represented (or at least ambiguous In 
meanIng). To state thiS more preCisely: If a new generalization IS built that breaks 
up some previously existing group of factors (i e, the F-chIidren in a generalized 
concept). then It IS pOSSible that one or more nodes In the representation will 
Inhent the same F-chIidren from more than one ultimate source. 

The consequence of this finding IS that !vfERGE-based systems cannot allow for 
Inheritance from multiple sources where the potential for ambiguity eXists. From a 
human cogOitlon perspective, it may seem acceptable (perhaps even necessary) to 
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permit this kmd of inheritance. However, it becomes computationally intractable in 
any reasonably large knowledge base. There are various compromises that can be 
made to allow for certain aspects of multi-source inheritance to be performed whIle 
stIll maintaining rapId processing speed. They are discussed in I\Vasserman 84). 
RESEARCHER and CORPORATE-RESEARCHER simply take the approach that 
multi-source Inheritance IS not allowed in any form. 

5.3.3 Hierarchical inheritance 

We have already touched on the signIficance of inheritance to an intelligent 
mformation system. Our particular type of Intelligent informatIOn system (MERGE) 
is deSigned to understand hierarchies. It is therefore useful to identify what aspects 
of Inhentance are important when applied to generalizing hierarchies 

A promInent feature of a hIerarchIcal domain With many instances IS that ItS 
indiVidual hierarchies usually have much In common. This is particularly true of 
man-made hierarchies. Complex phYSical objects such as automobiles, disc drives, 
and stereo receivers have the property that most of the instances of each item have 
the same components regardless of the manufacturer or model of the Item. An 
examination of a couple of floppy disc drives would show that many of the 
subassemblies are exactly the same. Other man-made hierarchical systems have this 
property. Corporations often borrow organizational arrangements from other 
companIes, for example 

The reason why man-made hierarchies tend to have many common sub-hierarchies 
seems obVIOUS The basiC phIlosophy involved IS the mathematician's paradigm of 
"redUCIng a problem to one that has already been solved" An engIneer deSigning 
a diSC dnve might be faced with the problem of how to pOSition the read/wnte 
head on the disc CSlng thiS paradigm he would immediately solve his problem if 
he had preViously deSigned such a mechanism If not, he could break hiS task mto 
smaller sub-problems and see If any of these had been solved before, otherWise he 
could look for someone else's solutIOn. 

The key Ingredient In creatmg an Inhentance scheme for hierarchy generahzatlOn, 
therefore, IS to allow for common subassemblIes to be stored 10 generalIzed concepts 
a.nd to permit minor modifications to them. \Ve have descnbed how the 
substitution operatIOn can accomplIsh thiS but we have not looked at It In detaIl 
The following example should make thiS process clear 

Assume that we have two F-trees each describing a floppy disc drive as shown In 
Figure ,)-11. (In thiS example we explICitly IdentIfy each memette according to 
what F-tree It IS InItially a part of (e.g., molor-2 IS In floppy-disc-drive-2. This 
allows us to carefully follow the results of the generalizatIon process.) Their 
generaltzatlon IS a floppy disc drive that IS conceptually identical to 
floppy-disc-dr:ive-l The only dIfference between the two IS that floppy-disc-drive-2 
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has an extra coIl In Its motor. Figure 5-12 shows the generalized concept, 
j1oppy-disc-drive-#, with Its variants as a unified memory structure. 

FLOPPY-DISC-DRIVE-l: drive-assembly-I, r /w-assembly-l 
R/\V-ASSE~ffiLY-l: carriage-I, r/w-head-l 

DRIVE-ASSE\1BLY-! motor-I, spIndle-l 
~10TOR-l coil-! 

FLOPPY-DISC-DRIVE-2: drive-assembly-2. r/w-assembly-2 
R/\V-ASSE~v1BL Y-2: carriage-2, r /w-head-2 

DRIVE-ASSE\1BLY-2: motor-2. spindle-2 
\10TOR-2: coil-2a. coil-2b 

The F-trees of two floppy disc drives are shown. The only difference 
between them is that Jloppy-disc-drive-2 has an extra coil in its motor. 

Figure 5-11: Two similar floppy disc drives. 

FLOPPY-DISC-DRIVE-# drive-assembly-#, r/w-assembly-#. 
> floppy-disc-drive-!, > floppy-disc-drive-2 

R/\V-ASSEMBL Y-#: carriage-#, r /w-head-# 
DRIVE-ASSE:'vffiL Y-# motor-I, sPlndle-#. > drive-assem bly-2 

MOTOR-# coil-#, > motor-2 
FLOPPY-DISC-DRIVE-l. 
FLOPPY-DISC-DRIVE-2 drive-assembly-#-+drive-assembly-2 

DRIVE-ASSE~ffiL Y-2: motor-#-+motor-2 
Jvl0TOR-2 +coil-2b 

Floppy-disc-dn've-# IS the generalizatIOn of Jloppy-disc-drive-l and 
Jloppy-disc-drive-2. The differences that Jloppy-disc-arwe-2 has from Its 
parent are encoded by use of the addition operator (at the lowest level) 
and the SubstltutlOn operator (at higher levels) 

Figure 5-12: The generalized floppy disc dnve. 

This knowledge structure has captured the fact that both Instances have an 
Identical read/wnte assem bly and so Inherit r /w-assembly-# Intact The extra coIl 
(coil-2b) in Jloppy-disc-drive-2 is shown as an additIOnal F-child of motor-2 As a 
consequence of this, dn'v.e-assembly-2 must differ somewhat from dn've-assembly-# 
It IS made a vanant of the generalized drive-assembly (drive-assembly-#) with the 
substitutIOn of motor-2 for motor-# Note that, although drive-assembly-2 modifies 
motor-# It Inhents spindle-# as IS. In addltlOn, Jloppy-disc-drive-2 must use the 
substitutIOn operation to replace drive-assembly-# with drive-assembly-E. 
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The overall effect of inheritance with the substitution operator in a hierarchical 
domain is to represent the idea that: If an object differs from a standard at a low 
level of detail then It must also be different at all levels above that (but only the 
differences at each level are recorded). 

5.4 When and where to generalize 

\Ve have described our method for representing generalizations of hierarchies 
Although a formalIsm for representation and generalization has been presented, we 
have yet to determine how often to create generalizations. The matter of where a 
new Instance hierarchy should be incorporated into a G-tree also has to be 
addressed. In thIS sectIOn, we discu~s several issues relating to when and where to 
generalize within the G-tree. 

The MERGE scheme IS primarily mtended as a large scale organIzational 
mechanism for memory. Our main focus in developing MERGE is in the interplay 
between representatIOns of single hierarchies and generalizations based upon them. 
The concepts and heuristiCS needed to achieve this overall knowledge structure are 
certainly important. However, the details of an algorithm for a specific 
Implementation of MERGE are not of central importance, here. The reader should 
conSider what follows to be an overview of concepts dealing with when to create 
new generalizations and where to place them in the G-tree. 

The Issues presented here are how Incomplete Information In instances should be 
processed, when to make new generahzations, and how to locate the best place In 
memory to store generalizatIOns. 

5.4.1 Incomplete inrormation 

In the real world, most descriptions of complex objects are Incomplete Sources of 
data that deSCrIbe Instances of hierarchies do not usually contain sufficient 
Information to detaIl all members of a structure (This IS particularly true for 
natural language Input sources, as IS the case In RESEARCHER) A sIngle 
deSCription usually concentrates on speCifYIng either a few levels in a hierarchy or a 
particular sub-hierarchy. For example, corporate charts often show only the upper 
level management organization, and diSC drIve patents usually only give a detailed 
deSCription of subassemblies that make the deVice patentable For thiS reason, It IS 
necessary to design an understanding system to be robust and Intelligent In order to 
account for missing informatIOn. 

The basiC dilemma faced IS whether to assume that non-specified information 
actually eXists (and was not Included in the deSCrIptIOn) or simply does not eXist 
If a particular instance IS incompletely deSCrIbed and the missing data is contamed 
In a preVIOusly created generalIzed concept then it can be inherited from that 
concept Of course, It IS pOSSible to create an erroneous representation If such 
default Inhentance IS done. 
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In some cases, the Inheritance of a default value for missing information seems 
correct. For example, if a natural language description of a television set failed to 
mention a picture tube, it would almost certainly be correct to assume that one 
was there. The reason this assumption is valid is because we have seen and read 
about many instances of televislOns and have built the generalization that all 
teleVisions have a picture tube. Furthermore, every instance of a televislOn set we 
have encountered has had a picture tube (except for some very recent LCD sets) 
making this a strong generalizatlOn -- one that has an impressive number of 
Instances that support It. 

A weak generalization has fewer variants backing it, or it is supported by 
Instances With incomplete information. A.n example of one such generalization 
mIght be "large corporations have an acquisitions department" One may know of 
some corporatlOns with acquisitlOns :iepartments, and have few, if any, known 
counter examples (i.e, know that a company explicitly does not have an acquisitions 
department) It IS likely that the above generalization would have been made based 
on Instances where the presence of an acquisitions department has been assumed. 
InherIting defaults from weak generalizations is not necessarily a good idea as it can 
produce wrong results (see [Abelson 73; Carbonell 811 for a further discussion of the 
use of weak generalizatlOns). 

\Vlth no other InformatlOn about a domain, the heuristic for deciding whether or 
not to Inherit mIssing data should be based on the strength of the parent 
generalization. If it IS a strong generalization with a large number of variants 
(according to some cognItive criteria) then default inheritance should be allowed. 
ThiS would work well With G-trees that have broad spans because there would be 
the pOSSibility of haVIng a high degree of confidence in the generalization (see work 
on UNrvfE~1 [LebOWitz 83cl for a discussion of confidence) Unfortunately, this 
approach IS problematiC for narrower span G-trees, espeCIally when few instances are 
present In the G-tree, as is the case when startIng up a new system. (The problem 
of Instance example ordering, when starting up a new system, is discussed later In 
thiS section) If, for example, there is only one other known Instance of a hierarchy 
then there IS InsuffiCient reason to belIeve that a new instance should conform to it 
by allOWing default inheritance In fact, It should mean that the miSSIng part IS 
equally lIkely to be present or not in that hIerarchy In thiS particular case, since 
\fERGE can not directly represent disjunctions, It would use the subtraction 
operation to represent miSSIng Information. 

5.4.2 When to make generalizations 

[n SectIOn 5.2, we discussed the types of data that MERGE generalizes and how 
InherItance IS used for each type. Throughout that section, and In others, we have 
skIrted the question of how much generalization should be done. Do we want to 
make all pOSSible generalIzations or only 'some, and which ones should be made? 
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'vVe have, In some sense, already answered this question. Since MERGE allows 
memettes to be variants 10 only one G-tree per F-rel type, all possIble 
generalizations are not made (i.e., we do not allow multi-source inheritance). 
However, it is permissIble to have memettes clasSIfied in multiple G-trees based on 
dIfferent F-rels (a G-tree based on a FUNCTIONAL F-rel, for example). In this 
case, the question of which generalizations to make is still open. 

There is also the question of whether to create a new generalization if a group of 
F-trees have very few differences among them. This too is an open question, but 
its answer is mostly affected by the particular application for ~fERGE. 

A good prinCIple to use In order to find solutions to these questions IS to examIne 
a few examples of how humans generalize. When people see a new car model it 
appears that they make few, If any, new generalizatlOns unless there is somethIng 
UnIque about the car. The first time someone sees a hologram that person 
probably has a difficult tIme making any sense out of it because it is unlike most 
other objects that he has encountered. Personal computer systems are st1l1 in a 
penod of rapid change and people have to update their generalizations about them 
each time they see or read about a new one (unless, for example, it's claimed to be 
IBM-PC compatible). These examples demonstrate that a rule for how much to 
generalIze seems to be something like: "If I know a large amount about a class of 
objects (or know very little about them) then the less I need to (or can) generalize 
about a new Instance In this class". 

:\fERGE ImpliCItly embodies thIS principle The first instance brought into a 
:\fERGE-based scheme cannot be generalized against anything. As more Instances 
are Incorporated Into the knowledge structure, there are increasIngly more pOSSIble 
generahzatlOns that can be made. At some pOInt, however, the number of possible 
generahzatlOns starts to decrease. The reason for this is that the likelIhood of the 
needed generalIzations having already been made increases WIth each new Instance. 
(This assumes that the state of the world knowledge that a system IS trying to 
perceive IS static.) Since complex objects tend to have common sub-hierarchies, the 
chances of fInding a specific sub-hIerarchy is greater as the knowledge base grows 
The problem of how much to generalize, then, is shifted to one of locating where In 
the G-tree the needed generalIzations have already been created. This, too, is a 
difficult problem, but we give one pOSSible solutlOn below. 

5.4.3 Locating generalizations 

In a MERGE-based system, many G-trees eXist; each one serving to clasSify a 
dIfferent object (1 e. sub-hierarchy). Usually the system will be used to understand 
the root object that the Input F-trees descnbe. In other words. the top-level 
memette In an F-tree IS the most Important one. \Vhen generallZlng, it IS thiS 
memette that IS used as the key In locating the proper place to store a 
generalizatIOn. Thus, the generalIzation location process need only look at the G-

....... 
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tree that classifies thIs key memette. In the following description, it is this G-tree 
that IS being referred to. 

The G-tree is a structure that is built up Incrementally as each new F-tree is 
brought into the system. As such, it dynamically changes over time. The concepts 
It em bodies are continually changed to reflect the current knowledge state. Each 
new Instance must be Indexed somewhere in this structure. There are potentially 
many locations where a new F-tree can be stored in the G-tree. Finding the 
"best" place is dependent on the criteria for decIding how good a generaitzation IS . 
..\. metnc for determining how good a generalization is described in the next section 
when F-tree matching IS discussed. 

Although we wIll not discuss optimal algorithms for finding the "best" place to 
store an Instance hIerarchy, we will need some algorithm to demonstrate how a G
tree IS Incrementally created. A simple, but useful, algorithm is to start at the root 
of the G-tree and follow the variant link to the F-tree that gives the "best" 
generalizatIOn (locally). This continues, recursively, until no better generalization is 
found. At this pOint, a new concept is built, if necessary, using the addition, 
subtractIon. and substitution operators. (This is the algorithm that RESEARCHER 
and CORPORATE-RESEARCHER currently use.) 

ConSider the F-tree representatIOns shown in Figure 5-13. eWe have used F-trees 
similar to those used to demonstrate the multi-source inheritance problem, although 
these Issues are unrelated.) We begin this demonstration of the generalization 
location process by InItialiZing the knowledge base with the generalization of vp-l 
and vp-2, as shown In Figure S-14(a). The generalized concept, vp-x, has been 
created, and both vp-I and vp-2 have been indexed as variants of it. 

When vp-S IS Incorporated Into the G-tree, the location determinIng algonthm 
flllds that It most closely corresponds with vp-2 and so creates a new concept, vp-y. 
that captures the common elements of vp-2 and up-B, as shown In Figure S-14(b). 
The algonthm was able to hnd thiS by first comparing vp-B against the G-tree root, 
tIP-I. It then tried to match vp-S against each vanant of vp-x. Finding that vp-2 
gave the better match, It then was able to buIld vp-y into the G-tree at the correct 
locatIOn. The F-tree for vp-4 can be Incorporated Illto the G-tree without any 
added generalizations; concept vp-y IS already the most specific generalization for It 
III the context of vp-I, vp-2, and vp-S Figure S-14(c) shows that F-tree vp-4 IS 

sImply indexed as a vanant of up-yo 

ThiS demonstrates the pOint that fewer generalizatIOns are" needed as the 
knowledge base grows and that finding the correct place in the G-tree IS equivalent 
to determllling how much generalization needs to be done. Specifically, once the 
correct place is found, all the work for generalization has already been done 

In the real world, one cannot usually pick and choose the order in which Illstances 



VP-l: dp, ds, dm 
VP-2: ds, dm, da 
VP-3: dm, da, df 
VP-4: dm, da, dl 

Four simple F-trees are shown. Each contains a set of three directors 
that will be used in the next two examples. These are similar to the F
trees used In Figures 5-6 through S-10, but comprise an unrelated example . 
..\. director-of-fillance (df) and a director-of-Iegal-servlces (d/) have also been 
added. 

Figure 6-13: Data for incremental location examples. 

'lP-X: ds, dm, >vp-1, >vp-2 
Vp-l: +dp 
vp-2: +da 

( a) 

VP-X: ds, dm, >vp-l. >vp-y 
v'P-Y: ds-+da, >vp-2, >vp-3 
VP-l: +dp 
vp-,>. +ds 
vp-3 +df 

(b) 

VP-X: ds, dm, >vp-1, >vp-y 
VP-Y ds-+da, >vp-2, >vp-3, >vp-4 
vp-l: +dp 
v'P-2: +ds 
VP-.3: +df 
VP-4: +dl 

(c) 

F-trees vp-l and vp-E have been generalized creating concept vp-x 
(shown III diagram (a)) Instance vp-8 IS found to be most similar to vp-2 
thus necessitatIng a new generalizatlon, VP-Y, as shown In (b) F-tree vp-..i 
can be stored as a variant of VP-Y Without any new concepts, as depicted 
In (c). In the process of locatIng where vp-4 should be stored It was 
determined that no new generalizatIOns would be needed. 

Figure 6-14: Locating and storing new F-trees in the G-tree. 
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become available to an understanding system. It is, therefore, desirable that a 
system be able to give satisfactory results regardless of the instance ordering It IS 
presented '81th. 

\Ve can use this example to demonstrate the effect of instance ordering when 
Incremental generalizatlOn IS performed. Instead of feeding the generalizatIOn 
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algonthm the F-trees in the order vp-i, vp-f, vp-S, vp-4, we use the order vp-f, 
up-S, vp--/., vp-1. The results of doing so are shown In Figure 5-15. Note that the 
final G-tree in thIs figure (Figure 5-1S(c)), rooted at vp-p, and the one wlth root 
vp-x (Figure 5-14(c)) are equally valid, but organize the same informatIOn 
differently. They dlffer because they have been "forced" to create concepts 
Incrementally Instead of waltIng for all instance F-trees to be avaIlable The 
concepts created early on will affect the way a system learns subsequent 

Information. 

VP-P: 

vp-f). -. 
VP-3: 

dm, da, >vp-2, VP-P: dm, da, >vp-2, 
>vp-3 
+ds 
+df 

( a) 

>vp-3, >vp-4 
VP-2: +ds 
\'1'-3: +df 
VP-4: +dl 

(b) 

VP-P: dm, da, >vp-3, >vp-4, >vp-q 
VP-Q: da-+ds, >vp-1, >vp-2 
VP-l: +dp 
VP-2: +da 
VP-3: +df 
VP-4: +dl 

(c) 

The same F-trees are used here as In Figure 5-14, however, they have 
been generalized In a different order As a result dlfferent concepts have 
been created 

Figure 5-15: Instance order sensltivity in G-tree formation 

The sensltlvlty of the G-tree structure to the order of F-tree instances lS greater 
.,· .. hen a system IS first startIng up than It IS at a later time This IS because a 
larger percentage of informatlon is reorganlzed for each new Instance when there 
are less data in the G-tree. If this initial order sensitivity is a problem in a given 
domaIn, two simple solutlons can be applied. The first is to have a human 
"expert" build up the inItlal G-tree himself. The second would be to have someone 
choose a particular order of instance hierarchies to feed Into the system as a 
training set. 

5.5 Other issues 

We have covered most of the major considerations pertinent to the MERGE form 
of hierarchy generalIzatIOn. However, there still remain several other Issues to 
investigate. Depending on the domain in which MERGE lS used, these vary In 
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Importance. In this section we discuss three concerns that are common to almost 
any domain, but are less crucial than the ones posited in the preVIOUS sections 

5.5.1 IdentifYing G-tree roots 

The presence of several G-trees in a. ~RGE-based system has been mentioned. 
Each G-tree serves to classify a. different sub-hierarchy in the instance F-trees. The 
question that naturally anses IS which G-trees are needed for a particular domain. 
This question must be answered in order to create a useful system. 

A hierarchy understanding system based on the ~fERGE scheme needs very little 
InItial informatIOn. It IS designed to Incrementally buIld its own knowledge base by 
companng incoming instances. However, It does need a small initial set of data so 
that instance hierarchies can be encoded in terms of comparable concepts. For 
example, CORPOR.ATE-RESEARCHER has the initial concepts of a chairman-of
the-board, president, vice-president, and the like encoded in it. Each new F-tree is 
specified by temporarily making each memette in it a variant of one of these 
executive position memettes. \Vhen a new Instance F-tree is matched against a 
concept or instance F-tree, embedded in G-trees, these initial concepts serve as a 
means for comparison -- vice-presidents would match other vice-presidents, presidents 
would match presidents, etc. CORPORATE-RESEARCHER needs as many initial 
concepts as there are executive positions in the union (mathematical set union) of 
all the corporate charts it IS expected to understand. 

It IS Important to point out that this matching is only used for a first 
approximation to get the matching process started. In the case of CORPORA. TE
RESEARCHER, it IS pOSSible to have a president in one company match to a vlce
president in another This would happen, for example, if each corporate officer 
(I e, the president In one company, and the vice-president in the other) had a 
Similar sub-"hlerarchy of members that report to him. (\Ve describe how this type 
of matching proceeds in more detail below) 

In CORPORA. TE-RESEARCHER, it is relatively easy to determine the necessary 
initial concepts. In domains With more complex objects, there can be very many 
InItial concepts. The disc dnve patent abstracts that RESEARCHER is intended to 
understand descnbe many different phYSical objects. Consequently, around 200 
object concepts are included in ItS inItial knowledge structure. These are all 
potential parts of a disc drive such as a motor, spindle, read/wnte head, hOUSing, 
beanngs, etc 

The natural language input to RESEARCHER is not systematized -- there is not 
a consistent terminology used to describe objects. This necessitates a dictionary 
that maps several words into a Single concept as part of a conceptual analYSIS 
system (see [Lebowitz 83bl for an explanation of RESEARCHER's text 
understanding process). In the process of creating this dictionary (done manually) 
the Initial object concepts (for the G-trees) are created as well. 
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An initial concept is usually just an empty memette, but it can be more complex, 
representIng anything up to a complete F-tree. The advantage of using well 
described initial concepts is that the system will have better generalizations for the 
first few F-trees it processes. The knowledge stored in initial concepts is equivalent 
to that which would have been gathered from generalizing several instance F-trees. 
The disadvantage in USIng large initial concepts is that it creates more work for the 
human systems bUIlder and forces assumptions about generalized concepts that may 
be misleadIng into the system. 

5.5.2 Matching F -trees 

The generalization process can be broken down into three parts: matching one F
tree against another, locating the correct place in the G-tree using this matchIng 
procedure, and incorporatmg a new concept into the G-tree at the proper location 
in accordance with the inheritance formalism. In previous sections, we have dealt 
with the later two of these sub-processes. Obviously, they cannot take place 
without first having some way of matching two F-trees. 

The goal of an algonthm that matches one F-tree against another in MERGE is 
to produce the "best" correspondence between memettes compnsing the trees. In 
order to achieve the best matching it may be necessary to level-hop so the 
algonthm chosen must be capable of this function. We have already described 
level-hopping and will see examples of it in Chapter 6. 

The definitlOn of a best match must be based on some metnc for how simllar two 
memettes are and how important their relative positions m their respective F-trees 
are. (\Ve will Ignore relations among memettes and structure-independent data for 
the purpose of thIS discussion, but they must be included in a complete matching 
algorithm.) There are several heuristiCS that can be used to derive these criteria, 
some are domam speCIfic while others are universal to all domains. 

DistingUlshlllg levels in the F-tree is an important factor in the matching process. 
Higher levels should be given more significance than lower levels. This captures the 
idea that the whole of a hierarchy is more important than any of the sub
hierarchies it encompasses. (Of course, this assumes that a goal of MERGE is to 
preferentially classify the higher level objects It processes rather than their parts.) 

\Vhen two memette frames are compared III isolation they should be considered 
most similar if they are variants of the same parent memette. They are 
Increasingly less simIlar if their lowest common ancestor is higher in the G-tree in 
which they are indexed. If they have no common ancestor in the G-tree, then they 
are least similar. In addition, other memette features (e.g., the contents of the 
PROPERTIES slot) can also be accounted for when comparing two frames. For 
example, both objects being made of the same material may be important in some 
physical object domains. 
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Organizing these individual heuristics (depth in the F-tree, intersectIOn depth in 
the G-tree, feature slmilantles, and others) can be done effectively by uSing a pOint 
assignment grading scheme. (See [\Vinston 80] for another such scheme, and 
[Tversky 77] for work on similanty measures.) Using such a scheme, it IS possible 

to match memettes that have no common G-tree ancestor but do have several 
common F-children. This IS largely a pragmatIc approach. It is difficult to argue 
that humans use a mathematical point assIgnment scheme In comparing objects, but 
it IS common practice In Al work, nonetheless. 

\Vhen two F-trees are compared, first their leaf memettes are compared and pOints 
are assIgned for each match of memettes with common ancestors. The memette 
paIrIng that gIves the highest sum of these pOints is chosen. Then the parents of 
these leaf memettes are compared. Their score is found by adding their own match 
score to the sum of their children's scores. If these parent memettes have no 
common ancestor In the G-tree, they can still have a high score (and thus a high 
correlation) If a match of their children results in a hIgh score. (The determination 
of a crIteria for allOWing parent nodes to match when enough of their chIldren do 
IS specIfic to each implementation of ~fERGE.) This scoring process continues, 
recursively, up the F -trees. Each successively higher level is weighted more strongly 
than the levels below it, thus emphasizing the importance of matching an entire 
hIerarchy. A more complete description of this algonthm is given in Appendix A. 

The process terminates when the root memette is reached. The final score is then 
used as the basiS for companng a new Instance F-tree against generahzed concept 
F-trees that reSide In the G-tree. This IS done In order to locate the correct place 
to Index an Instance or create a new generalization. The final process of 
IncorporatIng a new instance Into the G-tree is straightforward but messy to 
program. Inhentance, modified by addition, subtractIOn, and substitution, must be 
taken care of The results of any needed level-hops must be reconciled. Relations, 
properties, and other data must also be processed, If they ha.ve not already been so 
dunng the matchIng process. 

5.5.3 Reorganizing memory 

The examples shown above demonstrate that memory is continually being 
reorganized as new Instances of hierarchies are brought Into \fERGE. This IS 
Intended to mirror, in some sense, the way humans perform incremental learning. 
Unfortunately, if instances are fed into a MERGE-based system In varyIng orders it 
IS possIble to create very different knowledge structures -- some may be much 
"better" than others (according to the F-tree matching metnc beIng used). Humans 
seem to have some way of recognizing when memory is in need of a gross (large 
scale) reorganiZatIon. They do, on occasion, have an insight as to how things relate 
to each other and then restructure the way they think about them. This is 
sometImes called the aha response. 
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~fERGE has the capability to reorganize the vanant links that comprise the G-
tree. This is eVIdent In the way it incrementally reorganizes memory The 
problem that remains is how to recognize when a major reorganization is necessary. 

One possible way to recognize when reorganization is needed would be to have a 
system re-process all the Instances it has already seen in the context of the existIng 
knowledge base If few changes to memory take place dunng this re-proceSSIng, It 
IS an indicatIOn that memory IS well structured. This would be true because each 
re-processed instance would find the same location to be stored in the G-tree as It 
did the first pass through the system. Otherwise, "better" places (those that give 
better F-tree matches) in the G-tree would most likely be found, where the 
Instances could be stored the second time around. (Of course, each instance must 
be removed from Its onginal place in memory on the second pass -- instances are 
stored in just one place In memory.) Memory could then be restructured so that it 
stores each instance -- in the location found during the second pass. The major 
drawback to this approach is that the instances must be saved in their origInal 
form for an Indefinite period of time. While this may be possible in some 
computer implementations, in general it is not a good solution. 

Cndoubtedly, there are other possible solutions to this problem, but we have not 
explored them. In Chapter 6, examples will be given demonstrating learning 
Without resorting to a massive reorganization of memory. 

5.6 Summary 

GeneraliZIng hierarchically structured objects IS a difficult task. The major 
complications stem from three sources: arbitrarily deep F-tree representations, 
generaliZIng memettes at each level in the F-trees, and only having data available 
incrementally as opposed to all at one time. This necessitates a generalization 
scheme that Incorporates the constituent memettes of an instance F-tree into several 
G-trees. The F-tree sub-hierarchy that each memette is the root of gets clasSified 
Into a different G-tree. The G-trees are continually modified by small changes 
needed to Incorporate this new information. 

Inheritance is used to capture the commonalities and differences among the 
vanants of a concept in a G-tree. Because of potential ambigUities that can arise if 
a memette is made a variant of more than one concept, inheritance from multiple 
conflicting sources is not allowed. 

The additIOn, subtraction, and substitution operators modify the inheritance set up 
by variant lInks. If an instance F-tree differs from its generalized concept only in 
one memette at a particular level then all levels above this must necessarily be 
different. The substitution operator is used to encode this type of variation by 
allOWIng all other, non-changed, data to be inherited from the concept memette. 
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\lost descnptlOns of hierarchies in the real-world are Incomplete. The major 
obstacle posed by Incomplete data IS that one or more levels may be left out of an 
F-tree representation. Level-hopping is therefore necessary In a matching algonthm 
In order to find correspondences between representatlOns. This algorithm is used In 
locating where in the G-tree an instance F-tree should be stored. 

The process of g~neralizlng takes place In three phases 1- matching 3. new 
Instance F-tree against those already m memory; 2- locatmg the "best" place In the 
G-tree to store thiS new Instance (using the result from the matching process); 
;3- mcorporatmg the new F-tree Into memory using inheritance modified by additlOn, 
subtractlOn, and substitution. 

~fERGE primarily creates incremental, conjunctive, structure-dependent 
generahzations Learnlng is earned out by making small changes in the knowledge 
base. On occaslOn It may be necessary to do a massive reorganIzation of some 
parts of memory -- somewhat akln to the human aha response. 

, 



A.n ideal JfERGE-based system embodies many principles and features 
that make it useful as an intelligent information system. However, 
most real systems need only use a subset of them. The basic qualities 
that a MERGE system must have include: structun'ng memory in terms 
of generalizations, dynamically reorganizing these generalizations while 
incrementally learning, creating parallel G-trees, and the ability to 
automatically classify many instances in a large domain. We have built 
two programs that use a better than basic. but less then ideal, 
implementation of AfERGE. CORPORATE-RESEARCHER understands 
upper-level corporate management hierarchies. RESEARCHER reads and 
understands patent abstracts about physical objects (disc drives). Both 
systems add the ability to level-hop to the list of basic features of 
AfERGE. In addition, RESEARCHER uses its knowledge base to assist 
in processing further input. Detailed demonstrations of these programs 
are given in this chapter. 

6. MERGE - A Scheme for Understanding 
Hierarchies 

6.1 Introduction 
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So far we have described Issues havmg to do with representing individual 
hierarchies and usmg generalization to orgamze them in memory In the process, 
the InteractIon between representatIOn and generalization has not been exammed 
closely The ?-.fERGE scheme of hierarchy understanding focuses on this interactIon 
by unIfymg representatlOn and generalizatlOn In a way that enhances the functlOnIng 
of each. 

In order to comprehend how tviERGE works, It is necessary to fully understand 
thiS mutual enhancement. Our scheme is a form of generalization-based memory. 
It stores representatlOns of mdlvldual objects In terms of how they vary from 
Instances and generalized concepts already In memory. Thus, the Instantaneous 
state of memory Will affect how an unknown object is perceived (because we are 
Incrementally generalizing); hence, prevlOUS generahzatlOns Influence the 
representation of an object. The converse of thiS statement is self-evident -- the 
representation of an object Influences what generalizations can be made about it. 
By structuring memory correctly, these influences can be made beneficial to the 
system, thus producmg the desired effect of mutual enhancement of both 
representation and generalizatlOn. 

Although we have described both parts of thiS feedback process to some extent 
(i.e., how representation influences generalization and vice-versa), we have not shown 
how the entire process operates, nor exactly what IS gained through this type of 
processmg. The purpose of thiS chapter is to do so. Our presentation will begin 
With a complete descnption of the ideal tvtERGE scheme. It Will be followed by a 
description of two systems that use tvtERGE to understand hierarchies. 
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A deSCrIptlOn of the Ideal tviERGE scheme is given In order to provide the reader 
with the theoretical underpinnings of this scheme. The representation/generalizatlOn 
feedback cycle is explained in detail along with extensions that make this a 
practical understanding scheme for hierarchies 

CORPORA. TE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER are hierarchy understanding 
systems that use .\-iERGE. Each of these is described in an attempt to demonstrate 
both how \iERGE is Implemented for a specific application, and that the tv1ERGE 
scheme can be applIed to many hierarchical domains. 

CORPORATE-RESEARCHER IS used to build a knowledge base that classifies 
corporate hierarchical structures It gets Its input from corporate charts along with 
some supplemental relatIon InformatIOn from textual deSCriptions. The data IS 
hand-coded by humans who are not necessanly expert at understandIng corporate 
hierarchIes, but who are famIliar with the representatlOn formalism. RESEARCHER 
reads and processes InfOrmatlOn from patent abstracts that descnbe complex physical 
objects [Lebowitz 83bl (Currently, RESEARCHER reads about computer disc 
drives and related devices) The data is automatically parsed into representations of 
SIngle patents (see [Wasserman and LebowItz 831 for a full description of the 
representation scheme) These representatlOns are then incorporated into memory 
whIch can then be used to answer questlOns, classify objects, and help disambiguate 
further Input. 

The same basIC \iERGE scheme IS used In both systems However, CORPORATE
RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER process data in very different hierarchical 
domains, wIth different Input sources. In addltlOn, these domains have elements of 
both artlficlal and naturally occurring hierarchies. The complex physical objects 
that RESEARCHER reads about are man-made artIfacts (e.g., disc drives) 
Corporate structures are man-made, but seem to take shape naturally. For these 
reasons, we believe that these systems demonstrate the wide-rangIng applicability of 
~fERGE-based understandIng. 

6.2 :MERGE 
The basic question to be asked about the MERGE scheme is: exactly how do 

representation and generalization affect each other, and what is the benefit of their 
Integration? To answer this, we first explaIn the basic representation/generalization 
feedback cycle, then some extensions to the basic scheme, and finally we enumerate 
the features of the Ideal tv1ERGE scheme. Throughout this secti9n we will point 
out the advantages of USIng a combined representation/generalization scheme as 
opposed to the more conventional way of treating these as separate processes. 
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6.2.1 Basic MERGE 

The baslc representatlOn/generalizatlon feedback cycle III }'1ERGE lS best 
illustrated with an example Because corporate hierarchies are relatively easlly 
understood (by people) and are obviously hlerarchical in form, we wtll use an 
example from this domalll. 

MERGE IS generally Intended for use III domaInS with large numbers of instance 
hierarchies Therefore, we are usually integrating a new instance representation lllto 
a large memory structure, one that already clasSifies many other lllstances 
Demonstratmg all the details of ~IERGE with such a large memory structure would 
be extremely complicated, so we will use a simplified example with only three 
Instance hierarchies 

Our sample run of a MERGE-based system (actually CORPORATE-
RESEARCHER, but without using program output) starts off with two complete F
trees representmg dlfferent corporations, as shown III Figure 6-1. The first step In 
the cycle IS the generalizatlOn of these F-trees to form G-trees that categonze each 
element In the representatlOns. GeneralizatlOns require the comparison of individual 
memettes, which IS made posslble because each member of these two corporations 
has been defined III terms of an initial concept. The initlal concepts that are 
needed III thls example are chairman, president, vice-president, treasurer, and 
manager \Ve have not shown these initial concepts. However, the reader should 
assume that the names given to each member of these F-trees indicate that they 
are varIants of these Illltial concepts. 

CHAIRMA1"I-I-l: president-I-I 
PRESIDENT-I-l: vlce-presldent-I-l 

VICE-PRESIDENT-l-l: manager-l-l 

CHAIR~"l'-2-l: presldent-2-I 
PRESIDENT-2-l: vice-president-2-1, vice-presldent-2-2, 

vice- presldent-2-3 

The top F-tree represents corporation-I, while the bottom figure IS for 
corporation-2. The names given to each memette are mdlcatlve of what 
they are initially variants of. The numbering scheme used In this, and 
the next few dlagrams first indicates the corporation which the memette 
IS a part of followed by a unique IdentlficatIOn number wlthlll each 
corporation. ' Thus, vice-presidenl-2-9 is the third vlce-president in 
corporatlon-2. 

Figure 6-1: Two corporate F-trees 

Figure 6-2 shows the ulllfied memory structure after generalizing corporation-l and 
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corporatIOn-'2. (The nammg scheme that we are uSIng is described in the captIOns 
of thIS figure and the prevIOus one) The generalizatlOns produced serve to mdicate 
thl? simIlarities of the two corporatIons. What they have In common is that the 
chaIrman (chairman-#-l) has a president (president-#-l) followed by a VIce
prl?sldent (vice-presidenl-#-l). (Note that vice-president-l-l was matched to 
vice-president-2-l as opposed to eIther of the other two vice-presIdents. All three of 
these vice-presidents match equally well to vice-president-l-l, thus the program 
made an arbitrary chOice.) So far, we have seen no additional benefits (other than 
generalizatIOn of hierarchIes) from the use of MERGE. The next step wIll 
exemplIfy the feedback process. 

CHAIR~L\..'\I-#-l president-#-l, >chairman-l-l, 
>chairman-2-1 

CHAIR~iA.J.'\I-I-I. president-#-l-+president-l-l 
CHA1RMAN-2-1. president-#-I-+president-2-1 

PRESIDENT-#-l: vice-president-#-l, > preSIdent-I-I, 
> president-2-1 

PRESIDENT-I-I: vice-president-#-l-+vice-president-l-l 
PRESIDENT-2-! +vice-president-2-2, +vice-president-2-3 

vlCE-PRESIDENT-l-! +manager-l-l 

This IS the memory structure formed by the generalization of the two 
F-trees diagrammed In F~ure 6-! The generaIized concepts that have 
been created. are gIven <I 'svmbols to indIcate that they are not part of 
an Instance corporatIon . he "number after the "#" symbol IS a sequence 
number to allow for multIple generahzed concepts. 

Figure 6-2: UnIfied memory structure for two corporations. 

ConSIder the Incomplete F-tree shown in Figure 6-3. It represents a corporate 
structure WIth two vice-presIdents (vice-president-S-l and vice-president-S-2) and a 
treasurer (treasurer-S-l) that report to some unspeCIfied Intermediary (x-S-l) One 
can imagine that this descnption came from a mangled corporate chart or, more 
llkely, from a natural language description that failed to mentIOn what pOSItion thIS 
Intermediary holds. The hypothetical ~1ERGE-based system tnes to incorporate this 
new F-tree into its UnIfied memory structure. Using an algorithm similar to the 
one described in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, the system finds that corporation-3's structure 
most closely matches that of corporation-2, even though it must match x-Sol agamst 
president-2. 

At this point, the system is about to take its first "intelligent" step. It wIll make 
x-S-l a variant of a president when it builds the F-tree into its knowledge 
structure. Thus, it will use the results of a previous generalization to enhance a 
new representation. The generalization is that "all corporations (seen so far) have a 
chairman, preSIdent, and at least one vice-president." Since corporation-3 expliCItly 
has the first and last memettes in this cham of three, and the middle member is 



CI-LUR\1A..:'-I -3-1. x -3-1 
X-3-1. vlce-presldent-3-1, vlce-presldent-3-2, 

treasurer-3-1 

Corporatlon-3's F-tree IS depicted here X-S-l is known to eXist but It 
IS not known what posItIon It corr~sponds with (e.g., chaIrman, presIdent, 
vice-presIdent, etc) 

Figure 6-3: CorporatlOn-3's representation 
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undefined, It fIts thIs generaltzatlOn If x-3-l IS a president The MERGE- based 
system has used Inhentance (modIfIed by additIOn and SubstItutIon) from a concept 
It has created to fIll in miSSing informatIOn Figure 6-4 shows the resulting umfied 
memory structure, which assumes x-3-l IS a president 

CI-L.\JR~IA..N-#-1· 

CHAIR~L\N-#-2 

CI-L\IR\t~ '-I-I-I. 
CH..\JR\IA ... '-I-2-l 
CH.-\IR\!AN-.3-l· 

PRESIDENT-#-l 

PRESIDE!'iT-#-2 

presldent-#-1, > chairman-#-2, 
>chairman-1-1 
presldent-#-1-+presldent-#-2, 
>chalrman-2-1, >chalrman-3-1 
president-#-1-+presldent-1-1 
presldent-#-2-+presldent-2-1 
presldent-#-2-+x-3-1 
vlce- president-#-1, > president-#-2, 
> presldent-1-1 
+vlce- presldent-#-2, > presldent-2-1, 
>x-3-1 

PRESIDENT-1-1 vlce-president-#-1-+Vlce-presldent-1-l 
PRESIDENT-2-1. +vlce-presldent-2-,3 

. X-3-1 (president): +treasurer-3-1 
vlCE-PRESIDENT-1-l +manager-l-l 

Corporatlon-3 has been generalized into memory During the process It 
was found that x-S-l should be a variant of a president Its IncorporatIOn 
into memory has caused new concepts to be buIlt. President-#-2 and 
chairman-#-2 represent a corporatIOn with two vice-presidents. 

Figure 6-4: Unified memory structure for three corporations. 

The next step, completing the feedback cycle, has already been taken by the 
formation of the most recent generalization. Chairman-#-2 represents a corporatIon 
wIth a chaIrman, president, and two vice-presIdents. Thus, the concept of a 
corporation wIth two . vice-presidents has been created. Corporation-3's 
representation was responSIble for the need to make this generalization. Hence, the 
representatIon (of a single corporation) has enhanced the generalIzation structure. 
The next company's F-tree, to be incorporated into this umfied memory structure, 
wIll now have more concepts to be compared against. It will have a better chance 
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of hav10g any miss10g or ambiguous information filled in (ie., it has a better 
chance of being understood more completely). It, in turn, may contribute to the 
concepts formed by the system, allowing for even more improvement in the system's 
ability to understand future input. Each run of this generalization/representation 
cycle has the potential to enhance the system's knowledge orgamzation while at the 
sam~ time Improving the representatIOn of the latest instance. 

The integration of representatIOn with generalization has several advantages that 
could not have been achieved otherWise. First, there would have been no way to 
determine that x-S-l should be a president unless corporatlOn-3's F-tree was 
compared against other F-trees. Second, If x-S-l were only compared agamst 
Isolated F-trees It would be hard to have confidence m belIeving that It is a 
president By making comparisons against generalized concepts this confidence level 
IS mcreased Third, once the proper (I.e, best) match is found, the F-tree for 
corporatlOn-3 can be modified accordingly This newly modified F -tree is then 
incorporated Into the appropriate G-trees for use in later processing. If it were 
kept separate from other instance F-trees, It would be of little help in processing 
future Input. 

From this example we can conclude the following: integrating representation with 
generalizatIOn can be used as the basis of a useful understanding system. The 
feedback that thiS relatIOnship permits enhances both the representation of 
10dlvidual hierarchies and generalIzations built from these representations. This 
enhancement IS made pOSSible because an object's representation is intertwined with 
the generalizations that It IS mcluded in, and that generalizatIOns are automatically 
created when a new Instance representation is incorporated into memory. 

6.2.2 The MERG E cycle 

The basic AfERGE cycle demonstrated above can be viewed as a three stage 
process as diagrammed In Figure 6-5. The basiC cycle proceeds as follows: 1- a new 
Instance F-tree is created from an input data source, 2- thiS F-tree is compared 
against concepts in memory by searching down a G-tree (of the top-level F-tree 
memette) until a "best" match is found, 3- thiS F-tree is incorporated into the 
knowledge base by creat10g a generalized concept (if needed) at the locatIOn that 
gives the best match. 

Two common enhancements to this basic cycle are also shown in Figure 6-5. The 
augmented A1ERGE cycle is used to help the F-tree builder to form correct 
representatIOns. Information from the knowledge base can be used to disambiguate 
input data, as is done 10 RESEARCHER when it parses patent abstracts. The 
other enhancement is level-hopping (described in Section 5.2) that is done during 
the matching of one F-tree to another. 
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A block dla~ram of the malor components of a ~fERGE-based system 
are shown. The basic AfERGE cycle IS an essential part of MERGE. 
The augmented AfERGE cycle IS used when programs need to make use 
of the Knowledge base to asSISt In proceSSIng further input. 

Figure 6-5: The ~fERGE cycle. 

6.2.3 Beyond basic MERGE 
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The example gIven In section 6 2.1 demonstrates only the essential parts of an 
Ideal ~fERGE-based system. There are many other features that are necessary for 
a real-world applicatlOn of \fERGE \Ve wIll diSCUSS several of these that are 
common to all hierarchical domaInS 

\Ve start by notICing that x-3-1 In corporatlOn-3 was stated to be "unspecIfied" in 
the Input It seems more lIkely that It would be mISSIng entirely (i.e., the 
descnptIOn of corporatIOn-3 completely neglected to mentlOn It). If this were the 
case, the matching algonthm In ~fERGE must be able to level-hop In order to find 
the chairman -2-1/chairman-3-1, vice-presidenl-2-1/vice-president-3-1, and Vlce
president-2-2/vice-president-3-2 correspondences. Level-hopping IS an important 
feature of ~RGE, particularly when used in domains with many Incomplete 
descnptIOns of hierarchIes 

lvfERGE represents a level-hop by uSing a null memette. A null memette is one 
that serves a dual purpose. It acts as a place holder for an F-child that has been 
speCified In an Instance F-tree. In additIOn, it can also act as nothing. That IS, It 
represents a memette that should really not be there at alL To determine which of 
these roles a null memette IS serving, an extra slot is added to a memette frame. 
\Ve call this the ALTERNATE-VARlAAT-OF slot, IndicatIng that It is much like 
the VARL\.l"IT-OF slot. 
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The ALTERNATE-VARIAl'\l'T-OF slot is In some sense a means for inhentlng non
confhctlng data from two sources. If the ALTERNATE-V ARL.<\NT-OF slot of a 
particular memette IS filled, then the memette will inhent its identity (i.e., what It 
IS an instance of) from the parent memette that is indicated In the ALTERNATE
VARL\NT-OF slot However, it wIll inherit any F-children (i e I Its structural 
lnformatlOn) from the NULL# memette that fills the V ARlANT-OF slot. This does 
not vIOlate any of the constralnts that were mentioned In Section 5 3 because the 
data Inhented from these sources IS of a completely different nature. The 
ALTERNATE-VARL"-'''iT-OF slot only allows for structure-independent data to be 
Inhented whIle the VARIAl'\l'T-OF slot is used to allow for inheritance of structure
dependent data. 

Figures 6-6(a) and 6-6(b) show two simple F-trees. The names given to each 
memette Indicate what they are Initially variants of. When they are generalized, a 
level-hop IS reqUired In order to find the correspondence of vice-president-l to 
vice-president-2. The resultlng unified memory structure is shown in Figure 6-6( c). 
A null memette (nul/-#) has been Inserted between chairman-# and 
vice-president-# In the generalized concept. Note that chairman-# has both 
chairman-l and chairman-2 as variants and that chairman-2's F-tree is exactly the 
same as the generalized F-tree. In order for president-l to inherit a vice-president 
from the generalized F-tree, it is made a vanant of null-#. Unfortunately, it wIll 
lose Its Identity (I e, belng a variant of a president) unless its original V ARIAl"lT
OF link is kept somewhere. The ALTERNATE-VARIANT-OF slot serves this 
purpose. 

A memette which IS a vanant of a null memette represents nothing if its 
AL TERl\ATE-VARL-\J.'\l'T-OF slot is empty. Thus, chairman-2 still represents a 
corporate structure with no president since It inherits a memette that is a variant 
of nul/-# .(actually, It is a copy of null-#) and that memette has an empty 
AL TERNATE-V ARrANT -0 F slot. 

As was mentIOned in prevIOus chapters, a MERGE-based system should ideally 
represent and generalize about other InformatIOn, aside from the F-children of a 
hierarchy. Most hierarchical domains have at least some structure-dependent data 
(relations) as well as some structure-independent data (e.g., properties). Both of 
these forms of data are lncluded in the ideal MERGE scheme. 

Relations that are absent in the representation of an instance hierarchy can be 
Inferred from generalized concepts of similar hierarchies that have them. The 
feedback cycle processes relations in the same way as it does F-children. 
Representations of relations are enhanced by previously made generalizations of 
Similar relations, and these newly encoded representations are then used to form 
more extensive and detailed generalizations. 

For example, if corporation-l and corporation-2 (in Figures 6-1 through 6-4) each 



CHAIRMAN-l: president-! 
PRESIDENT-l: vice-president-! 

VICE-PRESIDENT-!: 
( a) 

CHAIR~1.AJ.,[-2: vice-president-2 
VICE-PRESIDENT-2: 

(b) 

CHAlR~1AN-# null-it >chairman-l, >chairman-2 
C}L\lR~lAN-l: null-#-+president-l 
CHAIR~L\.t~-2: 

~ULlr# vlce-president-#, > presldent-l 
PRESIDENT-l (..\.1 TERNATE-VARL\.NT-OF 

president) 
(c) 

Diagrams (a) and (b) are two corporate F -trees. The unified memory 
structure shown m diagram (c) is the generalizatIOn of these two F-trees. 
A levp.l-hop IS re~lred 50 that the best match is found Consequently the 
AL TER~ATE-VA.H.L\l\iT-OF slot IS needed so that president-l can retain 
Its orIgmal Identity. 

Figure 6-6: The ALTERNATE-VARIANT-OF slot. 
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have the relatIOn that the preSident meets frequently with the chairman, then the 
generalized concept of a corporation (headed by chairman-#-l) would have the 
relatIOn \fEET-OFTE~(president-#-l, chairman-#-l). Assummg that the 
deSCrIptIOn of corporatlOn-3 said somethmg about meetmgs among the top-level 
executives, but did not speCify whom. ~1ERGE would assume that the pa.rticipants 
are x-S-l and chairman-Sol. Similarly, corporation-3 mlght contribute to the 
relatIOn InformatIOn stored m the chairman-#-2 concept Whatever relatIOns 
corporatlOn-2 and corporatlOn-.3 have m common (or their common relation parts) 
would be captured 

Structure-independent data (properties) are treated m much the same way TheIr 
processmg is somewhat easier because it can be done without regard to how the 
remainder of the F-trees match (i.e, structure-mdependent data IS local to a 
memette). This IS not so for relations. In the example above, ~fERGE first had to 
know that x-S-l matched with president-2-1 before it could assume any of the 
relatien data that pertains to. x-S-l. Thus, ~'1ERGE must be -able to process 
relatIOns in conjunction with F-children precessing. 

A few other extensions to ~1ERGE are also possible m an idealized 
ImplementatIOn. These ideas have not been implemented in either CORPORATE
RESEARCHER er RESEARCHER. We present them as suggestiens fer future 
research. 
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~fost of the Issues that were discussed in Chapter S could be applied in an 
Idealized NffiRGE-based system. The capability to do a masslye reorganization of 
memory when It becomes too "unreasonable" (i.e., too many generalized concepts 
that do not give a good Idea of the known data have been created) would be a 
useful feature of such a system, although it may not be necessary. Allowmg 
Information to be inherited from multiple sources would be desirable in many 
applicatIons Unfortunately, we know that If there is a posslbllity for conflictmg 
data to be Inherited then the disambiguation of this data becomes an Intractable 
problem However, non-conflictmg data can be inherited from multiple sources. 

It IS also possIble to extend the baslc rvtERGE scheme along the lines of how It 
represents data We have stated that It is dIfficult to create a complete relatIon 
representatlOn sc heme for some dom atns (although a fairly good partIal scheme IS 
not too dIfficult to develop). The ideal NlERGE-based system would have some 
mechanism for dynamically altering the way it encodes relatIon charactenstIcs. 

6.2.4 Ideal MERGE 

Here, we have described the features that an Ideal .MERGE-based system would 
have \Ve are about to study two examples of hierarchy understanding systems 
that use r-.tERGE, but before doing so a summary of what the ideal MERGE 
scheme Includes IS In order Neither CORPORATE-RESEARCHER nor 
RESEARCHER IS Ideal; there are gaps in each system that will be described in 
SectlOn 6.5 By enumerating the features of an Ideal system we give the 
speclflcatlons that another researcher would need to build a ~1ERGE-based system, 
whtle at the same time providing a comparIson standard for our own 
lmplementatlOns 

The follOWing hst of features is numbered for reference purposes (see Section 65). 

Features or MERGE: 

1 GeneralIzation-based memory - Generalizations are used as the basIs for 
large scale memory organizatlOn, with Instances stored In terms of 
ge neraliz atlOns . 

. J Dynamic memory - Memory is continually reorganized In small sections 
at a time by changing old generalizations and creating new ones. 

3. Framed-based representations - Memettes are used to describe both real 
and generalized objects. A memette structure can represent any level of 
detatl In an object. 

4. Parallel generalizations - Multiple 9-trees exist in parallel. They each 
are a knowledge structure that categorizes a different object. 



5 Inhentance - Inheritance allows for easIly recognized similarities and/or 
differences among Instances and generalized concepts of hierarchies. 

6 Automatic classificatIon - The G-trees bUIlt by MERGE serve as a way 
of automatically categorizing instance hierarchies. 

7 Incremental learning - Incremental generalization means that a system 
ll"arns each time a new instance is presented. Thus, a ?vfERGE-based 
system contInuously tracks data from the real world. 

8 Large domains - ~fERGE IS designed to process a very large number of 
Instances It is, therefore, SUitable for understanding domains that would 
be difficult for a human to grasp. 

9 ~fasslve reorganization/error correcting - The memory structure should be 
reorganized when it IS found to become unwieldy, or bad representations 
have led to Incorrect generalizations to be made. That is, the G-trees 
become awkward and don't seem to be a good classificatIOn of the 
Instances fed Into the system. 

10. Process vaned data - RelatIOns and properties of almost any type can be 
Included In object descnptlOns. RelatIOn characteristiC encodIngs can be 
complex or simple The relation scheme may even use dynamic 
primitives to represent charactenstics 

11 Multiple Inhentance - Information can be Inherited from multiple sources 
If the data cannot become contradictory. 

12 Level-hOPPing - a MERGE-based system can deal with incomplete 
representatIOns or non-standardized hierarchies by uSing its level-hopping 
mechanism 

13. Accessible knowledge structure - The Unified memory structure in 
~1ERGE IS accessible for use in other parts of an understanding system. 
For example, a natural language processing system can use the knowledge 
base in MERGE to help disambiguate future Input. 

6.3 CORPORATE-RESEARCHER 
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A concrete example of a MERGE-based hierarchy understanding system is the best 
way to demonstrate how a real implementatlOn of MERGE works. To this end, we 
descnbe CORPORATE-RESEARCHER, a. program that automatically categorizes 
representations of hierarchical corporate organizations. 

\Ve choose to describe CORPORATE-RESEARCHER before descnbing 
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RESEARCHER, a more sophisticated understanding system, because CORPORATE
RESEARCHER's domam IS more clea.r-cut. Upper-level corporate structures are 
obvious hierarchies with well defined F-chIldren (at least on paper). In additIOn, 
there are usually only a small number of supplemental relations overlayed on the F
trees. This permits us to focus the discussion on the basiC ~fERGE cycle. The 
mput to CORPORATE-RESEARCHER comes from complete F-tree representatIOns. 
They are created by hand and have few inconsistencies or omissions. 

\Ve will show the basiC ~fERGE scheme, how level-hopping appears, simple 
relatIOn generalizatIOn, and how the theorIes we have presented tie in with an 
applicatIon CORPORATE-RESEARCHER was primarily built for the purpose of 
experimentmg With generalizatIOn techniques and demonstrating ~1ERGE. 

\Vlth this m mmd. we begm by explammg the basics of the domain and how 
hIerarchies are represented Following thiS, we demonstrate an actual run of 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER. We then evaluate the program's performance 
Throughout thiS sectIOn we lise exam pIes from real corporate charts as well as some 
smaller, hypothetical ones 

6.3.1 The corporate chart 

A corporatIOn prepares a chart of its structure for a number of reasons [Webber 
7=)1 mcludlng to help m reorgaDlzing a company, to inform employees and outSiders 
about a company's general structure, to improve channels of communicatIOn among 
employees, to establish reportmg pathways, to establish authOrIty and responsibility 
and to help In solvmg Internal corporate problems Regardless of the reason that a 
company goes through the process of I'chartlng" Itself, they are always concerned 
WIth two fundamental concepts: chain-oJ-command and span-ol-control. ChalD-of
command IS the pathway through which responsibIlity is passed. Span-of-control 
refers to the num ber of subordinates that a superIor superVises 

The F-rel that captures the Idea of chaln-of-command we call REPORTS-TO 
The concept of span-of-control IS Imphclt many F-tree that represents a 
corporatIOn, but IS of pnmary Importance when studying corporate charts. One of 
the key factors in a company's structure IS span-of-control versus the length of 
cham-of-command. Basic business theory emphasizes the need to keep these ID 

balance [Webber 751. 

~10st corporate charts are very straightforward, showing only chain-of-command F-
rei links However, there IS often other informatIOn of interest Shown in corporate 
charts The most obVIOUS of this is the groupmg of F -children according to some 
specialization cnterIa. These criteria can be based on geographic location, function, 
products, and other aspects of a division or office Within a company. For example, 
a president might have a total of ten vice-preSidents reporting to him, which are 
broken into five groups of two. Each group corresponds to a different region in 
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the Cnited States (eg., Northeast, South, West, Central, and possessions and 
terntones). Five REGION-GROUP relations could be used to augment a company's 
F-tree in order to capture this Information. 

Other relations among arbitrary corporate members appear scattered about In 
some charts. These include relations such as: ADVISES (e g., a consultant advises 
the president), and Sl~SIDLo\RY (e.g., one division IS a subSidiary of another, even 
though they both report to the same person). Certainly there are many other 
relatIOns within any real corporatIOn. But companies are unlikely to put some of 
these on their charts. IS-THE-BROTHER-IN-LA W-OF and OOESN'T-SPEAK-TO 
would not be faVOrites of the stockholders. 

For simphclty's sake, we have chosen to use only a handful of relations in our 
representatIOns There are four relatIOns (ADVISES, REGION-GROl'P, OIV1SION
GROep, and SlJ13SIDL\RY) that are used along with the REPORTS-TO F-rel. 
\Ve find that these are sufficient to demonstrate the salient features of MERGE In 

CORPORATE-RESEARCHER However, other relations are very easy to add to 
the system 

The source of corporate charts that are used here is a compendium found In 
[\Vhlte 631 They have been encoded by hand Into the memette-based F-trees that 

CORPORATE-RESEARCHER uses. In some cases they have been edited. ThiS 
editing was necessary for two reasons. The first IS because corporate charts are 
sometimes specified at very different levels of detail. That is, larger corporatIOns 
tend to show only their upper-level management positions, whde small companies 
descnbe their structures down to the blue-collar level. The second reason IS simply 
to keep the sizes of representatIOns practical, as they are being hand-coded. 

Throughout thiS sectIOn, and the next, we will refrain from uSing our compact 
notatIOn for Unified memory structures. Instead, we wIiI use tree diagrams that are 
automatically output from the program. Both F-tree representations and G-trees 
are presented Unfortunately, there is a loss of informatIOn In uSing tree diagrams 
over displaYing the complete Unified memory structure. Specifically, the 
substitution, subtractIOn, and additIOn operatIOns can not be seen. However, the 
end results of using these operatIOns are apparent through inherItance, which IS 
shown. 

6.3.2 Some real examples 

Figure 6-7 shows the F-tree for the upper-level management of the Lockheed 
Corporation, as It appeared In the 1950's. We use this as an example to explain 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER's notation that will used in the remainder of thiS 
sectIon. 
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--------~~ 
--------~4 

------A-~3 

------A-~e 
------A-~7 

------A-~5 --------~8 
--------30 

--------411--------36 --------29 --------31 
--------32 

------A-33 
------A-34 
------A-35 

--------37 
--------391--------38 
--------40 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
Relation: 

~~=COITROLLER 
~3=fIlAICE 
~4=TRE!SURER 
~5=PRESIDEIT 
~6=COUISEL 
~7=DEVELOPWEIT 
~8=WAJUFACTURIIG 
~=EIEC-VP 
30=Ii.A.RIETIIG 
31=GROUP-VP-1 
3~=GROUP-VP-~ 
33=ElGlIEERIIG 
34=PUBLIC-RELATIOIS 
35=ADWIIISTRATIOI 
36=C-O-B 
37=SEI-VP-1 
38=Pl.AJIIIG 
39=SEI-VP-~ 
40=DlVERS-DIRECTOR 
41=LOClHEED 

Object.: 

[tRELO/A] 

Subject.: 

lllDi25 {DIVISIOI-GROUP} lllDi35 
lllDi34 
lllDi33 
lKEli~7 
lllDi~e 
lllDi23 

The F-tree uses memettes to Identify the nodes In the tree. At the 
nght IS a cross reference to the name given to each memette that 
represents a node In the corporate chart. The letter "A" that occurs 
along some of the F-rel links refers to a relation descnbed in the bottom 
diagram It corresponds to the relation, &RELO 

Figure 6-7: Lockheed Corporation's F-tree. 

The most obvIous difference between this F-tree and a real corporate chart IS that 
numbers appear as the F-chlldren Instead of the name of the divIsion, group, or 
person In the company These numbers are given to each memette frame so that 
they can be uniquely Identified. We WIll use the prefix "&~fE~l" when discussing 
indIVIdual memette frames Along the right hand side of Figure 6- i IS a list of the 
memette frames used In the F-tree, followed by the name of the memette. This 
name IS what actually appears on the company's chart The only other feature to 
note, IS the letter "A" that appears along some F-rel ltnks It Indicates that the F
chtld IS Involved In relatIOn "A". The bottom of thiS figure shows that relatIOn 
"..\" (&RELO) is a DI\lSION-GROUP relatIOn where &ME~12.5 (the president) heads 
a group composed of &~fE~f23, &tv1E~126, &~fEM27, &~fE~f.33, &ME~f34, and 
&~fE~135. 

Figure 6-8 provides Information to supplement this F-tree. A descnptlOn of all 
the memette frames In the F-tree is shown, here. The column labeled Function IS 

a classification of the function that that F-child (subordinate) serves in the 
corporatIOn. (It is Nn.. If it was not specified in the company's chart.) We include 
functions here only to give the reader some more information as to what the real 
chart looks like At present, CORPORATE-RESEARCHER does not use this data, 
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although It could be used In the generalization process; it IS an exam pie of 
structure-Independent data, and therefore is easily generalized. The Variant-Of 
column shows the G-tree parent of each memette frame. As was stated earlier, 
each memette must be a varIant of some initial memette so that it can be 
compared against other memettes during generalizatIon. The names gIven to each 
of the InItial memettes are self-explanatory 

lIeaettAt: 

allDl22 
allDl23 
lliEli24 
lliEli25 
lliEll26 
lliEll27 
lliEll28 
lliEli2Q 
til Ell 30 
tilFJl31 
tilEli32 
lllEli33 
lllEli34 
lliEll35 
tilFJl36 
lllFJl37 
lliEli38 
tilEll3Q 
tilEJl40 
tilEJl41 

la.ae: 

(COITROLLER) 
FIIAlCE) 
TREASURER) 
PRESIDElT) 
COUISEL) 
D EVEL 0 P'lEIT) 
IlAJUF ACTOR I IG) 
EXEC-VP) 
IlAR!ETIIC) 
GROUP-VP-t) 
GROUP-VP-2) 
ElGIJF.ERIIG) 
PUBLIC-RELATIOIS) 
ADIIIIISTRATIOI) 

(C-O-B) 
(SEI-VP-l) 
(PLAnIlG) 
(SEI-VP-2) 
(DIVERSIFICATIOI-DIRECTOR) 
(LOCKHEED) 

Function: 

COITROLLER 
FIIAICE 
TREASURER 
ilL 
LEGAL 
DEVEL0 PIlEJT 
IlAIUF ACTOR IIG 
ilL 
IlAR!ETIIG 
OPERATIOIS 
OPERATIOIS 
ElGIJF.ERIIG 
PUBLIC-RELATIOIS 
ADIUIISTRATIOI 
IlL 
ilL 
PUUIlC 
ilL 
PUUIlC 
ilL 

V&riut-Ot: 

COITROLLER' 
V-PRES' 
TREASURER' 
PRES. 
ATTORIEU 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
CHAIRllAn 
V-PRES' 
DIRECTOR' 
i-PRES' 
DIRECTOR' 
CORP' 

ThIS table descrIbes the memette frames used In the F-tree (shown In 
Figure 6-7) In more detail 

Figure 6-8: Detatls for the Lockheed F-tree 

The one remaInIng POInt to be made about the F-trees used In CORPORATE-
RESEARCHER IS the top-level memette ~otlce that In thiS case It IS named 
'LOCKHEED" and IS a varIant of CORP# Although the C-O-B (chalrman-of-the-
board) doesn't REPORT-TO the corporatIOn as a whole (as the preSident 
REPORTS- TO the C-O-B), we need It In order to get a handle on the ephemeral 
entity called a corporatIOn. (It also makes It easy to talk about the F-trees since 
they have meanIngful names.) 

Two more F-trees, taken from the charts of the Babcock & Wilcox Company 
(&~ffi~136) and from the Yale & Towne ManufacturIng Company (&~1EM49), are 
shown In Figure 6-9 (The lIst of relatIon descnptlOns appears In FIgure 6-10.) 
They are somewhat sImpler hIerarchies than the prevIous one, and wtll be used to 
demonstrate CORPORATE-RESEARCHER's generalIzation process 
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----------22 22=COISULTAJTS 
----------24 23=PRESIDEIT 
--------B-25 24=SECRETART 
--------B-26 25=FII-DIV 
--------B-27 26=R£S-DIV 
--------A-28 27=STAFF-OIV 
--------A-~ 28=BAILET-WITER 

--------A-36I----------351-------BC-23 --------A-30 2g=DIAWOID-POfER 
--------C-31 30=LOCIETT 
--------C-32 31=A£-OIV 
--------C-33 32=BOIL-OIV 
--------C-34 33=REFRACT-DIV 

•••••••••••••••••••• 

34=TUB-OIV 
35=B-0-0 
36=Bll 

--------0-37 37=TREASURER 
--------0-3; 38=PR£SIOEIT 
--------0-40 3g=PERSOJlEL 
--------0-41 40=SECRETART 
--------0-42 41=PATEIT 
--------E-43 42=PUB-REL 

----------4gl----------481-------0E-38 --------E-44 43=LOCIS 

lie.ette: 
lllEll22 
lllEll23 
lllEll24 
lllEll25 
lllEll26 
lllEll21 
lllEll28 
lllEll2g 
lllEll30 
lllEll31 
lllEll32 
lllEll33 
lllEll34 
lllEll35 
lllE1l36 
lllEll37 
lllDl38 
lllDl39 
lllDl40 
lllEll41 
lllEll42 
lllEJ.I43 
lllEll44 
lllEll45 
lllEll46 
lllEll47 
lllEll48 
UE1i4g 

--------E-45 44=IITERIATIOIAL 
--------E-46 45=TALE-UT-HAlD-OIV 
--------£-47 46=AUTO-TRAIS-OIV 

47=TROJAI-DIV 
48=B-0-D 
4g=TAL£-TODE 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
loe: 
(COISULTAlTS) 

~
PR£SIDElT) 
SECRET ART) 
FlI-OIY) 

(R£S-DIY) 
(STAFF-D IY) 
(BAILET-liETER) 

j

DIAWOID-POIER) 
LOCKETT) 
AE-DIY) 
BOIL-DIY) 
REFRACT-DIV) 

(TUB-DIY) 
(B-O-D) 
(B1I) 
(TREASURER) 
(PRESIDElT) 
(PERSOIIEL) 

I
SECRETART) 
PATEl!) 
PUB-REL) 
LOCKS) 
I1TERIATIOIAL) 

j

TALE-liAT-HAlD-OIV) 
AUTO - TRUS-O IV) 
TROJAI-OIV) 
B-O-O) 
TALE-TODE) 

Function: 
IlL 
ilL 
ilL 
FIIAICE 
RESEARCH 
ADIUIISTRATIOI 
IlL 
ilL 
ilL 
OPERATIOIS 
OPERATIOIS 
OPERATIOIS 
OPERATIOIS 
IlL 
IlL 
TREASURER 
ilL 
PERSOJIEL 
ADliIlISTRATIOI 
LEGAL 
PUBLIC-RELATIOIS 
OPERATIOIS 
ilL 
OPERATIOIS 
OPERATIOIS 
OPERATIOIS 
ilL 
ilL 

Variant-Of: 
COlSULTAITt 
PRES. 
CORP-SEC' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
PRES. 
PRES. 
PRES. 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
B-O-O' 
CORP. 
TREASURER' 
PRES. 
V-PRES' 
CORP-SEC' 
ATTORID. 
DIRECTOR. 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
V-PRES' 
liAIAGER. 
liAIAGER' 
B-O-O' 
COR? 

The F-trees for the Babcock & Wilcox Company (&!vfEM36) and Yale & 
Towne Manufactunng Company (&tvtEM49} appear at the top of thiS 
figure Below them is the cfescriptlOn of their memette frames 

Figure 6-Q: Babcock & Wilcox and Yale & Towne corporations. 



Subject: Relation: Object: 

[tRELO/A] UDf3e {SUBSIDIARY} &KEli30 
lWEll29 
lKEll28 

[tRELlIS] &KEli23 {DIVISIOI-GROUP} lllDl27 
lllDl2/5 
tilDi25 

(&.REL2/C] &KEli23 {DIVISIOI-GROUP} &KEli31 
lllDl32 
&KEli33 
aJlDl34 

(&.REL3/D] &KEli38 {DIVISIOI-GROUP} lWEll42 
lWEll41 
lWEll40 
lWEll39 
aJlDl37 

(&.REL4/E] lKEll38 {DIVISIOI-GROUP} lWEll47 
lWEll46 
&KEli46 
lWEll-H 
lWEll43 

These relations (A - E) are used In the F -trees for Babcock & Wilcox 
and Yale & Towne (A, B, and C In Babcock & Wilcox). 

Figure 6-10: Relations for Figure 6-9. 
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Dunng the generahzation process, the memettes In the F-tree for Yale & Towne 
will be matched against those In the F-tree for Babcock & \Vilcox. The two basic 
fJ.ctors that determine which memettes will be matched are: 1- what fills the 
VARL\ .... '!T-OF slot (e g, IS the memette a vIce-preSident (V-PRES#), etc.), 2- what, 
If any, relatIOns are the memettes Involved In The more heavIly weighted of these 
two factors IS the first If there is more than one match that gives equIvalent 
results then the relations that the memettes are Involved In are conSidered. (The 
actual algorIthm IS more complex, but this IS correct for this example.) Memettes 
In SImIlar relatIons Will match better than memettes In different relatIOns, or not in 
any relatIons at all. 

Figure 6-11 shows the resultant F-trees after generalIzatIon The F-tree In the 
middle fIgure represents the concept of a corporation created by generaliZIng the 
two F-trees In Figure 6-9 ThiS seems to correlate well WIth our intUItion of what 
a typical corporatIOn looks hke It has a chairn:an, followed by a preSIdent, 
followed by some number of VIce-presidents (four, In thiS case) and a corporate 
secretary There IS also a generahzed relatIOn among three of the vice-presidents 
and the preSident The bottom part of Figure 6-11 shows that relation "F" IS a 
DIV1SION-GROUP relation and was generahzed from the "C" and "E" relations 
found In Babcock & \Vilcox and Yale & Towne, respectively ThiS IS apparent 
from the fact that memettes &.\ffiMlS4, &~ffiMlS5, and &~ffitv1l56 have been 
Inhented from the generalized concept (&MEMlS3) and that relations "C" and "E" 
apply to thiS set of memettes . 
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----------22 22=COISULTAlTS 
--------B-25 23=PRES1DElT 
--------B-26 25=;II-D1Y 
--------B-27 26=RES-D1Y 
--------A-28 27=STAFF-01V 
--------A-2g 28=BA1LEl-WETER 
--------A-30 2g=0IAKOID-POJEB 

--------A-361----------351-------BC-23 -------C-154 30=LOCIETT 
-------C-155 35=8-0-0 
-------C-156 36=811 
---------157 154=V-PRES. 
-------C-158 155=V-PRES. 

156=Y-PRES. 
157=CORP-SECt 
158=V-PRES' 

--------0-37 37=TREASURER 
--------0-41 38=PRES10ElT 
--------0-42 41=PATEIT 
--------E-46 42=PUB-REt 
--------E-47 46=AUTO-TRAlS-01V 
-------E-154 47=TROJAI-01V 

----------4gl----------481-------0E-38 -------E-155 48=B-0-0 
-------E-156 49=TALE-TOIIE 
-------0-157 154=V-PRES' 
-------0-158 155=V-PRES' 

•••••••••••••••••••• 

156=V-PRES' 
157=CORP-SEC' 
158=V-PRES' 

-------;-154 151=CORP. 
-------;-155 152=B-0-0' 
-------;-156 153=PRES. 

---------1511---------1521-------;-153 ---------157 154=V-PRES' 
---------158 165=Y-PRES. 

156=V-PRES' 
157=CORP-SEC' 
158=V-PRES • 

•••••••••••••••••••• 

[aREt5/F] 

Subject: 

&KEll153 

Relation: Object: 

{D1VISIOI-GROUP} lWEK154 
lllEll155 
lllEll156 

The top figures show the F-trees for Babcock & \Vilcox and Yale & 
Towne after they have been generalized. It Includes the F-children that 
are inherited from the generalIzed corporation shown in the middle figure 
RelatIOn "Fl!, shown In the bottom figure, IS formed durin~ the 
~enerahzatlOn process and belongs to the generalized corporatIOn's F-tree 
l &}';fEM151). 

Figure 6-11: StereotYPical corporatIOn. 

The main feature of the F-trees shown in Figure 6-11 IS the Inheritance of 
generalized F-children. For example, Babcock & Wilcox's F-tree (&!vfEM36) now 
has the same structure as It did inItially, but inhents four VIce-presidents (V
PRES#) and a corporate secretary (CORP-SEC#) from the generalized concept of a 
corporatIOn (&~1E~fl51) Instead of beIng re-represented. ThiS captures the idea 
that Babcock & Wilcox's corporate structure is SimIlar to the generalized concept of 
a corporatIOn but adds another seven subordinates to the preSident's span-or-control. 

So far we have only seen the generalized F-tree. We have not looked at the 
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underlYing G-trees. There must be a G-tree, for instance, that represents &~fEM23 
and &tvfEM38 as vanants of &MEM153 for thIS inheritance to take place There 
IS, but It's not too Interesting. To add more interest to the G-trees, two more F
trees will be incrementally generalized into the unified memory structure. 

Figure 6-12 shows F-trees for Con Edison (&!\1EM70) and Ohio Oil (&~fE:\fS9) 
There IS nothing new to take note of here. 

------60 
------5:z 
------63 
------661------64 

------515 
------58 

------67 ------59 

------701------691------681----F-51 ------611------60 
------6:z 

------63 
------64 
----F-65 
----F-66 
----F-67 

•••••••••••••••••••• 

50=PRODUCTIOI 
51=EIEC-V-P 
6:Z=ACCOUlTIIC 
63=FIIAICE 
64=ElG I lEER I1C 
65=SEI-VP-l 
66=IID-REL 
57=SEI-VP-:Z 
68=COISTRUCTIOI 
69=TRAJSPORT 
eO=SALES 
el=SEI-vp-3 
6:Z=IEST-SI-OPS 
e3=DIST-OPS 
64=PURCHASE 
65=SECRETART 
156= TREASURER 
67=GEI-ATTORIET 
e8=PRESIDEIT 
e9=C-O-B 
70=COI-El) 

--------71 71=SECRETART 
--------73 7:Z=PRESIOEIT 
--------74 73=ASSISTAIT 
--------75 74=OFFICE-WAIAGER 
-----HJ-76 75=IASHIIGTOI-REP 
-----HJ-77 76=!DWII-SERVICES 
-----IJ-78 77=L!1 
-----HJ-79 78=RESEARCH 
-----HJ-80 79=FIIAICE 

------C-891--------881--------871----HIJ-7:z --------81 80=ACCOUlTIIG 
--------8:z 81=DOWESTIC-PROO 
--------83 8:Z=IIT-PRODUCTIOI 
--------84 83=SUPPLT 
--------85 84=REFIIIIC 
------C-86 85=WARIETIIC 

86=AURORA 
87=B-0-0 
88=SH!REHOLDERS 
89=OHIO-OIL 

Two more F-trees are shown here, Con Edison (&!\fE~170) and Ohio 011 
(&tvfEMS9). They should be considered to be 10 sequence (consecutive 
memette (rame numbers) after the two F-trees shown 10 Figure 6-9 

Figure 6-12: Con Edison and Ohio Oil corporations 

Figure 6-13 shows the G-trees (after Incrementally generaliZing all four F-trees) for 
the concept of a corporatIOn (CORP#), a president (PRES-#), and a vice-president 
(V-PRES#) G-trees appear SimIlar In form to F-trees 10 the output of the 
program, but can be easdy distlOguished by noting that an "M" prefixes the 
memette number In the G-trees The corporatIOn G-tree shows that Yale & Towne 
(&~fEM49) IS most Similar to Con EdIson (&MEM70), and that Babcock & \VIlcox 
(&~vfE~136) IS most Similar to OhiO Oil (&MEMS9). 
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---------1lge ---------1l70 
1

---------1l49 

-------CORPtl---------W90 
---------W9SI---------Il38 

1l36=B1I 
1l4Q=YALE-TOIIE 
1l700COI-ED 
IlS9=OHIO-OIL 
IlgQ= 

-------PRES. 

---------1l89 W9a= 
1l9S= 
CORP.= 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
---------1l28 
---------1l29 
---------1l30 

1
---------1l38 

---------1l97 ---------1l68 

---------W91 ---------1l991---------1l23 
---------1l72 

1l23=PRESIDEIT 
1l2S=BAILET-WETER 
1l29=DIAWOID-POIER 
1130=LOCXErr 
1l38=PRESIDEIT 
1l68=PRESIDEIT 
1l72=PRESIDEIT 
1l91= 
W97= 
1l99= 
PRES'= 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
---------------1l50 1l50=PRODUCTIOI 
---------------1l5S IlS4=E1GlIEERIIG 
---------------W54 IlS5=SEJ-VP-l 
---------------1l57 IlS6=IID-REL 
---------------Il56 IlS7=SEJ-VP-2 
---------------1158 1158=COISTRUCTIOI 
---------------IIS9 IIS9=TRAlSPORT 
---------------1161 1l60=SALES 

-----------V-PRES. ---------------1160 1161=SEJ-VP-3 
---------------1162 1l62=IEST-SI-OPS 
---------------1192 1192= 
---------------1193 1193= 
---------------1194 1194= 
---------------1195 1195= 
--------------1l100 1l100= 
--------------11101 11101= 
--------------Wl02 1l102= 

V-PRES'= 

All four corporatlOns (Babcock & Wilcox, Yale & Towne, Con EdIson, 
and OhlO 011) have been Incrementally generalized (In thIS order) These 
three G-trees show the result of these generailzatlons. The top G-tree 
shows how the corporatlOns, as a whole, have been categOrized. The 
mIddle figure shows how the presidents have been categOrized The vice
presIdent G-tree appears at the bottom of thIS figure 

Figure 6-13: G-trees for four corporatIOns 

The presIdent G-tree shows eqUlvaler.t results. ThIS IS because each Instance F-
tree has most of ItS "structure" below the level of the presIdent. By this we mean 
that the only difference between the top-level memette (CORP#) in the F-trees and 
the PRES# memette IS that a couple of levels are Interposed Hence, any 
memettes above the level of the president must have a slm1lar G-tree arrangement. 
ThIS IS due to the pOint raised in Chapter 5. "if an object vanes at a low level of 
detail then It must also vary at all levels above that". What we have observed In 
thiS example is the structure of the F-trees are crucial In determining the structure 
of the G-tree ThIS IS to be expected from the integratIon of representatlOn and 
generahzatlOn~ 
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The remammg three presidents tha.t appear indexed under the PRES# G-tree 
(&rvfE~28, &MEM29 , and &MEM30) have no subordinates in their F-trees. 
Therefore, they are not simIlar to the other presidents, and get categorized as 
anomalies near the top of the G-tree. The vice-president G-tree shows that all the 
vice-presidents are categorized on the same leveL Again, this is indicative of the 
fa.ct that they have no F-tree structure below them (i.e., they have no F-children), 
and that no other means of distinguishing memettes have been used (i.e, relations 
or structure-independent data). 

6.3.3 A sample run 

It IS InstructIve to follow a run of CORPORATE-RESEARCHER through Its 
Incremental learnmg process In the next ten figures a sample run is demonstrated 
USIng output from the system. Because F-trees of real corporattons tend to be 
large, hypothetical corporatIOns with very small F-trees will be used. Seven 
corporatIOns (CORP-A through CORP·G) are included in this run, the largest of 
which has eight memettes. All the essential features of CORPORATE
RESEARCHER are demonstrated in this example. 

Figure 6·14 shows the F-trees of all seven corporations. We have not used any 
functIOn InformatIOn nor relations in these representations in order to be able to 
clearly make our points. Only four initial memettes are required to establish a 
basiS for comparIson of the F-children m thiS example. These four rnemettes are 
shown In Figure 6-1.5 as the roots of four G-trees Initially, each G·tree classifies 
memettes that are varIants of the root memette In this way, the inItial G-trees 
serve as a. cross-reference hstmg of the memettes comprising the F-trees. During 
the course of thiS program run, the G·trees will continually undergo structural 
changes resultIng m a hierarchical categorIzation of the memettes that begin as 
SIngle-level hierarchies. 
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------------22 22=VP-Al 
------------251------------23 ------------24 23=PRES-A 

---------31 
---------33 

---------361---------361---------32 ---------34 

---------37 
---------39 

---------411---------38 ---------40 
---------42 

---------441---------43 

------------461------------45 

------------48 
------------47 ------------49 ------------60 

------------61 

---------52 
---------64 
---------65 

---------581---------571---------53 ---------66 

24=VP-A2 
25=CORP-A 

26=VP-B1 
27=PRES-B 
28=VP-B2 
29=CHAIR-B 
30=CORP-B 

31=VP-Cl 
32=PRES-C 
33=VP-C2 
34=VP-C3 
35=CHAIR-C 
36=CORP-C 

37=VP-Dl 
38=PRES-D 
39=VP-D2 
40=VP-D3 
41=C'HAIR-Dl 
42=CORP-D 
43=VP-D4 
H=CHUR-D2 

45=VP-El 
46=CHAIR-E 
47=CORP-E 
48=VP-E2 
49=PRES-E 
60=VP-E3 
61=VP-E4 

52=VP-Fl 
63=PRES-F 
64=VP-F2 
65=VP-F3 
66=VP-F4 
67=CHAIR-F 
68=CORP-F 

------------59 69=VP-Gl 
------------621------------60 ------------61 60=CHAIR-G 

IH=VP-G2 
62=CORP-G 

The F -trees of seven corporations are shown The names given to each 
memette Indicate what th~ are variants of (CORP--corporatlon, CHAIR-
chalrman-of-the-board, PRES--president, and VP--vlce-presldent) 

Figure 6-14: Seven hypothetical corporations 



---------------W~5 W~5=CORP-A 
---------------W30 W30=CORP-B 
---------------W38 W36=CORP-C 

-------------CORPtl---------------W4~ W42=CORP-D 
---------------W47 W47=CORP-E 
---------------W58 W58=CORP-F 
---------------W62 W62=CORP-G 

CORPt: 

---------------W29 W29=CHAIR-B 
---------------W35 W36=CHAIR-C 
---------------W41 W41=CHAIR-Dl 

---------CHAIRWAltl---------------W44 W44=CHAIR-D2 
---------------W4B W4B=CHAIR-E 
---------------W67 W57=CHAIR-F 
---------------WBO WBO=CHAIR-G 

CH.lIRWAI'= 

---------------W23 W~3=PRES-A 
---------------W~7 W~7=PRES-B 
---------------W3~ W3~=PRES-C 

-------------PRES.I---------------W38 W38=PRES-D 
---------------W49 W49=PRES-E 
---------------W53 W53=PRES-F 

PRESt: 

---------------W22 W~2=VP-Al 
---------------W~4 W~4=VP-A2 
---------------W28 W~6=VP-Bl 
---------------W28 W28=VP-B2 
---------------W31 W31=VP-Cl 
---------------W33 W33=VP-C2 
---------------W34 W34=VP-C3 
---------------W37 W37=VP-Dl 
---------------W39 W39=VP-D~ 
---------------W40 W40=VP-D3 

-----------V-PRES.I---------------W43 W43=VP-D4 
---------------W46 W46=VP-El 
---------------W48 W48=VP-E2 
---------------W60 W50=VP-E3 
---------------W61 W51=VP-E4 
---------------W62 W5~=VP-Fl 
---------------W64 W54=VP-F~ 
---------------W55 W55=VP-F3 
---------------WS6 W56=VP-F4 
---------------WS9 W59=VP-Gl 
---------------W61 W61=VP-G~ 

V-PRES.= 

These G-trees show how the memettes In the F-trees In Figure 6-14 are 
Inltlallv classIfied (i e, what conceDts the memettes are inItlallv vanants 
of). -This classification IS needed- as a basis for companng -F-children 
d unng generailzation. 

Figure 6-15: Initial configuratIOn of four G-trees. 
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The run begins by adding CORP-A to the empty CORP# G-tree (not shown). 
This IS done simply to create a starting pOint. Nextl CORP-B IS generalized Into 
the knowledge base. This IS a two-part process. First, CORP-B's F-tree IS 
matched against that of CORP-A (since It IS the only one in memory so far) to 
determine the F-children correspondence. Then, the results of this matching are 
used to Incorporate CORP-B's F-tree Into memory. As shown in Figure 6-16, a 
level-hop was required III order to get the best match of F-children. A null 
memette (NULL#) was inserted in between the top-level memette In CORP-A and 
the president, it matches to CHAJR-B. Consequently, the generalized concept of a 
corporation (&MEr-.f6S) created by this process also has a null memette where the 
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chaIrman would be NotIce that all F-children below thIS pomt have been Inherited 
by both CORP-A and CORP-B, indicating the strong similarity between these two 
corporations. The reason that CORP-A and &:ME~f65 both appear, even though 
they are essentially identical, is that we purposely keep all top-level memettes m 
the knowledge base. This allows the CORP# G-tree to act as a true categOrIZatlOn 
deVIce (Le., it can be used to determine how simIlar or different corporatIons are, 
by mspectlOn). The bottom diagram in Figure 6-16 shows how the CORP# G-tree 
(the one of most mterest) appears 50 far. 

CHA.IR-8 (&MEM29) was made a variant of NULL# (&tviEM66) as a consequence 
of generalizatIon. In order to keep Its identity, the ALTERNATE-V ARL.<\NT-OF 
slot is needed. In thIS case, the ALTERNATE-VARIANT-OF slot in CHAlR-B was 
fIlled wIth CHAIR # , indicating that this memette is an instance of a chairman, 
despIte the fact that it is structurally a VARIANT-OF N1JLL# 

• (CD B) 
Watchin« l¥EW30 a«ainst l¥EW25 76 
Best aatch i.: 
(76 «lWtK25 . lMEK30) 

«lULL. . lllDi2g) 
«lMEK23 . l¥EW27) «lMEK~4 . l¥EW28» «lMEK22 . lKEW26»»» 

Incorporatin« into «-tree ... 
ley generalization created: ~65 
yith variant.: (lMEK30 lKEW25) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
---------68 25=CORP-A 
---------6g 66=IULL' 

---------251---------661---------67 67=PRES. 
68=V-PRES' 
6g=¥-PRES. 

29=CHAIR-B 
30=CORP-B 
67=PRES. 
68=V-PRES' 
6g=¥-PRES. 

---------68 6S=CORPt 
---------6g 66=IULL' 

---------651---------661---------67 67=PRES. 

•••••••••••••••••••• 

68=¥-PRES. 
6g=¥-PRES • 

-----------W~5 W25=CORP-A 
---------CORPtl-----------Y65 -----------W30 W30=CORP-B 

W65= 
CORPI= 

The top diagram shows the results of the matching proces~ after the 
GEN function is called. CORP-B in matched against CORr-A with a 
result of 76 points. The "best match" is a LISP structure that shows the 
memette frame correspondence found. Note that NULL# was inserted in 
order to achieve a best match. The middle diagram shows the resultant 
F-trees for CORP-A, CORP-B and the newly created concept, &MEM65. 
At the bottom, the CORP# G-tree is shown, WIthout includmg the other 
corporations yet to be generalized. 

Figure 6-16: First of six incremental generalizations. 
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CORP-C IS the next F-tree to be added Into the unified memory structure It IS 

found to most closely match CORP-B (they are exactly the same, except CORP-C 
has an extra vice-president). A new concept must be created with their common F
chIldren (&MEM71). Figure 6-17 shows the results of this match and the CORP# 
G-tree after generalizing. All three memettes in the G-tree, prior to forming the 
generailzatlon, were trIed as possible matches. The score passed back from the F
tree matching algOrIthm (descrIbed In Chapter 5) IS given after each attempted 
match. The match with the highest score is chosen as the G-tree node at which to 
Index the new F -tree 

• (GEl C) 
Watchin~ lWEW36 a~ain.t lWEW65 67 
Watching lWEW36 a~ain.t lWEW30 103 
Watchin~ lKEW36 a~ain.t lWEW~5 67 
But utch 11: 
(103 «lKEW30 . lKEW36) 

«lWEW29 . lWEW35) 
«lKEW67 . lKEW3~) «lKEW68 . lKEW34» «lWEW6Q . lWEW33»»» 

Incorporating into ~-tree ... 
lew ~eneralization created: lKEK71 
with variant.: (lKEW36 lWEW30) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
--------W~5 

--------11130 
------CORP'I--------W65 --------W71 --------W3e 

W~5=CORP-A 
W30=CORP-B 
W36=CORP-C 
W65= 
W71= 
CORP'= 

The top diagram shows the Q.rocess of determining the "correct" place 
to locate CORP-C in the CORP# G-tree. The algorithm first cO~'pares 
CORP-C With the root of the G-tree, then to all of its varIants. if any 
varIant results In a better match, then that branch of the G-tree IS 
followed. If there is a tie score, the root node IS used. 

Figure 6-17: CORP-C IS added into memory 

Figure 6-18 shows simIlar output for incrementally generalizing CORP-D into 
memory It was found to match most closely with a generalized concept, &~fE~f65 
(which becomes &~M77) Furthermore, there was no need to create a new 
concept memette because the intersectIOn of the three F-trees, &rvlEj\f42, &MEM25, 
and &MEMi1 is equivalent to the intersectIOn of Just &MEM25 and &t<.1EM71. 
The reader may notice that a score of 52 was found In all three attempted 
matches. When this occurs, the program chooses the location that IS highest In the 
G-tree as the place to Index the new Instance F-tree. There IS no reason to make 
more speCific generalizations than the data warrants. 
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• (GEl D) 
Watchin, lWEM42 againlt lWEX6S 52 
Watching lWEM42 againlt lKEW71 52 
Matching lWEM42 againlt lWEM2S 52 
Beat utch 11: 
(52 «lWEM65 . lWEM42) 

«lWEM6e . lWEM41) 
«lWEM67 . lWEM38) «lWEM68 . lWEM40» «lWEM6g . lWEM3g»»» 

IDcor~t1ng into g-tree ... 
Wade 42 a varia.nt of lKEW77 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
--------W26 
--------W42 

1

--------W30 
------CORPtl--------W77 --------W71 --------W3e 

W26=CORP-! 
W30=CORP-B 
W36=CORP-C 
W42=CORP-D 
W71= 

In this case there was a tie score, so the 
&~fE~f6.5 was used for incorporation into 
why.) Note that, although a new concept 
eliminated and &~M77 took its place. 
program, and IS not at all significant 

W77= 
CORPI: 

comparison of CORP-D against 
memory. (The text descrIbes 
was not formed, &!vfEM65 was 

This is an artifact of the 

Figure 6-18: IncorporatIng CORP-D into the G-trees. 

In the next cycle of the program, we can see that level-hopping was needed again, 
and that the scoring mechanism can be used to indicate the degree of similarity of 
two representations. The top diagram In Figure 6-19 illustrates that CORP-E 
(&MEM47) matches CORP-D (&MEM42) much better than any of the others that 
were trIed (a score of 139 verses 39). Consequently it was generalized against it 
formmg a new concept (&MEM84). Although these two corporations are Virtually 
IdentIcal, It was necessary to insert a null memette between the top-level of CORP
E and Its president in order to get the best result. (Although the level-hop caused 
the matchIng algorIthm to find a better overall match (i.e., a higher score), the 
InSertIOn of a ~'ULL# memette actually decreases the score returned by the 
matcher. The negative scoring effect is intended to limit the use of level-hopping 
so that too many levels are not Inserted. See Appendix A for the details of sconng 
level-hops.) This Indicates that there may be a chairman missing from the 
representatIOn of CORP-E, but there is not enough evidence in the data seen so far 
to assume it should be there. 



• (GEl E) 
Watching ~47 against lWEK77 
Watching lWEK47 againat lWEK25 
Watching lWEK47 against lKE¥71 
Watching lWEK47 against 1WEK42 
Best utch is: 

36 
36 
36 
139 

(139 (~lWEK42 . lWEK47) 

~
lWEW44 . lWEK46) «1WEK43 . 
lWEll41 . lULU) 

lWEK45») 

!lKEW38 . lWI¥49) 
(lWEK37 . &MEW51» 
lWEK80 . &MEW50» ~1WEK81 . l¥EW48»»» 

Incorporating into g-tree ... 
ley generalization created: lWEW84 
Yith variants: (lWEK47 lWEW42) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 

I 
---------80 
---------81 

---------411---------88 ---------89 
---------42 

---------851---------86 

---------851---------86 

---------80 
---------47 ---------871---------88 ---------81 

---------89 

....... ~ ........... . 
------CORPtl--------V77 

--------W25 

1

--------v30 
--------V71 --------W36 

--------V841--------W42 
1--------V47 

41=CHAIR-Dl 
42=CORP-D 
80=V-PRESt 
81=V-PRES' 
85=CHAIRliAI' 
86=V-PRES' 
88=PRES. 
89=V-PRES' 

47=CORP-E 
80=V-PRESI 
81=V-PRESI 
85=CHAIRllAII 
86=V-PRESI 
87=IULU 
88=PRES. 
89=V-PRES' 

1Il25=CORP-! 
W30=CORP-B 
1Il36=CORP-C 
1Il42=CORP-D 
1Il47=CORP-E 
V71= 
V77= 
W84= 
CORPI= 

.-\. very strong match was found between CORP-E and CORP-D 
(&~fE\14~) A level hop was needed In order to achieve such a high 
scor~ as IS shown in the middle diagrams. The bottom diagram shows 
the vORP# G-tree IS beginning to attain some structure 

Figure 6-1 Q: The fourth corporatIOn to be generalIzed Into memory 

l.3S 

\Ve can see the algorIthm that locates the correct locatIOn In the G-tree at work 
In Figure 6-20. Here, CORP-F IS being Incorporated Into memory, and IS found to 
most closely match CORP-C (&~fE~136). CORP-F IS exactly the same as CORP-C, 
save for the addillon of one vice-president. 
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• (GEl F) 
Watchin& lKEK58 a&ainst lWEK77 
Watchin& lKEK58 against lKEK84 
Watchin& lKEK58 against lKEK~5 
Watchin& lKEM58 against lKEM71 
Watchin& lKEM58 against lKEM38 
Watching lKEMS8 against lKEM30 
Belt aatch i.: 
(117 «lKEK36 0 tWIW58) 

«lKEM35 0 &MEW57) 
«lKEM3~ 0 twEW53) 
(~lKEM31 0 lKEK56)~ lKEM80 0 lKEK55) ~ lKEM81 0 lKEK54) »» 

Incorporatin& into g-tree 000 

lew generalization created: lKEM93 
with variantl: (lWrW58 lKEK36) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 

-------W30 

58 
68 
68 
Be 
117 
94 

I
-------W~s 

1

-------W38 
-------W71 -------W93 -------W58 

-----CORPtl-------W77 

1
-------W4~ 

-------W84 -------W47 

W~5=CORP-A 
W30=CORP-B 
W36=CORP-C 
W42=CORP-D 
W47=CORP-E 
W58=CORP-F 
W71= 
W77= 
W84= 
W93= 
CORP'= 

The locatIOn algonthm looks at 6 of the 8 members of the G-tree to 
hnd the best place for CORP-F. It IS found at the deepest level. In 
general, If the G-tree IS N levels deep with a branching factor of M the 
algonthm we currently use would look at a maximum of M*(N-l) 
locatIOns 

Figure 6-20: CORP-F's incorporation mto the knowledge base. 

The last of the seven F-trees, CORP-G, is mcorporated into the knowledge base 
as shown In Figure 6-21. Of particular interest, is the fact that the president, that 
was missing in the ongmal F -Tree (see Figure 6-14), has been assumed (see Figure 
6-22) This was made pOSSible because of an increased confidence level in the 
generalization that "all chairman have a preSident below them". Thus, level
hopping was used not Just to get a better match grade, but also to allow for the 
incorporation of mlssmg data. 



.(GEI G) 
Watchin! l¥EK6~ a~ainst twE¥77 4g 
Watchin~ l¥EK6~ against &KEW84 4g 
Watch in! l¥EK6~ against lKEW25 4g 
Watch1n! l¥EK6~ against lKElf7l 67 
Matchin! l¥EK6~ against lKEW93 20 
Matchins lWEK6~ against lKEW30 86 
Best utch is: 
(86 «lKEW30 . lKEW62) 

«&KEW29 . &KEW60) 
«lKElf79 . lULL.) «llLElI80 . lllD(61» «lWEK81 . lllD(59»»» 

Incorporating into g-tree ... 
lew generalization created: lKEWI01 
with variants: (lllDl6~ lllD(30) 

CORP-G IS brought Into memory and found to match CORP-B 
(&ME~\'1.30) most closelY A level-hop IS needed where the preSident should 
be Dunng the process of incorporation into the G-tre~ the null memette 
from the level-hop was made a vanant of PRES# (see r igure 6-22). 

Figure 6-21: The fmal generalIzatIOn of this run. 
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Figure 6-22 shows the seven corporate F-trees after they have all been 
Incorporated Into memory :'-Jotlce that the only structural changes that have been 
made occur where level-hoppmg was used However, almost all of the ongInal 
lower-level F-children have been elIminated and are now Inhented from generalIzed 
concepts (not shown) In partIcular, all seven corporations Inherit two of their VIce
preSidents from the same source (&\1E~I80 and &ME~f81). 
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---------80 
---------81 

---------~61---------781---------79 

---------80 
---------81 

---------301---------~1---------79 

---------80 
---------81 

---------361---------351---------96 ---------96 

---------4~ 

---------80 
---------81 

---------411---------88 ---------89 

---------851---------86 

1---------851---------86 
1 

---------47 ---------871---------88 ---------81 I 
---------80 

---------89 

I 
---------5~ 
---------80 
---------81 

---------581---------571---------53 ---------96 

~6=CORP-A 
78=IULU 
79=PRES. 
80=V-PRES. 
81=V-PRES. 

29=CHAIR-B 
30=CORP-B 
79= PRES. 
80=V-PRES. 
81=V-PRES' 

35=CHAIR-C 
36=CORP-C 
80=V-PRES. 
81=V-PRES. 
95=PRES. 
96=V-PRES' 

41=CHAIR-D1 
4~=CORP-D 
80=V-PRES' 
81=V-PRES' 
85=CHAIRlLU' 
86=V-PRES' 
88=PRES. 
8g:V-PRES. 

47=CORP-E 
80=V-PRES' 
81=V-PRES' 
85=CHAIRlLU' 
86=V-PRES. 
87=IULL' 
88=PRES. 
89=V-PRES' 

5~VP-F1 
53=PRES-F 
57=CHAIR-F 
68=CORP-F 
80=V-PRES' 
81=V-PRES' 
96=V-PRES' 

60=CHAIR-G 
6~=CORP-G 
79=PRES. 
80=V-PRES. 
81=V-PRES. 

This diagram shows the F-trees of all seven corporations after the 
untfied memory structure has been buIlt Any memettes With a number 
greater than 62 have been Inhented from generalized concepts. 

Figure 6-22: The final Instance F -trees. 

The final G-tree structures are shown in Figure 6-23 The CORP# G-tree has a 
great deal of structure that categorizes the input F-trees. It looks somewhat bInary 
tn nature, but thiS IS Just .a consequence of the data It was fed and the order In 
which It was processed. The way It has categOrized the instance corporatIOns seems 
to correspond With how a person might do It 



-----CORPtl-------K77 

-------1t25 

1
-------1i36 

-------1i93 -------1i58 

-------li7l l------lilOll-------1i30 
-------1i62 

-------1i841-------1i42 
-------Ii47 

--------1i88 

1i25=CORP-! 
1i30=CORP-B 
1i36=CORP-C 
1i42=CORP-D 
1i47=CORP-E 
1i58=CORP-F 
1i62=CORP-G 
K7l= 
K77= 
1i84= 
1i93= 
Iil01= 
CORP.= 

------PRES. I . --------1i9SI--------u S3 --------1f79 • 

1i53=PRES-F 
1f79= 
1i88= 
1i95= 
PRES.= 

---------------1i52 1i52=VP-Fl 
---------------1i80 1i80= 
---------------1i8l 1i8l= 

-----------i-PRES.I---------------IiSS IiSS= 
---------------1i89 IiSg: 
---------------1i9S 1i96= 

i-PRES'= 

---------CHAIRKAI.I---------------1i8S IiSS= 
CHAIRKAI.= 

This fIgure shows the G-trees after Incorporation of all seven F -trees. It 
does not categonze most of the chairman, presidents, and vice-presidents 
because they are not hpt In memory If they are not um~e The 
CORP# G-hee does categonze all corporatIOns because CORPO. RATE
RESEARCHER keeps all top-level memettes In the Instance F-trees 

Figure 6-23: The final G-tree structures 
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The other G-trees (PRES#, V-PRES#, and CHAllUvlAl'l#) show much less 
structure This IS because. 1- they categonze memettes with fewer F-chlldren (eg, 
vice-presidents have no F-chlidren In this sample run), 
2- CORPORATE-RESEARCHER does not keep memettes around If they do not 
need to be kept, except for the top-level F-tree memettes (which accounts for the 
bushy CORP# G-tree) 

Intermediate nodes (I.e, not the root node or a leaf node) In a G-tree have 
reasonable (If not Interesting) interpretatIOns. In the CORP# G-tree, Intermediate 
nodes (e g., &ME93) represent generallzed corporatIOns that have the F-tree 
structure common to all Its vanants (&t-.fEM93 represents a corporation with a 
chaIrman, president, and three vice-presidents) In the PRES# G-tree, &~fE:\f9.5 

represents a president that has three vice-presidents reporting to him. &:\fE:\f53 IS 

a varIant of &MEM9S because It has an additional vice-president in it F-tree 
Thus, Intermediate G-tree nodes are F-trees of generalized concepts that are less 
speCIfic than Instance F -trees and more speCIfic than F -trees higher up in the G
tree. 
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6.3.4 Performance evaluation 

From studying this sample run and several others involving much larger F-trees, 
we have found CORPORA TE-RESEARCHER's performance to be as expected. Its 
behaVIor is predictable and in accordance wIth our design goals. Since the input to 
the program is tightly controlled by having to hand-code the Instance F-trees, one 
would anticIpate entirely predictable behavior. On occasion, it makes some 
generalIzatIOns that one would not expect by looking at the corporate charts 
-- some are good, others bad. The cause of these "bad" generalizations is due to 
the Incorrect determInation of the location In the G-tree where an F-tree should be 
Incorporated The algOrIthm currently in use is essentially a "greedy" method and 
can be mIsled If all nodes In the G-tree were considered, CORPORATE
RESEARCHER would perform better In some cases, but would become 
computatIonally InfeasIble. 

The program IS memory effiCIent, because it removes unneeded memettes and 
makes heavy use of InherItance. However, It is not very tIme effiCIent. It spends 
most of Its time matchmg one F-tree against another. In order to achieve level
hOPPIng at any level, and possibly at several levels simultaneous, CORPORATE
RESEARCHER trIes to Insert null memettes above and below each real memette in 
both F-trees The process of ma.tchIng two 4-level, Single-lineage F-trees reqUIres 36 
comparIsons of trees There may be a faster algOrIthm to perform this type of 
matchIng, but one solutIon may be to SImply limIt the amount of level-hoppIng 
permItted 

CORPORATE-RESEARCHER's Itrr.lted types of data to generalize about cause it 
to produce predictable generalIzatIons. However, thiS constraint also makes It a 
good program WIth which to demonstrate the prInciples of !vfERGE. 

6.4 RESEARCHER 
RESEARCHER IS a large natural language proceSSing system designed to read and 

understand patent abstracts. It uses the ~fERGE scheme to a.chieve thIS 
"understandIng", but much of the program IS concerned With parSing the textual 
Input Into F-tree representatIOns 

The purpose of the RES£..\R.CHER system IS to form an Intelligent database for a 
particular class of complex physical objects. At present, RESEARCHER's primary 
domain is computer disc drives. The database is intended to automatically 
categorize instances directly from the input text (I.e., Without human intervention, 
as was needed In CORPORA. TE-RESEARCHER). It is also used as the knowledge 
source for an Intelligent questIon answering system [Paris 841. 

The program has the potential to be useful for patent searching by indeXIng 
patents accordln$ to theIr content. Current computerized patent searching systems 
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use a keyword-based retrieval which is not Intelligent. RESEARCHER can also 
serve as an engineering knowledge system about how physical objects in one domain 
differ from others in the same domain. It could also be used in conjunction with a 
question answering module designed to Instruct users on how disc drives are 
constructed and how they work. 

One of the main difficulties in RESEARCHER is the correct parsing of the Input 
text Into an F-tree Although the complex physical objects descnbed by patent 
abstracts are hierarchical lD nature (ie., objects are descnbed as parts with 
subparts, etc), the Enghsh language descnptions of them may not be tree-like In 
structure, and are usually Incomplete Thus, another use of RESEARCHER's 
memory IS to help In proceSSIng future lDput (see [Lebowitz 84]). 

The basiC difference between the use of MERGE in RESEARCHER and in 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER IS that CORPORATE-RESEARCHER was built to 
demonstrate how a MERGE-based system operates, while RESEARCHER was a 
large system In need of some way to organize its knowledge Intelligently 
Consequently, RESEARCHER and the ~fERGE scheme have been developed 
Simultaneously ThiS sectIOn IS Included in the thesis to show a real-world use for a 
\fERGE-based understander system -- not to demonstrate how MERGE works in 
detail, as was done In the previous section. 

6.4.1 RESEARCHER's domain 

Patent abstracts are short summanes of full patents Issued by the U S. Patent 
Office The abstracts that RESEARCHER reads are about phYSical objects. They 
account for a large percentage of all the patents issued. (Others types include: 
process patents, deSign patents, agnculture patents, and chemical patents.) They 
are difficult to read, mostly because they are wntten in a form of legalese. As a 
consequence. It IS a painful expenence for a layman to read through many of them 
trying to determine how to generallze about w hat they are describIng. Th us, 
RESEARCHER, beIng a run on a machIne, has the potential to perform better than 
humans do when processing many patents 

The basic premise behInd using a ~fERGE-based understanding scheme In 
RESEARCHER IS that complex phYSical objects are often hierarchically structured. 
That IS, the PART-OF F-rel can be used to represent that one component is 
lllcluded within another Of course, phYSical objects are additIOnally descnbed in 
terms of the relatIOns among their components. Thus, RESEARCHER makes heavy 
use of relatIOns, USIng the representatIOn scheme descnbed In Section 4 5. 

Although patent abstracts are precisely worded (for the most part), their 
descnptlOns are often Incomplete. Because they are abstracts, they do not 
necessanly descnbe all the components that comprise an entire object. The focus 
of the text tends to be on the patentable part of a particular object. For example, 
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a. patent abstract for an ultra-high speed disc drive would most likely describe the 
aspects of the invention that allow it to operate at a high speed -- not how the 
disc drive is constructed in its entirety. Consequently, RESEARCHER needs the 
ability to level-hop, and to assume missing data when necessary, as !vfERGE 
provides. 

In this section, some sample patent abstracts will be presented in order to show 
how an augmented F-tree representation of them is obtamed. Following this, a 
short run of the program will be shown in which aspects of MERGE that are 
particularly Important in RESEARCHER will be emphasized. 

6.4.2 Patent abstracts and F -trees 

RESEARCHER parses patent abstracts into F-tree representations that are 
subsequently incorporated into Its unified memory structure. The parsing process IS 
dnven by reading each word in the input, looking it up in a dictlonary, applYIng 
ItS definItIOn, and constructing whatever memettes, relations, and modifiers 
(descnbed below) are needed for the correct representation (see [Lebowitz 80; 
Birnbaum and Selfndge 81] for descriptions of RESEARCHER-like text processing). 
The result of this processing is one or more augmented F-trees. 

In Figure 6-24, a typical patent abstract for a disc drive IS shown along With the 
output produced whIle parsing the first dozen words. (This abstract is taken from 
a real U S patent.) It is largely self-explanatory, but a few notes are in order. 
RESEARCHER allows a phrasal lexico:l. This permits phrases like "at least" to be 
processed Without haVIng to understand the words separately. An AlP is a memory 
pOinter word that POInts to a memette frame. 

In addition to phYSical relatIOns among objects, functIOnal or purpose relations are 
also processed. (Purpose relations are distIngUished by the "P_" prefix, whIle 
phYSIcal relations have the "R-" prefix.) Purpose relatIOns work Just lIke phYSical 
reiJ.tlOns (I e., they have a characteristic and arguments), but there IS, as yet, no 
underlYIng canonical scheme for classifying them RESEARCHER also processes 
propertIes of memettes ThiS memette slot IS used to capture a diverse range of 
features Includmg: quantity, Size, shape, color, etc ~fost modifiers (usually 
adJectives) get placed Into thiS slot. (There are other word classes that are 
processed but not shown In these examples.) 



Patent: P1 

(A DISC DRIVE IICLUDIIG IT LEAST DIE DISC -COKKA- WEllS FOR MOUlTIIG SAID 
DISC -SEMI- WEAlS FOR DRIVIIG SAID MOUlTIIG WEllS TO ROTATE THE DISC -COLOI
IT LElST OlE TRAlSDUCER COOPERATIIG 11TH THE SURFACE OF SAID DISC TO READ 
AID IRITE IIFORKATIOI 01 THE SURFACE -COKKA- MOUlTIIG WEAlS FOR MOUITIIG 
SAID TRAlSDUCER FOR COOPERATIOI 11TH THE DISC -SEKI- , CARRIAGE FOR SAID 
TRAISDUCER WOUlTIIG WEAlS -COLO I- THREE SPACED BEARIIGS BAVIIG GROOVED OUTER 
SURFACES WOUITED 01 SAID CARRIAGE -SEKI- A FIlED CTLIIDRICAL TRACI ADAPTED 
TO RECEIVE TlO OF SAID BEARIIGS TO GUIDE THE CARRIAGE -SEKI- A SPRIIG-LOADED 
CTLIIDRICAL TRACI ADAPTED TO ElGAGE THE OTHER BEARlIG AID URGE SAID TlO 
BEARlIGS AGAlIST THE FIlED TRACIS IHEREBY THE BEARlIGS ARE CEiTERED 01 SAID 
TRACIS FOR WOVEKEIT THEREALOIG AID WEllS FOR DRIVIIG THE CARRIAGE TO WOVE 
THE CARRIAGE ALOIG SAID TRACIS SO mAT THE TRAlSDUCERS ARE WOVED RADIALLY 
ALOIG THE DISC SURFACE -STOPe) 

Procellil1K: 

A : ley instance yord -- skip 
DISC DRIVE : Phrase 
-) DISC-DRIVE : WP yord -- aeaette DISC-DRIVE' 
ley DISC-DRIVE' instance (lWEM15) 
IICLUDIIG Parts of lWEM15 (DISC-DRIVE.) to folloy 
AT LEAST : Phrase 
-) AT-LEAST : Wodifier aodifier -- save and skip 
OlE : Weaette aodifier; save and skip 
DISC : WP yord -- aeaette DISC. 
lew DISC. instance (lWEM16) 
Augaentin~ lWEW16 (DISC.) with feature: IUWBER = GE 
Allu.inK lWEKl6 (DISC.) is part of lWEK15 (DISC-DRIVE') 
-CO~- (-COWWA-l) 

: Break word -- skip 
WEAlS : WP word -- aeaette UJ[JOIl-mIIC' 
lew UIXIOI'-THIIG' instance (lKEW17) 
Assuaing lWEK17 (UIKIOII-THIIG' -- 'WEAlS') ia part of lWEK15 (DISC-DRIVE') 
FOR (FORl) : Purpose indicator -- skip 
WOUITIIG : Purpose word -- save and skip 
SAID : Antecedent word -- .kip 
DISC : WP word -- aeaette DISC. 
Reference for DISC.: lWEM16 
Establishing P-SUPPORTS relation; SUBJECT: lWEM17 (UJIJOII-THIIC' -
'WEAlS'); OBJECT: lliIEK16 (DISC.) [tEEL1] 
-SEWI- : Break word -- skip 

The ~ext of a diSC dnve patent IS shown at the top of thiS figure The 
first seYl'ral words that RESEARCHER has processed are shown below It, 
along With the running comments that the program outputs 

Figure 6-24: Parsmg a patent 

14.3 

The focus of ~l.ERGE IS pnmanly on F-trees augmented by relations, so we will 
contmue to only explain thiS aspect of the sample output from RESEARCHER 
Figure 6-25 shows the augmented F-tree produced from a complete parse of Patent 
P7 The top diagram and list of relations IS syntactically the same as in 

CORPORATE-RESEARCHER. The large number of relations indicated along the 
F-rel links IS due to the fact that patents descnbe many more relations than do 
corporate charts, and that. purpose relatIOns are included III thiS diagram. Only 
three of the 23 relations (letters A through \V) are shown below the F-tree In 

Figure 6-25 The column to the nght of the tree shows the text name of each 
memette along With a left-truncated list of memette modifiers. For example 
memette &~fE~f24 represents "three spaced bearings", and is shown In detail (le., 
the memette frame With all Its slots) at the bottom of the figure. 
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Text Reprelentation: 

----ACEFJ-161----DGHVI-20 

------ABC-17 
--------8-18 
----DIm-1Q 
------EFG-21 

16=DISC-DRlVE 
16=DISC 
17=WlS 
18=WlS 

-------HI-221-----LSTU-231----------25 

1 9=TRAlSDUCER 
20=SURFACE 
21=IIFORllATIOI 
22=WlS ----------15 

----------241::::Kiiop:~~ 
-------W)-2Q 

--------1-2e 
---IiOPijRU-28 
------ijRS-30 

A list of relationl: 

Subject: Relation: 

[&REL1/A] lllDf17 ('WlS') {P-SUPPORTS} 

[lRri4/D] lllDflg (TRAISDUCER.) {R-ADJACEIT-TO} 

[lRri7/G] &laJl21 (DATA.) {R-OI-TOP-OF} 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
Iieaette Fraae: lllDf24 

REC-IDE 
10 
VARIAIT-OF 
CLASS 

= lllDf 
= 1046971 
= BEARIIG. 
= 10UI 

23=CARRIAGE 
24=SEPARATE BEARIIGS 
25=EITERIOR SURFACES 
26=CTLIIDRICAL TRlCI 
27=2 1 BEARIIGS 
28=TRACIS TRACI 
29=1 1 BEARIIG 
30=WlS 

Object: 

lllDf16 (DISC.) 

UFJl20 (SURFACE.) 

UFJl20 (SURFACEI) 

TTPE 
TEXT-IAllE 
PROPERTIES 
COWPOIUTS 

= COWPOSITE 
= ~BEARIIGS) 
= (IUWBER 3) (DISTAICE SEPARATE» 
= lKEW2Q aKEK27 lWEW25) 

The top Qart of this diagram shows the F-tree, bUilt by RESEARCHER, 
for Patent Pi. A partial list of relation descnptlOns IS given below that. 
The bottom figure IS an exploded view of what a memette In the proN~m 
containS Of p'artlcular Interest are the PROPERTIES slot, the TEXT
~A.\fE slot, ana the COtvfPONENTS slot 

Figure 6-25: The F-tree for Patent Pi 

Figure 6-26 shows the text and F-tree representatIOn of another patent, P32 
(3lIghtly modified from the original to accentuate the generalization process) We 
have not presented the lIst of relatIOns nor any of the output from the parSing 
process. This F-tree wIll be generalized With the one for Patent P7. 



Patent: P32 

(A FLOPPl DIS( ItAGIETIC IIFORItATIOI STORAGE AID RETRIEVAL UlIT HAVIIG A 
WAGIETIC READ-IRITE HEAD .COKKA. A CARRIAGE AID APPARATUS FOR SHIFTIIG THE 
CARRIAGE RADIALLY 11TH RESPECT TO THE FLOPPY DIS( TO EFFECT DATA TRAlSFER 
11TH SELECTABLE TRACXS 01 THE DISI .PERIOD. THE CARRIAGE SHIFTIIG APPARATUS 
IICLUDES A LEAD SCREI SHAFT .SE1U' A CARRIAGE JUT ARRAIGED 01 !HE SHAfT AID 
IiOVEABLE AlIALL Y IHEI THE SHAFT IS ROUTED .SEllh AID A STEPPER IiOTOR HAYIIG 
A ROTOR ARRAIGED COAlIALLY 11TH .COKKA. AID RIGIDLY ATTACHED TO DIE EJD OF 
THE SHAfT -PERIOD. TlO BEARIIGS ARE PROVIDED AS PART OF THE DISC DRIVE TO 
HOLD THE SHAFT AID ROTOR COMBIIATIOI AT OPPOSITE £IDS OF THE SHAFT -STOPe) 

Text Repre.entat1on: 

------CE-l 
-----ACD-3 
---------4 

------BF-6 

1

------J-12 
_____ AIL_21 _______ B_SI-----GHI-8 ------1i-141------I-13 

------FG-9 
--------1°1----JLK-11 

------J-12 

------OE-7 

l=SOFT DISI 
2=OISC-DRIVE 
3= IJfORllATI 01 
4=READ-IRITE-HEAD 
S=APPARATUS 
6=CARRIAGE 
7=SOIlE TRACXS 
8=SCREI-SHAFT 
9=JUT 

10=SOIlE IiOTOR 
l1=ROTOR 
12=1 EJD 
13=2 BEARIIGS 
14=FACETS EJDS 

Figure 6-26: Another disc drive patent and its F-tree representation. 
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The concept created from the generalizatlOn of Patent P7 and Patent P32 lS 

shown in Figure 6-27 The top part of the figure displays the output from the 
generalizer, which, agam, IS syntactically the same as CORPORATE-
RESEARCHER's ~lemettes have been paired-up according to what they are 
variants of and how well their F-children match. (RelatlOns also figure Into thiS 
process, but are not shown here. An example of relation generahzatlOn IS shown 
below) An UNKf\;O\VN# (&~fEM36) memette appears in this generahzation. It 
mdicates that two memettes have been matched together because their F-children 
match The variant memettes (&~fEM5 and &\1E~f22) themselves are not SimIlar 

they were VARL.\...1\lTS-OF different lllitial concepts The use of the 
C:,\l<NOWN# memette (as opposed to the ~L# memette) is discussed m more 
detatl below 

The generalIzed concept of a diSC drive that has been created by USIng Just these 
two patents IS represented by the F-tree rooted at &MEM32. It represents 3. diSC 
drIve With a disc, data, a transducer (r~ad/wrlte head), a track, and an unknown 
assembly This unknown assembly has a carnage as a component. 
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(GEl 'lllDU5] 
Matchin~ l¥EW15 asainst lMEK2 .... 228 
Best utch is: 

lMDU . lllDU6 ) 
(228 ( W'lI!:~r : iCnj ~ 

lMEW5 . lMEK22 «lMEK6. lKEK23») 
lMEK4 . lMEK19 ») 

Incorporatin~ into ~-tree ... 
lew generalization created: lWEM32 
with variants: (lMEK15 lMEW2) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
------------33 
------------34 
------------35 

------------32 ------------361------------37 
------------38 

32=M31 DISC-DRIVE' 
33=M32 wen 
34=1i33 DATA. 
35=1i34 DISC. 
36=1i35 UlDon. 
37=}l36 CARRIAGU 
38=1i37 TRAlSDUCER. 

The top diagram shows the process of generali.zation, the matching, and 
the incorporatIOn Into memory. The bottom figure shows the resultant 
generallzeCl concept of a disc drive. 

Figure 6-27: The generalization of Patents P7 and P32. 

6.4.3 A sample run 

As in the previous section, we will examIne a sample run of RESEARCHER here. 
'We use only four abstracts to illustrate how the program works, because much of 
Its functionIng is Identical to CORPORA TE-RESEARCHER's. 

Instead of using real patents, textual descriptions of disc drives that are patent
like In language will be used. This method allows for a more focused discussion of 
the Issues, as well as providing examples that will be correctly parsed. The chances 
of finding a set of four patent abstracts that are simllar enough for our illustrations 
IS extremely small Therefore, we have written the four examples about to be 
presented 

In the following figures, only the output from RESEARCHER that IS pertInent to 
the discussIOn will be shown. The basic cycle IS. parse - generalize - parse. Thus, 
this sample run differs from that of CORPORATE-RESEARCHER In that it is 
more like the real world; one does not usually know all the data to be generalized 
about In advance, but rather, Incrementally 

Figure 6-28 shows the text and its F-tree representatIOn for sample Patent Tl 
(&i\1EM1) The three relatIOns involved in the F-tree are shown at the bottom of 
the diagram 



Pa~nt: T1 

(A DISC DRIVE COWPRISIIG AI ElCLOSURE SURROUIDIIG !HE DISC DRIVE .COKKA' 
SAID DISC DRIVE IICLUDES A SPIIIIIG ASSEKBLY A DISC AID A READIRITE HEAD 
.COKKl. SAID SPIIIIIG ASSEKBLY IICLUDES A SPIIDLE COllECTED TO A WOTOR 
'COKKl. SAID ElCLOSURE COKPRISIIC A COVER 01 TOP OF A SUPPORT WIKBER) 

Text Reprelentation: 

-----------A-2 -----------C-g 
1

-----------C-8 l=DISC-DRlVE 
2=ElCLOSURE 
3=ROTATIOI ASSEMBLY 
4=DISC 

-------------3 -----------B-7 
-----------A-1 1-----------B-6 6=IRITE-HEAD 

6=SPIIDLE 
7=1II0TOR 

-------------4 
-------------5 

A list of relation.: 

Subject: 

~
lREL1/A~ lKEK1 ~DISC-DRlVE') 
lREL2/B lKEK6 DRIVE-SHAfT') 
lREL3/C lIIIEIII8 COVER.) 

8=COVER 
g= IIIEIlBER 

Relation: 

{R-SURROUIDED-BY} 
{R-COIIECTE:D-TO} 
{R-OI-TOP-OF} 

Object: 

lKEK2 ~EICLOSURE') 
lKDf1 1II0TOR.) 
lIIIEIIIg • WIKBER . ) 

The text for a hypothetical patent abstract (Patent Tl) is shown 
this Its F-tree, after beIng parsed. The bottom of thIS figure shows 
of the relatlOns used in the augmented F-tree. 

Figure 6-28: The first of four sample abstracts. 

along 
a list. 
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vVhen Patent T2 (&MEl\.1l0) is parsed and incorporated into the UnIfied memory 
structure, the need for level-hopping is apparent. The top of Figure 6-29 shows 
that Patent T2 IS Just like Patent Tl except that the DISC is part of a 
.\t.\G~TIC ASSE~fBL Y. Patent Tl has the DISC directly as part of the DISC
DRIVE. If the diSCS in both patents are to be matched, there must be some 
method of dealing with it.. Level-hopping is the solution. The results of the GEN 
functlOn are shown in the middle diagram A NlJLL# memette was inserted in 
order to achieve a good match. &'\fE'\f22 IS the concept formed by the 
generaiIzatlOn of Patent Tl and Patent T2, it shows that :\'ULL# has been 
included In the F-tree. 
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Patent: T2 

(A DISC DRIlE COKPRISIIG AI ElCLOSUR£ SURROUJDIIG THE DISC DRIVE .COKKA. 
SAID DISC DRIVE IICLUDES A SPIJlIIG ASSEMBLY A WAGIETIC ASSEMBLY AID , 
RElDlBlTE HEAD .COKKA. SAID SPIJlIIG ASSEMBLY IICLUDES A SPIIDLE COllECTED 
TO A MOTOR .CoWKA. SAID WAGIETIC ASSEMBLY COKPRISIIG A DISC .COKKA. SAID 
ElCLOSURE COKPRISIIG A COVER 01 TOP OF , SUPPORT MEKBER) 

Text Repre.entation: 

----------0-11 ----------F-1g 
1

----------F-18 

----------0-10 1----------£-16 
------------1~ ----------£-16 

------------131------------17 
------------14 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
(GEl 'lWEM10] 
Watchinl 1WEK10 a«ain.t 1WEKl .... 170 
Best aatch 11: 

10=DI5C-DRIVE 
11=ElCLOSURE 
12=ROTATIOI ASSEKBLY 
13=WAGIETISM ASSEMBLY 
14=IRITE-HEAD 
16=SPIIDLE 
16=WOTOR 
17=DISC 
18=COVER 
19=MEKBER 

(170 (~UE1U . lKElII0) 
(lWEW6 . 1WEK141) (lULL •. lKElI13 «lKElI4. llEW17») 
(1WEK3 . UDU~ (twEK7. tmU6)) (UElle ~(UEll~ . 1WEKll (~lWEWg. llEWlg» ~(UEll8 

Incorporatinl into «-tree ... 
lew generalilation created: 1WEK~~ 
with variant.: (UEll10 UElll) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
------------23 
------------241------------25 

1 ----------H-~7 ----------1-22 ------------26 ----------H-28 

----------1-201----------G-30 
1----------G-31 

22=DISC-DRlVE' 
23=TRAlSDUCER' 
24=IULLt 
25=DI5C' 
26=UlIJOII-ASSEKBLY' 
27=WOTOR. 
~8=DRIVE-SHAFTI 
29=ElCLOSUREt 
30=UlIJOII-TBIIG' 
31=COVER' 

The top diagram shows the text and F-tree for a patent abstract that is 
similar to Patent Tl but with an extra level added above the DISC. A 
~LL# memette IS Inserted during generalIzatlOn, shown in the middle 
figure The bottom diagram shows the generalized F -tree 

Figure 6-2Q: Level-hopping in RESEARCHER 

RelatlOns play a much more Important role in RESEARCHER than In 

CORPORATE-RESEARCHER Therefore, we examine three types of Simple 
relation generalizatlOn in the next example, shown In Figure 6-30. Patent T3 
differs from Patent T1 (which it ultimately gets matched against) in that: 1- the 
word encircling IS used instead of surrounding, 2- an axle is used in place of a 
spindle, 3- the cover IS ABOVE the support member -- not ON-TOP-OF it. 

In the first case, the words are defmed In terms of the same relation, so that 
encircling and surrounding both use the R-SlTRROUNDED-8Y relation definition 
ThiS leads to a canonIcal representation that lends Itself to generalizatlOn. Spindle 
and axle have different meanIngs, so, In the next case, the memettes have no 
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common generahzation and they are not Included in the concept F -tree, &MEM42. 
Therefore, the relation generalizatlOn can not include a memette In the subject slot 
The third type of relation generalization illustrated is that the arguments of the 
relatlOns are the same but the characteristics don't compare. Because ABOVE and 
ON-TOP-OF are not the same, their generalizatlOn is NIL. Of course, they have 
something in common (I.e., they both indicate a vertical direction) but the matching 
cntena that we are using 10 this example IS that they must match completely. 
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Patent: T3 

(A DISC DRIVE COMPRISIIG AI ElCLOSURE ElCIRCLIIG THE DISC DRIVE 'COKWA. SAID 
DISC DRIVE IICLUDES A SPIIIIIG ASSEKBLY A DISC AID A READIRITE HEAD 'COKWA. 
SAID 51II1IIG ASSEMBLY IICLUDES AI AILE COllECTED TO A MOTOR 'COUjA. SAID 
ElCLOSURE COMPRISIIG A COVER ABOVE A SUPPORT KEWBER) 

Text Repre.entation: 

/

----------L-39 
----------J-33 ----------L-40 

----------J-32 1----------(-37 
------------34 ----------(-38 

------------35 
------------36 

A list of relation.: 

Subject: Relation: 

32=DISC-DR1VE 
33=ElCLOSURE 
34=ROTATIOI ASSEKBLY 
35=DISC 
36=IRITE-HEAD 
37=AILE 
38=MOTOR 
39=eOVER 
40=KEWBER 

Object: 

ftREL10/J~ l¥EK32 ~DISC-DRlVE') {R-SURROUJDED-BT} 
tRELll/! lKEW37 AILE.) {R-COIIECTED-TO} 
lREL12/L lKEW39 COVER.) {R-ABOVE} 

lKEW33 ~ElCLOSURE') 
lKEK38 MOTOR.) 
tIlFJl40 • IUJtBEH ' ) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
(GEl 'lllElI32] 
Watchin~ lKEW32 a~ainst lKEW22 "" l1e 
Watching lKEW32 again.t lKEWl0 ",' 102 
Watching lKEK32 again.t lKEWl "" 118 
Be.t aatch is: 
(118 «lKEMl , lKEW32) 

~
(lKEW23 , lKEW36~) 
(lKEW26 ,lKEM34 «lKEK27 , lKEW38») 
(lKEK29 ,lKEM33 «lKEW30, &KEW40» «&KEW31 , lKEK39»») 

Incorporat1n~ into ~-tree ,,' 
ley generalization created: lKEK42 
Yith variant.: (tIlFJl32 lKEWl) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
------------23 
------------241------------25 

23=TRAISDUCEH. 
24=JULL' 
25=DISC' 

----------0-421------------431----------1-27 
27=WOTOR' 
29=ElCLOSURE' 
30=UI!IOII-rHIIG' 
31=COVER. 
42=DISC-DRlVE' 
43=UIIIOII-ASSEWBLY' 

----------O-29 I----------M-30 
----------W-31 

A li.t of relation.: 

Subject: 

~tREL13/Kj lKEK31 
tREL14/1 
&RELIS/0 lKEW42 

Relation: 

{ilL} 
{R-COmCTED-TO} 
{R-SURROUJDED-BY} 

Object: 

lKEK30 
lKEW27 
lKEW29 

Patent T3 differs from Patent Tl mainly In the way it uses relations. 
Of particular Importance IS the list of relations shown in the bottom 
diagram Notice that some of the data IS miSSing In these generalized 
relatIOns The text explainS why. 

Figure 6-30: Relation generalizatIOn. 

The fourth and final patent will demonstrate how two different objects can be 
matched together because they have the same parts. This process may need to 
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occur when generalIzing about real patent descnptlOns for several reasons Including 
parts are named differently by different Inventors, one or both of the defimtlOns IS 
mlssmg from RESEARCHER's vocabulary, some text was parsed incorrectly, and so 
forth. 

In Figure 6-31 Patent T 4 is shown to be Identical to Patent T1 with one mInor 
exceptIOn. A WIDGET IS used to replace the ENCLOSURE In Patent Tl. Dunng 
the generahzatlOn process, the WIDGET IS found to correspond to the 
ENCLOSURE because they both have the same parts (the COVER and the 
\fE\ffiER) Thus, the generalized concept (&YiEMS9) uses an Ul\i1<NO\VN# 
memette (&\fEM64). Notice that the variant F-trees (&~fE:\f22 and &~fE~f49) 

have not been altered by thiS generalization. 

An C!'."KNO\V;'\;# memette IS one that gets created as the result of generalIzing 
two memettes that are ultimately variants of different concepts. They have been 
matched up because their F-tree structures are similar and/or because of other 
Information that matches closely (e.g., relations, properties, etc.). Since they have 
no common ancestor In a G-tree, there is no common name that can be given to 
their generalization Hence, their generalized concept becomes a variant of (and 
gets ItS name from) the UNKNOWN# memette. 

An UNKNOWN# memette signifies that its variants are real memettes but they 
were not InItially variants of the same concepts. The presence of a !'.l..TLL# 
memette means that at least one of its variants was not included in the initial F
tree used to make the generahzation, and therefore mayor may not actually eXist. 



Patent: T4 

(A DISC DRIVE COVPRISIIO A IIOGET SURROUIDIIG THE DISC DRIVE .COVVi. SAID 
DISC DRIVE IICLUDES A SPIIIIIG ASSEVBLT A DISC AID A READIRITE HEAD .COVVi. 
SAID SPIIIIIG ASSEKBLT IICLUDES A SPIIDLE COllECTED TO A VOTOR .COVVi. SAID 
IIDGET COVPRISIIG 1 COVER 01 TOP OF A SUPPORT VEKBER) 

Text Reprelentation: 

1

----------u-56 
----------S-50 ----------0-57 

----------S-49 1----------T-54 
------------51 ----------T-66 

------------52 
------------63 

49=OISC-ORlVE 
50=110GET 
51=ROT1TIOI ASSEVBLT 
52=DISC 
63=IRITE-HEAD 
54=SPIIDLE 
65=VOTOR 
56=COVER 
57=VEKBER 

•••••••••••••••••••• (GEl 'lllDW~] 
Watching tVEW49 against tWEK22 121 
Watching tWEK49 against tVEW42 121 
Watching tVEW49 against tVEW10 84 
Best aatch 11: 
(121 «lVEW22 0 lVEW49) 

«tVEK23 0 lVEW53» 
«tvEW26 0 lVEK51) «lVEK27 lVEW55» «lVEK28 lVEK54») 
«tVEW29 0 lVEWSO) «lVEK30 lVEK57» «lWEK31 lWEKS6»») 

Incorporating into g-tree 000 

lew generalization created: tKEK59 
with variantl: (lVEK49 lVEK22) 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
------------241------------2S 

1

----------R-65 
----------P-29 ----------R-66 

----------P-22 
------------60 
------------611----------Q-62 

----------Q-63 

----------U-66 
----------S-50 ----------U-66 

----------S-49 ------------52 
------------60 
------------611----------T-62 

----------T-63 

------------60 

1
----------1-62 

------------61 ----------1-63 
------------S9 

------------641----------v-65 
----------V-66 

22=DISC-ORIVEI 
24=JULU 
2S=DISC' 
29=EICLOSUREt 
60=TRAISDUCER' 
61=UlXI0'I-ASSEVBLT' 
62=WOTOR. 
63=ORIVE-SHAFTt 
6S=UJ!J01I-THIIG' 
66=COVER. 

49=DISC-DRIVE 
50=IIOOET 
62=DISC 
60=TRAISDUCER. 
61=UlXIOII-ASSEVBLT' 
62=WOTOR. 
63=DRlVE-SHAFTt 
65=UIKIOII-THIIO' 
66=COVER. 

S9=OISC-DRIVE' 
60=TRAISDUCER' 
61=UIII01J-ASSEKBLT' 
62=WOTOR' 
63=OR IVE -SHAFTt 
64=UIIIOn. 
65=UJIJOII-THII0' 
66=COVER' 

The top dia..&.ram shows Patent T4 which uses a \VIDGET in ..pl.ace of 
the ENCLOSCRE However, It still can match to the E~CLOSURE by 
vIrtue of the fact that Its components are IdentIcal The boftorn figure 
shows the vanant F-trees as welI as the newly created generalizatIon. 

Figure 6-31: Matching dissimIlar memettes. 
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6.4.4 Perrormance eval uation 

RESEARCHER performs adequately when it is given simple text to process The 
four examples shown above were easy to come up with and clearly demonstrate the 
workings of the program Level-hopping works, as do the basic operations of 
Inhentance, addition, subtraction, and substitution. Relation generahzing works, and 
IS being extended to make comparisons of charactenstlcs at the pnmltlve level 
This allows RESEARCHER to capture the simllanty of ON-TOP-OF and ABOVE, 
for i>xample 

Thi>re are some technical problems with RESEARCHER's text processing 
However. the real difficulty lies In the fact that the abstracts are not describing the 
same kinds of objects. TYPically, one patent that IS about a diSC drive wIiI 
descnbe how the read/wnte head carnage is moved around, while another diSC 
dnve patent wIll concentrate on how the disc IS inserted into the dnve. The 
problem that thiS poses IS severe in the context of MERGE, because MERGE is 
deSigned to categonze many F-trees about SimIlar objects. Since RESEARCHER IS 
not bound to read only about disc drives, the solution seems to be to broaden Its 
kno\..,ledge base so that it can deal With a wide variety of physical objects that 
might occur In conjunction with disc drives. ThiS would take a substantial effort, 
but would result In a more robust program. 

6.5 What's missing in CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and 
RESEARCHER 

HaVing presented the CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER programs, 
we next compare their Implementations of ~fERGE against the ideal scheme. In 
dOing so, a better analYSIS of these programs' performance can be made. In 
addition, the more crucial aspects of MERGE that bear on these programs Will be 
determined. It is unlikely that a researcher would need to Implement all the 
features of the Ideal NfERGE scheme descnbed in Section 6.2 for a particular 
applIcation ReViewing CORPORATE-RESEARCHER's and RESEARCHER's use of 
~fERGE can serve as a case study on what parts of \fERGE are needed for a 
given domain. 

6.fi.l A review or the implementations or MERGE 

Much of the program code having to do with MERGE is shared by both 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER. However, they each benefit 
from different aspects of it to greater or lesser extents 

CORPORATE-RESEARCHER's domain is well organized and the data provided to 
it is very complete, so it makes limited use of MERGE's ability to fill in missing 
information. However, level-hopping is quite important because corporations tend to 
have different chain-oC-command lengths in their hierarchies. Thus, in order to 

--- - --
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recogmze common sub-hl~rarchles In various corporations, level-hopping is essential. 
An F-tree III CORPORATE-RESEARCHER IS itself equivalent to a chart; III most 
cases, few relations are needed to augment the F-tree because corporations don't 
usually include them on their charts. Although relations exist within corporatIOns, 
they are either too complex or too subtle to chart, so CORPORATE
RESEARCHER doesn't really need MERGE's relation processing components to a 

great extent. 

RESEARCHER, on the other hand, uses many relations In representing complex 
physical objects. It therefore needs, and has, a sophisticated relation representation 
scheme. GeneralizatIOns of relatIOns are important and should be extended down to 
the prImitive level of relatIOn charactenstIcs, as was descnbed In SectIOn 53 
Level-hopping and the assumptIOn of missing informatIOn are also important in 
RESEARCHER. because the textual data supplied to the system is incomplete and 
inconsistent In general, RESEARCHER needs a lot more out of MERGE than 
does CORPORATE-RESEARCHER due to Its natural language Input and more 
complex domain of understanding. 

6.5.2 Comparison to ideal MERGE 

Here, we compare our two Implementations of rvlERGE-based systems to the ideal. 
scheme presented earlier In this chapter. The numbers used correspond to those 
used In SectIOn 6.2. 

Features of CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER: 

1 GeneralIzatIOn-based memory Obviously, RESEARCHER, 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER, and any other system uSing ~IERGE 

necessanly have this feature . 

• ) Dynamic memory - RESEARCHER and CORPORATE-RESEARCHER 
do this Incremental reorganization very well. ~fost other rvtERGE-based 
systems would also need this feature. The only exception would be in a 
system that could carefully order its Input so that reorganizatIOn is not 
needed (l.e., the subtractIOn and substitutIOn operatIOns are not needed, 
only the addition operation) . 

.3 Framed-based representations - The memettes used in RESEARCHER 
and CORPORATE-RESEARCHER are somewhat different. The domain 
in which MERGE is used determines the required frame slots. 

4. Parallel generalizatlOns - This is done very effectively in both programs. 
Any implementation of MERGE would want to do this if learning about 
objects on multiple levels in the F-tree IS important. 

5. Inheritance - This is essential to any implementation of rvIERGE. It IS 



one of the pnmary ingredients In unIfYing representation and 
generalizatlOn 

6 Automatic classificatlOn - In both programs, only the top level memettes 
in the F-trees are kept around when not needed so that they are 
categorized by the system. It IS possible to keep any number of 
memettes at any level around, or none at alL The reqUIrements of the 
appitcatlOn should determine this. 

I Incremental learnIng - An automatic benefit of using NfERGE 

8 Large domains - RESEARCHER is a particularly good example of this. 
There are over 4 mlilion patents, hundreds on disc dnves alone. 
Unfortunately, they don't all descnbe complete disc dnves 

9 \iasslve reorganIZatlOn/error correctIng - Neither program does this, 
although It IS possible given t-..fERGE's formalIsm. The problem IS In 

determining when a major reorganIzation IS needed. It IS important In 

domainS With a large number of instances. The ability to correct errors 
via reorganIZatlOn could be useful in both programs, particularly In 

RESEARCHER as Its Input tends to produce erroneous F-tree 
representatlOns and, therefore, G-trees. 

10 Process vaned data - Relations are generalized in both programs. 'rVe 
are currently extending RESEARCHER's relation generalizatlOn 
capabilities to break down relation characteristics Into pnmltives. \Ve 
are also addIng functIOn generaitzatlon to CORPORATE-RESEARCHER, 
and property generalizatIOn to RESEARCHER. The need for such 
generalizatlOns are largely dependent on the applIcatlOn domain. 

11. \iultlple Inhentance Neither RESEARCHER nor CORPORATE-
RESEARCHER allow this at present (With the pOSSible exception of 
AL TERNATE-V ARIAl"IT-OF slot usage) If it IS known that inhented 
data will not conflict, then this could be added to a system by Simply 
allowing a list of memettes to fill the VAR~~T-OF slot, and changIng 
the inheritance functlOns. 

12. Level-hopping - The level-hopping mechanism in both programs IS good. 
It is only needed 10 domains that descnbe hierarchies Without uSing a 
standardized means for representing levels. 

13. Accessible knowledge structure - RESEARCHER makes some use of the 
untfied memory structure in disam blguating further input. 
CORPORATE-RESEARCH has no need to do this, since its input IS 
unambiguously hand coded. RESEARCHER also uses its knowledge base 
In a question answenng sub-sy,tem. 

ISS 
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6.6 Summary 

The main principle of ~fERGE is that the representatlOn of hierarchies influences 
the generalizations that are made about them, and that these generalizatlOns, lD 
turn, influence future representations. This is made possible by arranging memory 
lD terms of a hierarchy of generaliza.tions and dynamically reorganizing It when 
needed 

Basic \1ERGE functlOns on a represent - generalize - represent feedback cycle, 
potentially lDcreaslDg Its knowledge base on each cycle Using this method, 
generalizatIOns are created that both categorize instance F -trees and allow missing 
or Incomplete lDformatlOn to be assumed. An ideal ~1ERGE-based system would 
have many more features. These include level-hopping, the ability to correct 
erroneous generalizations and/or representatlOns, massive memory reorgamzatlOn 
\vhen needed, and others 

CORPORATE-RESEARCHER uses a less than ideal, but better than basiC, 
ImplementatIOn of ~fERGE, In a system designed to understand corporate charts. 
It serves as a demonstratlOn program that makes clear how ~1ERGE works 
RESEARCHER IS a program that reads patent abstracts about complex physical 
objects USlDg a SimIlar version of t ... fERGE to organize its memory It is a natural 
language processlDg system that processes large amounts of real-world information, 
a.nd thus demonstrates how vanous aspects of ~RGE can be useful lD 
understanding incomplete and ambiguous hierarchies. 



This chapter concludes the thesis by citing directions for future 
research and summanzmg the main points brought out in the previous 
chapters. 

7. Conclusion 

7.1 Future research 
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The basic prinCiples of the ~fERGE scheme have been developed, at least to the 
pOint of being able to use them In functlOntng programs, However, there are 
several avenues along which this work can be extended. 

The most ObVIOUS first step would be to apply MERGE-based understanding to 
other hierarchical domains. We have found some pluses and minuses that 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER have in common. It would be 
useful to know how untversal these findings are. In addition, some of the 
dlfftcultles that RESEARCHER has In forming representations may suggest solutlOns 
when compared WIth Similar natural language processing applications of MERGE. 

\Ve have suggested a few possible areas where a tvfERGE-based understanding 
system might be useful Zoological taxonomies based on antmal body part 
hierarchies seem to be an inb=restIng and InstructIve domain. Input could come 
from textual descnptlOns, manual encodIngs, VIsual data from anatomical draWings, 
or a combinatIOn of these The resulting knowledge structures could be compared 
against eXisting taxonomies, providing a metnc to analyze tvfERGE's performance 
by 

Several Issues In generalIzation deserve further consideratIOn. The idea of fOCUSIng 
generalIzations around a partIcular object level In the Instance hierarchies has been 
mentIOned. ApplYIng the concept of "basIC objects" to !>.fERGE's 
representatIOn/generalization interaction would make It more cognltively accurate 

Another aspect of human cognition, the "aha" response, corresponds to an 
InSightful large scale reorgantzatlOn of memory in ~fERGE On occasIOn, the G
trees that are created in a \1ERGE-based system can become ineffiCient In the 
sense that the branching factor IS too large or too small. They may also not be 
the best classification of the instance objects, in that they do not closely match 
people's conceptions of the same objects In addition, there may be problems that 
arise due to the input order dependence that tvfERGE-based systems have. In any 
of these cases, a massive reorganization of memory (as opposed to the small scale, 
incremental reorgalllzation that ~1ERGE usually performs) would solve these 
problems. The difficult part of dOing this reorganizatlOn is recoglllzing when it IS 
needed. Further research could shed some light on how to give tvfERGE the "aha" 
response. 
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The \1ERGE scheme goes a long way toward automatIng the mtelligent 
understandmg of hierarchies. However, some intelligence must still reside with the 
human system builder. In particular, a person must determine what the F-rel of a 
hierarchy is and develop a relatIOn representation scheme for each new domain. 
Can this process be automated as well? One possible approach to solvmg thIS 
problem might be to buIld a meta-level MERGE-based system that would 
understand how hierarchical systems, in general, are put together. 

Directions for future work also lead to basic object representatIOn questions. We 
have assumed that only systems of objects structured as strict trees will be 
processed by a MERGE-based system. But what if this restrictIOn is relaxed, and 
arbItrary networks permitted? Can tvtERGE be suitably modified to process such 
systems? If It can be, then the domains opened to applicatIOn of our scheme would 
be Increased We believe that It can be, and that much of what has been 
presented m umfYlng representation and generalization has a more umversal 
applIcation. 

7.2 Thesis summary 

\Ve have shown that when representations of hIerarchies are stored in a GBM, the 
result IS an enhancement of both the indIvidual representations and the· 
generalizatIOns buIlt upon them The partIcular scheme used to attam thiS 
fe€dback, ~1ERGE, is deSIgned to Incrementally learn by contInually restruct~nng Its 
knowledge base The umficatIOn of representatIOn and generalization in a dynamIC 
hIerarchy understandmg system IS the main contnbutlon of this research. 

The ubiqUIty of hierarchies In the real world makes thiS research particularly 
useful \fERGE provides a way to automatIcally clasSIfy hierarchically structured 
objects according to theIr Internal orgamzatlOn as opposed to some artifiCIal 
measure \!'ultlple clasSificatIon hierarchies are constructed Simultaneously, one for 
each umque sub-hierarchy in the instance objects. Thus, learmng is carned out on 
several dIfferent objects that are part of the top-level one Because a MERGE
based system has the capacity to capture detaIl to an arbitrary depth, it can 
potentially perform better than humans at classifYing complex objects. Furthermore, 
smce ~tERGE-based systems are designed to process large numbers of instances, 
they are suitable for use as intelligent databases. 

\Ve have used a single F-tree decomposltton of a hierarchy in this theSIS. 
Decomposing a system USIng one F-rel has been done mostly for pragmatic reasons, 
but It has not severely. limited the domains that tvtERGE can understand. 
InformatIOn that IS not captured by F-rel links IS superimposed on the hierarchy's 
representatIOn using relations This allows partial, alternate decompositions of a 
hIerarchIcal system to be captured, if necessary, along with any other data 
dependent on the structure of the system. Information that is independent of a 
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hierarchy's structure, such as properties and features, can also be Included in its 
representatIon and subsequent generalizations. If necessary, two or more 
Independent MERGE-based systems can be used for understanding a particular 
domain that has several equally important decompositions of its hierarchies. 

Two implementatlOns of the \1ERGE scheme have been developed and 
demonstrated. CORPORATE-RESEARCHER is a program that understands upper-
level corporate organlzatlOnal structures by analyzing corporate charts 
RESEARCHER is a larger, natural language processing system that reads and 
understands patent abstracts about complex physical objects (disc dnves). Taken 
together, they exemplify the range of hierarchical object understanding that rvffiRGE 
IS capable of 

The performance of these two programs IS as expected. That is, CORPORATE
RESEARCHER creates generaltzed concepts of corporations that are similar to what 
people might create when shown the same charts that it processes. RESEARCHER 
has some difficulty producing Interesting generalizatlOns because the patent abstracts 
It reads vary widely In what they descnbe The solution seems to lie in broadenIng 
RESEARCHER's domain of understanding so that it will find similarities among 
different objects related to disc dnves. However, the program does a fairly good 
Job of representing patent abstracts as augmented F-trees. 

Real world ImplementatlOns bnng out some of the detatls necessary to buIld 
hIerarchy understanding systems The ability to level-hop turns out to be crUCIal In 
both systems we have buIlt, and In any other ImplementatlOn that must process 
Incomplete or non-standardized Instance objects representatlOns Creating a 
canonIcal scheme for representing non-fundamental relatlOns IS another important 
aspect of Implementing a hierarchy understanding system in domains that conSIst of 
complex hierarchIes. RESEARCHER's scheme for representing physical relations 
among parts of corn plex obJects is an exam pie of this. It provides a paradigm for 
constructing canonlcal relatlOn representation schemes. 

ASide from the Inherent feedback between representation and generalization, a 
particular .\IERGE-based system can make use of its knowledge base for other 
proceSSIng. In RESEARCHER, the parser uses Information In the generalization 
hierarchies to help in disambiguating text The knowledge structures are also used 
as the basis of an intelligent informatIOn system In conJunctlOn with an Integrated 
question answering module. 

'Iv' e believe that It IS necessary to unify representation and generalization In order 
to create Intelligent InformatlOn systems. This is particularly true when the goal is 
to understand complex phenomena. The MERGE scheme does this f~)f 

hierarchIcally structured objects Since complexity often takes the form of a 
hierarchy, our scheme should have Wide applicatlOns in intelligent informatlOn 
systems geared toward understanding complex objects. 
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Appendix A. F -tree Matching 

In this appendix we present the algorithm used to match F-trees In 
CORPORATE-RESEARCHER and RESEARCHER. This algorithm serves as the 
metric used to decide how similar two F-trees are in order to determine where In 
memory a new Instance F-tree should be located. In addition, this algonthm IS 

used to determine the structure of the generalized F-tree that is formed from 
companng a new Instance F-tree to an existing F-tree. (Although, this feature will 
not be discussed here.) 

\Ve have found this to be an effective algorithm for use In tvfERGE. However, It 
must be emphasized that this is only one of many possible algorithms that a 
r.fERGE-based system could use. The reader may find work done by other 
researchers helpful In developing similar F-tree matching algorithms. Of particular 
Interest IS work In: [Noetzel and Selkow 83] that presents a procedure for 
determining the minimum number of operatIons needed to permute one tree (F-tree) 
Into another, [Tversky 77] that describes numencal similarity measures, and [Kruskal 
and Sankorf 83] which presents a survey of work dealing with various methods for 
comparIng sequences of data 

A.I Overview 

GeneraltzatlOn In RESEARCHER and CORPORATE-RESEARCHER IS done by 
making binary compansons of F-trees The program code for matching F-trees has 
two tnputs the old F-tree and the new F-tree The old F-tree IS one that already 
eXists as part of memory. It may either be a generalized F-tree (one that was 
created by the program) or It may be a.n Instance F-tree (one that was input to the 
program) The new F -tree is not yet tn memory The only connection that the 
new F-tree has \vlth memory IS that ItS nodes are vanants of the same concepts 
that nodes tn other F-trees are. That IS, all F-trees are defined in terms of a 
('ommon set of tnilial concepts. These concepts are the root nodes of G-trees (see 
i?xamples In Chapter 6). 

The basic matchtng procedure works by recursive descent through the Input F
trees At each level, a doubly nested loop is run through trying to match all 
children nodes In one F-tree against all children nodes in the other F-tree \Vhen a 
leaf node is reached tn either the new F-tree or the old F-tree It IS compared 
against its corresponding node. If they are both variants of the same initial 
concepts then some preset number of pOints IS given to thiS correspondence. (Other 
pOSSibilities are discussed below.) This score is passed back up one level and used 
to decide which are the best child-child matches to choose. Once this "best" 
matching of children IS picked, the scores for each child-child match are summed 
and the matchIng of the parent nodes is summed into this. 
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The score returned from MATCH for the entire F-tree is the result of summing 
the scores for each matched pair of nodes. However the sconng process IS 
somewhat more complex in that each level in the F-trees is given a different 
weight. The higher level nodes are more important than are the lower level nodes 
and thus the grade given to a match of them is higher. In addition, relations that 
a. particular memette is .involved in also contribute to the total score. Finally, 
when a node has components that do not eXist in the other (new or old) F-tree 
these count negatively toward the match score. The effect of doing this is to not 
match Similar memettes if the children in one of them would have to be deleted via 
the subtraction operation unless outweighed by a different matching. 

Because F-trees lD a given domalD are usually not standardized some way of 
flllding correspondences between nodes that are not on the same level in both the 
new F-tree and the old F-tree IS needed. Level-hoPPlDg is used to find these 
correspondences. 0rULL# memettes are inserted in either or both the old F-tree 
and the new F -tree to achieve level-hops. The lDsertlOn of a NULL# memette 
counts negatively toward the match score. This effectively restricts the use of 
Nu'LL# memettes, so that too many levels are not inserted. 

A.2 The basic algorithm 

Level-hoPPlDg IS accomplished uSing the function HOP-MATCH (see Figure A-I). 
HOP-~L-\TCH calls ~1ATCH USlDg variations on the IDpUt F-trees. For example, 
HOP-\fATCH calls ~L\' TCH With no inserted Nl.ILL# memettes, It then calls 
\L-\ TCH With a ~'LL# memette IDserted ID front of the root node of the old F
tree, It then tnes the same but USlDg the new F-tree It also tnes other 
combInatIOns by InSertlDg N1JLL# memettes Immediately after the root node, etc. 
After trYIng all these combinations It chooses the resultant configuratIOn with the 
highest match.ed score 

PROCEDl'RE HOP-M."TCH(lIlelllette-a.memette-b) 
BEGI~ 

END 

IF [(memette-a is unitary) AND (memette-b is unitary)] 
OR (memette-a is NULL') AND (Illemette-b is NLLL'>] 
THE:"I iETUiN M.HCO(lIlelllette-a.memette-b); 

ELSE 
iETUi~ 

MAX (M."TCH (me.ette-a.memette-b) . 
MATCO(melllette-a, (insert a NULUJ before lIemette-b» 
MATCH (lIIelllette-a. (insert a NLLL' after lIIemette-b» 
MATCH«insert a NULL' after lIemette-a) ,lIelllette-b) 
MATCH«insert a NULL' before .emette-a) ,lIelllette-b»; 

This is the top-level functIOn in the F-tree matchIng process. It calls 
~L'\' TCH to do all the work. NULL# memettes are IDserted before and 
after each node In both F-trees. The result of the best configuration IS 
picked (by the tviAX function). This IS how level-hopping is achieved. 

Figure A-l: HOP-MATCH - the level-hopping procedure. 
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MATCH (see Figure A-2) is the basic matching code which works as described 
above. However, instead of calling Itself recursively it calls HOP-~1ATCH on the 
subtrees of the F-tree it IS currently analYZing. In this way, level-hopping occurs at 
all levels in the F-trees. 

Several factors determine what will be the "best" match of nodes in the new F
tree with nodes In the old F-tree. The scoring system captures all of these factors 
as a sIngle number As was mentioned above, points are added or subtracted from 
thiS score on three occasions: 1 - when two leaf nodes are compared, 2 - when two 
parent nodes are compared, 3 - when a parent node has unmatched children. 

PROCEDllRE MATCH (lIIemet te-a .lIIemette-b) 
BEGI~ 

END 

!level! :=!level!-l: 
score:=COMPARE(memette-a.memette-b) : 
IF memette-a is UNITAiY 

THEN 
BEGIN 

!level! :=!level!+l; 
RETIIRN ! level! * score: 

END; 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
DO FOR all x:=(F-children of memette-a) 
BEGI~ 

best-child-match:=O; 
DO FOR all y:=(F-children of memette-b) 

best-child-match:= 
~~X(best-child-match.BOP-MATCB(x.y» : 

score:=score+best-child-match; 
REMOVE the best-child matched fro • 

• emette-b's F-children; 
END; 

!level! :=!level!+l; 
RETURN !level!*[score + 

!extra-parts-penalty! * 
(the number of unmatched F-children)] ; 

END; 

;"L\ TCH com pares the new F -tree rooted at memette-a ag,aInst the new 
F-tree rooted at memette-b The score IS computed by addIng the value 
returned by CO;\1PAREing the root nodes to the sum of the best matches 
of the trees' F-children. The vanable Ijevel l IS used to weight the value 
returned at each level (higher levels are worth more) ILevel 1 must be 
InitialIzed In the callin~ procedure to be the greater of the depth of the 
new F-tree or the old F-tree. 

Figure A-2: ~L\ TCH - the basiC algonthm. 

The function CO~vfPARE (see Figure A-3) returns the score computed by 
comparing the two memettes that It IS passed as arguments. The score returned 
depends on what the memettes are ultimately variants of, whether one or both of 
them are !'H.;1.L# memettes, and any relatlOns the memettes might be involved In. 

Van abies are set In the callIng procedure that are used for each of these cases 
(they are Indicated by Ixxxxxxl). Another variable, lat-Ievell IS lncremented and 
decremented In ~l-\' TCH to keep track of how deep in the recursion the program is, 
and IS used as a multiplier factor for the lxxxxxx! variables. COMPARE
RELATION IS called by CO}VfPARE to compute the value added for relation 
matches. 
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The score for any subtree is computed by summing the scores for all the matched 
children of the subtree together with the score for matching the root of the subtree. 
Any unmatched children are subtracted from the score according to the value that 
lextra-parts-penaltyl has. 

PROCEDUiE COMP.UE(meaette-a • .IIelllette-b) 
BEGIN 

E:'iD 

CASE or 
VAaIA~T-Or(lIIeaette-a)=VARIANT-OF(lIIelllette-b) : 

sua:=!saae-variant-ot-lIIatch! ; 
IS-NVLL.(meaette-a) OR IS-~~L.(lIIelllette-b): 

sua:=!null-real-match! : 
OTHEUISE: 

E:'iDCASE; 
sua:=!unknown-part-aatch! ; 

DO rOR all x:=(relations that involve mellette-a) 
BEGI:'i 

best-relation-aatch:=O; 
DO fOR all y:=(relations that involve aeaette-b) 

best-relation-lIIatch:= 
~~X(best-relation-.atch. 

COMPARE-RELATION(x.y»; 
sUIII:=sUIII+best-relation-match; 
RBfOVE the best-relation matched tro. 

END; 
RETURN SUIII; 

the relations that aellette-b is in; 

The CO~WARE functIOn evaluates how two individual memettes 
compare. If they are ultimately variants of the same inItial concept then 
they are consldt?red to match better than if they are not. ThIS is true 
only If the value of Isame-variant-of-match! IS greater then !unknown-part
matchl ThiS functIOn returns a score that is dependent on both what the 
memettes are variants of and how they are used In relatIOns. COrvWARE
RELATION IS a Simple function that looks inSide relation frames and 
returns a. non-zero value If It finds some commonalities between x and y. 

Figure A-3: CO~WARE - the lowest-level evaluatIOn function. 

A.3 Scoring variables 

In thIS sectIOn we dISCUSS each of the variables of SignIficance to the F-tree 
matching algonthm The values that have been used to generate the examples In 

thiS theSIS are shown In parenthesIs after the name of each variable. We have 
found the program to be fairly insensitive to the values of these variables 
Ho·wever, it is sensitive to the relative ordering of theIr values. For example, 
Isame-vanant-of-matchl > lunknown-part-match l > Inull-real-match! produces 
different results than lunknown-part-match! > Isame-vanant-of-matchl > Inull-real
match! 

- Isame-vanant-of-match! (+7) - This is the value assigned to a memette 
matchIng where both memettes (old and new) are found to ultimately be 
vanants of the same initial concept (by following the VARIANT-OF links 
all the way up the G-tree) In the program used for the examples in 
this theSIS, this value IS assigned' regardless of how many G-tree 



VARL"-NT-OF links need to be followed. However we have 
experimented with USing a percentage of this value that depends on how 
many links must be followed. 

- 'null-real-matchl (-2) - \Vhen a real memette (i e., non-NULL# memette) 
is matched against a ND1..L# memette this is the value assigned to their 
match. Using a negative value for Inull-real-match! has the effect of 
penalizing the use of level-hoPPing. This technique is a heuristic that 
limits the number of levels that will be inserted to give a good match. 

- 'unknown-part-match! (+1) - \Vhen two memettes are matched and they 
are not ultimately vanants of the same initial concept, then an 
ur'.'K);O\V~# memette is created in their generalized F -tree. The value 
of thiS vanable IS asSigned to a match of memettes in these cases. Its 
value should be less than the value of 'same-vanant-of-match!, but still 
positive compared to the value of 'null-real-match!. 

- lextra-parts-penaltyl (-3) - This is used when there are unmatched F
children at any level In the F-tree. The number of such children 
m ultlpiles this vanable, and this product IS added into the score returned 
from J\L-\' TCH It should have a ·value that IS negative relative to both 
lunknown-part-match! and Isame-vanant-of-matchl. Its purpose is to push 
the algonthm IOtO matchIng as many memettes as possible. 

- Ilevell - ThiS vanable IS Initialed to be the depth of the deepest F-tree 
(new or old) It is then decremented at each call to ~1A TCH, and 
Incremented upon return. It IS used as a multiplYing factor for all of 
the above vanables Its purpose 15 to allow memette matches higher in 
the F-tree to count more strongly than memette matches lower in the F
trees 
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